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ASSEMBLYMAN WILLIAM K) DICKEY (Chairman): Ladies and 
;· . :: ' .. , 

gentlemen,· I will call the public hearing before the 
Assembly Taxation Committee to order., 

First of all,, I would like to introduce the members 
of the Committee who are here. My pame is Bill Dickey,, 
I am State Assemblyman :r::epresenting Camden County, Dj. strict 
3C to my right is Asse:m.blyman J~oseph Healey representing 

Hudson County: and at the witness desk is Assemblyman 
Richard Fiore representing Essex County. 

This is a public hearing concerning Assembly Bill 
No_, 2291, an act which., if enacted by ·the Legisla,ture 
would change the procedure in.proceedings to review the 
property tax assessments and esta.blish certain rules of 
evidence relative thereto. 

The first witness this morning will be the principal 
sponsor of the Bill, Assemblyman C ,. Richa.rd Fiore of 
Essex County. Mr. F.i.ore.- you may proceed. 

R I C H A R D FIORE; Thank you, Mr. 

Chairman" 
I am Assemblyman C" Richard Fiore from Essex 

County and I am here to speak on l\ssembly Bill No. 2291, 

The homeowners of the State of New Jersey are 
confronted with enormous tax increases as a result of 
recent decisions of the Division of Tax Appeals and the 
Appellate Courts granting tax relief on commercial and 
industrial properties" 

Reduced assessments are being granted on appeals 
by applying a ratio established by the Legislature for 
allocating State School Aid to mu.n.icipali ties. 

The ratio is arrived at by comparing actual 
property sale prices to the mu.nicipal assessments for 
rea.l. estate taxeso The use of th.is ratio for reviewing 
tax assessments was neither intended nor authorized by 
the Legislature. 
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The impact of the recent decisions couldprodUce 
losses of20% or more in tax ratables in many municipal-'-
iti~so 

In Newark, for example, the School Aid equaliza-
tior.t ratio is 80 .1% of the actual assessment. This could 
proa;uce appeals and lowered assessments that would cut as 

. I . . . . -

much as $221 million from the City 0 s current ratables of 
$1, 1\42, 000. 000. · Tl'li~ ,-. in turn o would create a loss of 
$22 million in tax dollars • 

. ! 
With the municipal budget remaining the same, this 

woul:d force more than 150 points in the City Os already 
high: tax rate and since thegreatest benefit from such 

I 

asse1ssment reductions would go to business and'..i:ndustry · a 
trem;endous amount of the tax burden would shift to small 
homeiownerso 

This bill will make the equalization ratio used 
.. for jschool aid inadmissible . as evidence in tax assessment 

appejal cases, and that the mu.nicipali ty assesses at the 
leve~ ·of taxable value established by the County Tax 
Boartl of Taxation. 

This bill has peen endorsed by: 
1. Association of Cour1ty Tax Board Commissioners 
2. Association of County Tax.Board Secretaries® 

. 3. New Jersey league of Municipalities Tax Study . 
I .• 

Committee • 
. I • 

i 4. Association of Municipal Assessors of New Jersey 

! 
5. Ta:x:Assessors Association of New Jersey 

i A quest:i.on on tni$ bill. has been brought up:, If 
the Bill were enacted the homeowner wanat be .able to prove 

i 
·aisciriminationo False~ 

Under this bill the taxpayer will be able to prove 
discri:rninationby reference to actual transactions.in 

I 

theinunicipal:i.ty, but this will.require the Division of 
TaxAppeals to ascertain whether or not _discrimination 
actu?l,lly e:xists,.not merely using an artificial ratio 
which may be based on only one sale of a particular type 
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of property or 'Which may represent a unique situation 

not typical of the 
Furtheremore, the present system already dis-, 

criminates against the ho:rneownera Value in homes can be 
realistically established.but the income approach used by 
the Division virtually assures that the other properties, 
such as large apartment houses, stores and factories, 
will be assessed at lower value:qo 

Why not assess at true value and then apply ratio: 
Municipality does assess at true value. 'I'he fact 

that the ratio is different doesn 1 t prove that they are not 
at true value. 'I'his is a distorted use of a system 
established for allocation of school aid. 

An example of the results of this decision of 
the Division of Tax .AppeaLs and the Appellate Courts 
granting tax relief on cornrnercial and industrial properties 
using the sale ratio as its basis for appeal resulted in 
a New Jersey department store being granted a $11284,075 
reduction from true value of $8,556,675 thus having the 
municipality·losing on one case $10].,000 tax dollars 
which will be shifted to the homeowner" 

Now1 I understand presently that from the .City of 
Newark alone there are about 900 cases before the State 
Tax Board and about 730 of these cases are industrial and 
commercial properties" And again, the shift there will go 
to the small homieown,er who right now is burdened w;l. th a 
heavy property ta.Xo 

Now I have some lette:ics here, for example, one 
from the New Jersey State Bar Association and, of course, 
they are against A-22910 Well, if I were a lawyer, a tax 
lawyer especially, I 11 d be against 2291 too. 

Now when they go in for appeals, I understand they 
work on a fee basis, the greater the appeal/ the greater 
the fee, Now if they appl.ied a ratio in their a.ppeal that 
appeal will be greater, therefore making their fee greater. 

Also we have one from the Real Estate Board of Newark, 
Irvington and Hillside. And if I were appraising these 
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properties - again, they operate on a fee basis -_the 
greater the _assessment o_ the greater the fee, - well o' 

I_ would be .. a.ga.inst it too if I were involved in 
appraising in regard to tax appeals. 

Then I have one here from the Merchants Refrigerating 
Companyo located at 850 Third Avenue in New York CityG 
I donut mind the letter but in the letter 11While I have 
not ful1.y read.bill A-22910 I have been informed that 
it contains provisions that will nullify most of the 
progress made toward a fair and equitable .. assessment of 
property taxes to all property owners. 11 If I were 
invoived with a big company, I would write the same letter, 
but this individual didn't read the bill and he 0 s against 
it. 

And, of courseo the last one is the New-Jersey 
State Chamber of Commerce whicho· I guess as you-know and 
we all know, is involved with the big business of the 
State ando again, they have opposed the bill. And I 
would oppose it too because it would definitely benefit 
the big business of the State of New Jersey from Cape 
May to Bergen County. 

Now, prior to this, Mre Chairmano we had a land 
redemption bill which did the opposites We seem to be 
working in the opposite direction to the Feder decision. 
We 1 ve been talking about the overburdened property owner, 
the small homeowner, the man who canut afford, the man 
whose taxes are at a point where they are confiscatory. 
Now, we adopted a bill in regard to land redemption and 
shifting that difference to the commercial-industrial 
building. Now _ we seem to be doing the opposite" Now we 
seem to be giving the commercial and industrial buildings 
the appeal and shifting it to the small homeowner" And 
this i·s what I 'rn objecting to. The small homeowner cannot 
take any more _ taxes -- on his property~ And this is one of 
the reasons, I believe, that the Tax Policy Committee is 
also mee.ting to see what we can do witho _ in our Stateo an 
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archaic property tax rate in which everything falls on 
the homeowners of this State. 

In other words, gentlemen, it 1 s a crime now to 
own property because of the taxes that are involved. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairmano 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY~ Thank you, Assemblyman 

Fiore .. 
Do anY. of the members of the Committee wish to 

ask this witness any questions? (No questions) 
We have with us Assemblyman Enos of Gloucester 

County. Mr. Enos, do you have any questions? 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Not at this time, sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Mr. Fiore, may I ask you 

about two terms that are used in your bill. What is 
the definition of 0»average ratio· of assessed to true 
value of real property 01 , that phrase used -in your bill? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: In other words, when they 
talk about true value, some people ask if the 
municipalities are assessing at true value, and I answer 
that they are. Now when there is property sold in that 
area, now some may take it on one sale and say this is 
the average ratio. This should not be stated that this 
is the ratio of the town because of a sale of maybe one 
property. But the true value - we say the city is assessed 
at and this is it. In other words, we claim that the 
cities do assess at true valuee 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Now is there a difference in 
the phrase p'general ratio at which real property is assessed" 
is that something else? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE~ Yeso The general ratio is the 
ratio: .that the county tax board assesses our property at. 
Now 1 using the Feder decision, what we 1 re doing here is, 
we 1 re pre-empting the county-tax board and what we're 
saying is, this decision, the Feder decision, or the school 
aid formula will now become the means of assessment and 
through the assessment the means of a tax rate established 
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in a community, and this can .affect the community without 
changing the municipal budget, as I have statedw In other 
words, what rum saying here is this, the county tax board 
can do the job and they should do the job. And if we use 
this ratio as a means of obtaining appeals, then what we,' re 
doing is preempting what the county tax board has to say. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY~ Mr© Fiore,' as I read the Feder 
versus the City of Passaic Case, as I understood it, the 
property there was an isolated assessment which seemed to be 
out of line with the other com.man level of assessments in 
the municipality and that it was necessary to go to this 
common level standard, by the Court, in order to provide a 
remedy to this taxpayer who seemed to be taxed out of 
proportion to the properties of similar value. Am I 
correct in that assessment of the case? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE~ Right0 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY~ And your bill then would 

abolish this rule of evidenceo Is that right? 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE~ What I 0m saying is this, right 0 

it will abolish this rule of evidence and let the county 
tax board of the county establish the assessment and 
through the assessments establish the tax rate0 Now 
what this bill is doing - :maybe it was a local problem, 
Mr0 Chairman, but, however, it became statewide0 And 
now many municipalities may use that decision - and when I 
say 00 many 00 , I 0 m talking of many where industrial and 
commercial buildings are located -,to ask for appeals 
based on the decision that was made in Passaic County. 
Maybe it was only made with the intention of a single 
b~ilding but the interpretation now is, anyone can go in 
and ask for appeal based on the ratio, namely your school 
aid formula. And this is what I 0m arguing against because, 
if this is done, towns like Newark could lose 20%, towns 
like Teaneck, 74%; towns like West Orange o 74%. 'I"he 
difference I 0m talking about 26%, 20%, 26%, and the 
homeowner will pick up the difference. For example, in 
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Newark, if we cut it 20%c· Now you have to remember one 
thing here_. Mr. Chairman, when we talk about tax: law, 
the homeowner is not familiar with tax law but your 
industrial and commercial- people are. For example, there 
are probably tax lawyers in this room right now that will 
be representing big business, or the Chamber may be_here. 
Now, this is their job. A small homeowner does not have 
this advantage. He probably never heard of the Feder 
decision, but I guarantee you every big business has heard 
of the Feder decision. I guarantee you, he would very· 
seldom go for an appeal because he doesnit even know the 
procedure. But I guarantee you that big business may be 
up every year on appeals, with their tax lawyers and 
their accountants, and so forth. And this is what I 1 rn 
arguing against. Even though, as you stated, it may have 
been for a single item, it has taken a statewide 
ramification. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY~ Now1 isn~t:'.this same rule of 
evidence available to the homeowner as well a.s to the 
commercial property owner or the manufacturer? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE~ I would say no, for the simple 
reason that the homeowner is not up to date with our laws. 
As I said before, gentlemen, rr.11 even go beyond thatt -
I doubt very much if our State Legislature, as a body of 
80, is familiar with the Feder decision, and these are 
our lawmakers of the State. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY~ Any other questions from 
members of the Committee? (No questions) 

Thank you very much o M.r. Fiore e_ 

The next witness listed is Assemblyman Paul Policastro. 
Is he here? (No response) 

All right, the third witness is Mr. Joseph E. Irenas 
and Lawrence s. Berger of the New Jersey State Bar 
Association. Would you come forward, gentlemen? 

Please state your full name and your association. 
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s. BE R,GE R: My name is 
Lawrence Berger and :i: am.Chairman of the Tax Section of 
the New Jersey Bar Association~. anq. wi.th me is. Mr. Joseph .. 
Irenas · who .is on .the Cammi ttee •.. 

!ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Where is· your office, sir?. 
:MR. BERGER: I'm with the law _firm of. Lasser Lasser 

Sarokiri & Hochman at 17 Ac~demy Street in Newark. 
I 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Thank you very much. You may 
proceeq.. 

iI would like to begin by reading the resolution 
' 

passed iby the New Jersey Bar Association with regard to 
! 

the bill: 
I 

WllERLAS Assembly Bill No. 2291 was introduced 

in the.New Jersey Asscn~ly on March 22, 1971; and 
I 

WHElllil\S said Bill has been reviewed and studied 

by the Section on Ta~ation of the New Jersey StateJBar 

Association; arid 

WBE~El\S the Section on Taxation finds said Bill 
' 

ha9'"' se~ious and far reaching impl.i,cations not apparent on . ., 
i 

the fade of the legislation; and 
I 

! WHEREAS the Section on Taxation believes that 
i 

· said Biill is unconsti tuticmal under the provisions of 
! 
I . 

Article• VIII, Section 1, ~l of the Constitution of the 
I 

State of New Jersey and the Fourteenth Amendment of the 
! 

Constit4tion.of the United States of America in that it I • 

would r~sult in denying a remedy to owners of property 
I 

subject;to unconstitutional discriminatory assessments; and 
I 

i 
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WHEREAS the.Section on: Taxation further believes 

that this Dill would uncto many years of careful and thought:::.:.l 

efforts by the courts of this State to fashion a realistic 

and practical remedy, pursuant to constitutional manciate, 

to relieve widespread discrfmi11ation and inequality ar.1ong 

the taxpayers of thiff State; 

NOW, THEREFORE, be it RESOLVED that the l,:ew 

Jersey state Bar Association, on behalf of its merr.bcrs, 

opposes the passage of Assembly Bill No. 2291. 

I would like to break our presentation down into 
really two sections. One, I would like to discuss what 
I would term the practical aspects, what it is that's 
happening out there in the world and what this bill· 
attempts to do. And Mr. Irenas will bring us up to date 
on what the current law is, tracing back how the law began 
and where we are today, and, again, indicating what this 
bill intends to change. 

I think the first thing that we can generally agree 
upon is that if we had two buildings that were identical 
in all respects - and let's assume that these two buildings 
are the only two buildings and, ·therefore, they bear the 
full tax burden of this town: and let us further assu.rhe 
that the.two buildings.are _each worth $100,000, one 
building, however, is assessed at $80,000 and the second 
building is assessed at $120,000. Now the owner of the 
building with the $120,000 assessment decides that he's 
tired of bearing more than his fair share of the taxes 
and he brings an appeal. He is, first of all, entitled 
to have his property reduced to its fair value, the 
standard being what a willing buyer would pay a willing 
seller, so he is, therefore, entitled to bring his assess-
ment from $120,000 _down to $100,000, which we've established 
as the fair value.· However, equality has not yet been 
reached because the first property owner haS his building 
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I 
I 

ass~ssed at $80,000. So the courts have fashioned 
i 

a remedy which goes beyond the.function of true value 
i 

and'says that you're entitled. to have your property 
I 

assEkssed not at its true value.but something below 
truEk valueo something which is the.same standard.applied 

I to all other property owners in the municipality~ In 
l 

thi~ case it would be 8,0% of true valueo or both properties 
i 

wouTd end up being assessed at $80,000 and we would have 
equality. I'm assuming two identical buildingsm 

! That is basically what 0 s going on~ There are some 
I 

terms in the bill which I think ought to be discus$ed. 
I 

OnejI think is the common level itself or the ratioe 
Whaf O s done is that the State Director, for school aid 

i 

purposes, and the county, for equalization purposes for 
the !county burden, make studies-an<i the studies compare 

I 

the ]sale prices of properties against th.e assessment. 
As ~n exampleo if a property.is assessed for $80,000 
and Ii t sells· for $100,000 ,. the ratio of sales price to 
ass~ssment would. be 80% .. 

[ These studies have been carried on now for 
app~oximately 10 years. In some municipalities there are 
few 1

1

sales .. in some municipalities there are many sales. 
As ajn exampleu in the City of Newark in which, of course, 
we ~ould expect to find the most sa,les, for the period 
19631 to 1968 there were 23 o 081 sales. Now the State. 

I 
Dire:ctoru s ratio breaks out what they call nonusable . 
sale1

1

s from usable sales. Certain sales, if y9u were going 
to :rdake a study, would be nonusable, - : .a sale from a 
fath!er to a son, or a parent corporation to its 
subslidiary, an estate sale. There are 21 categories of 

! . . 

salef which are eliminated as being nonusable, and o~e 
of tpe categories is a miscellaneous category. 

i Of those sales, 17,565 sales, over the period O 63-68 
I were, deemed usable. ! . . The. sales are broken down into four 

classes. The 
i 

The City of Newark had only three c,lasses. 
first, class is vacant land, the. second class is residential, 
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and the fourth class is miscellaneous, commercial and 
industrial. 

The comparison of sale prices to.assessments for 
those years varied from a low of 16% to a high of 615%. 
In other words, somebody was assessed at 615% of the 
amount that his property sold for. Somebody was 
assessed at only 16% of the amount that his property 
sold for. 

In the classes, as Iuve pointed out, there are 
extreme ranges" However, there are certain clusters 
or certain tendencies that we find. We find that in 
the class one, the vacant land, the ratio is about 70% 
of true value; the class two, or residential, is about 
60% of true value; and the industrial and commercial 
property is about 95% of true value0 So that we can 
see by these studies of many, many, many sales that 
there is an existing discriminations 

What this bill attempts to do is to freeze that 
existing discrimination exactly where it is. In other 
words, the shifting that has been spoken of.is a 
shifting toward equality, not a shifting of some burden 
which is undeserved on the homeowner. 

The other ratio or level referred to in the bill 
is a level which is established by the county boards. 
Each county board instructs its assessors in the county 
to assess at a certain percentage of true value. Many 
counties instruct their asses~ors to assess at 100% of 
true value@ Many counties instruct their assessors to 
assess at 50% of true valuec 

What we have learned from the ratio studies, going 
back before 1963, is that, contrary to the presumption 
that 0 s suggested in the bill, no assessor, almost without 
exception, assesses at the ratio which the county suggested 
that he's to assess at, or instructs him to assess at. 

I could never understand the reason for a county 
board instructing an assessor to assess at 50% of true 
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· vali.lEi .. except for the· .. possible 'exception of really 
tr.:i,.cking-the public. If you' re a homeowne:r anq. you•· 
h~v~your.p~operty ~ssessed.at ~5%, - I 1 m ~ssutnirig tlle 

- I . . .. , .. • . . . . ·. . . , , . . " 

uninformed home9wner that we Ore allege~y ta;J.kirig about -,,. . . . •' . . :· ' 

if you have yo17~ property assessed at $25;000 ~nd yo1,1 
kho~ in your heart that your property is worth $40,000o 

I • 

youire not inclined togo down and argue with the 
! . 

ass$sso;r. And what you.don•t know is.that your property 
: ' 

·is assessed 
I • • • 

at 50% of its.true value or.yc;>'l;l. 1 re be.:i,.ng 
' ·,,,· ·• .·:. l •·. assessed at_ an equivalent of $50,000, $10,000 more than 

you.! think your 
. 1 .· . 

property i's worth. 
. i Otller ,than that exception, I can° t find any reason '.· i . ·. .. . .. . . ·. ·. . ·. . .. . . . . . .. 

whyithe county board should instruct the assessor to. 
ass~ss at anything but 100% true values 
. i. . ' . .. . . . . . 

· ! What the bill in effect says is that we are making 
a pJesumption that:no·t black is white bu:t gr~en is ·blue{ 

1 ·, . . . ·_. . . . . 

· we aire ·. making a presumption that every assessor as~esses 
at t~e l:'atio of tr\J,e value which the~ounty has.instructed 
him ltom Now we know, ip fact, from the studies,·th~t 

I 

is n~ver the case. 
i ' . . 
j · It further says that _there is a .remedy,, there is 

a st~dy which was prepared at State E:)xpense which was 
studted over .a period of more than ten years,; the ratio 

'I . ' ,.·.. . 

of_a~se~sments to sales prices. And not only· are_we . 
preskuing something _which we.all know·is n~t sp but we 0 re 

. goin~ to deny you,_ the prope;-ty owner, the use ot . this· 
' i 
stt1dy to prove the_fac;:t thaty,hat we know is not so,is. 

t 

not so. 
I I can only.equate this to an,ex~ple,which might 

. ' 

bemd,re familiar to you; involving personal inj~ry c::ases. 
1 · ·. .- · i.. . · - .-· 

It, 1 s !li~e making a presumption that 110 one ever gets hurt 
' ' ' . ' . . . - . 

in· ari automobile accident, which we all know· is untrue~ and·· ,. - , I .· . . . . . . . . . . , . • . . . . . . . . . . .· ·. . . ... 

the ~eason for presumptions is usually something which is 
more !prob~bly right th~n not right, but it makes the 

. : . - ·I . - .- . - . 

assumption first.thatnobody gets hurt in automobile 
•I. • • • • , • 

accidents and,· secon~, denies the use of _testimony by 

12 
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doctors to prove in fact somebody was hurt. 
This bill, in the.opinion of the Bar Association, 

is unconstitutional0 Mr. Irenas will go into the history 
of the law. 

If:you would like to 'direct questions at this 
point, I will be glad to answer them, or if you would 
like to wait until Mr. Irenas concludes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Have you concluded your 
presentation, Mr. Berger? 

MRe BERGER: Yes, I have. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY~ All right. I will ask the 

members of the Committee if they wish to ask questions. 
Mr. Healey? 

Irenas. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HEALEY: No.questions. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY~ Mr. Enos? 
ASSEMBLXMAN ENOS~ I will wait until I hear Mr. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY~ Mr. Fiore? 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: Mro Berger, we 1 re talking in 

regard to the appeals in regard to the Feder decision, 
do you feel that this decision will bring in more 
appeals by commercial and industrial property owners. 
You mentioned the City of Newarko 

MR .. BERGER: Yes, I do. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: You do. All right. Now, let's 

talk about one of the department stores. Do you think 
they would have received a $1~3 million exemption if the 
ratio was not applied? 

MR. BERGER: I don°t know what case you're 
referring to. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE~ Bamberger's Department Store. 
Let 1 s be specific. 

MR~ BERGER~ I 0 m not aware of the details of 'that 
case. I presume from your question that it involves a 
ratio~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE~ They received the $le3 million 
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based on_ the ratio4 Now there ,is. over -$100 ,.000 lost" - · 
:-in)tax-,dollars wi~h~~t ,~ ~hange .in the budget of tpe 
City of Newark .. 

__ ,_ ~., BERGER_: Well a _· all you a:r:e ~stablishing for 
me,\is, the _fact that .. Bamberger's was apparently- 6ve;i::-~ 

'I ., ' 

assiesseda _ not only in terms_ of true value but in terms 
' - . . :. ' . ' . 

· of · ii.ts.: sha:i:::e of the taxes in comparison to al.l other 1· ,· . .. ..· -. -. ', , . -. ' 
property owners in the City of Newark. -._ I see:.,nothing · 

I 

scandalous about the fact_ that equality has been established 
. . . ! . . . . 
cy the.courts .. 

I ' , 

. \ . ASSE~LYMAN FIOR;E: It t,ook t:hem all this time a 
i 

tho?gh, t<:> give them. a 15% appeal which they used with 
thejratio .. In other,W?rds, nobody wasdoing_t;heir job 
up·t,o now .. 

! 

.t . MR.. BERGER: Well; I think Mr. Irenas , when he 
giv+s you the history of the court cases, will indicate 
tc;r_ you that everyone has been_ doing their job up to now .· . i . 

and: that it hp.s taken a long time .. , Justice is a slow . 
. i • . . . . . . -proc;::ess. - · I think we I ve reached the point where we_ are 

. L 

get1ing some justi,ce and . that O s what we 1.re here to t,ry 
to maintain ... ,, 
' '', ·1- : . ', 
· ! . ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: __ When you say _ n jqstice n ~- q.o you 
:meaJ commercial and industrial bµildings? 

1 • • • -i MR.. BERGER: I mean that every prqperty owner 
j 

treated alike bears his fair ___ sl:lare of the burden of . I -
... taxation .. 

• ;• f 

i I . ASS~MBLYMAN . FIORE: Are you. a t;.ax lawyer? -. __ 
i , ' I • 

\ MR ... -BERGER: 
lawy\er"' 

. I guess I wquld be called a tax 

, I 

j ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: I assume that e Now 1_-_-- using 
. I ' 

your:Self, could this .ratio bring in larger appeals 
·_' i •' ' ' . 

:ther~fore _ giving you. la;rger. fees? 
.·I • • • I, . ., . <. ." • ,. ,, . ' ' 

, · MR .. · BERGER; Yes, this ratio could possibly bring 
i_n mpre appeals and give me a larger fee. However q . I 

, thin~ you could very ea~ily, · if your purpose - is to keep 
my income down-'."" 
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ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE;~ No, that 1 s not my point but 
I do think it's special interest. 

MR. BERGER~ Noa I think you could very happily 
keep my income down and do justice by enacting a bill 
which is 100% opposite from this bill, instead of, 
as in this case; not allowing the county boards to use 
the ratio, if you were in fact to require the county 
board to use the ratio for everyone, including your 
beloved homeownero 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORB~ It 1 s not only a beloved 
home owner,, let I s say a home owner that is not as 
informed as are businesses and corrumercial people through 
men like you, tax lawyers. 

MR~ BERGER~ I think that's exactly the point. 
If you passed a bill which provided that the ratio in 
every case must be applied, you wouldn't need lawyers, 
like me, to inform clients as to this case because the 
county board would take care of each individual appellant. 
I have sat in county board proceedings and have heard 
a homeowner say, who has,, which is usually the case, 
just recently bought a house, I'm assessed for $40,000 
and my neighbor is assessed for $30,000 and his house 
is much bigger and better than mine" And the question 
usually from the county boa.rd is, what did you pay for 
your house? the answer is, _$50, 000 o And with the shrug 
of his shoulders the suggest.ion is often made to the 
homeowner that he better pack his tent before his 
assessment is raisedo Now what is happening, of course, 
is that the ratiojof assessment in the municipality is 
much lower and., therefore, he is in fact being over-
assessed. He doesn't know the right words to say and, 
therefore, he 1 s denied a remedy. If you were to do some-
thing which I think is constructive, you would propose a 
bill which would suggest that the county.board must 
apply the ratio in every single case to everyone, equally, 
business, homeowner, and everyone alike. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: May-_ I ask you this question? When 
you spoke-:about .23, 000 .sales, what percentage made up 
transactions of homes? Have you any idea? You said, 
23,081 sales, now do you have any idea of the percentage 
of homes that were sold that this was based on? 

MRe IRENAS: For the year 1964, which I have in 
front of me, there were sales of 1,530 homes1 in 1965, 
1,517: in 1966, 1,447. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: All right., Now, you base 
your sales then in regard to these homes. n:I that right? 

-The ra.tiou I'm talking about, in regard to the assessment 
and the sale. 

MR~ BERGER: The ratio is on sales in all 
classifications .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: Now, let 0 s take one of our big 
buil.dings in Newark. When was the last time that was sold 
we'll say for_$15 million, $20 million, $25 :million .. How 
do you think a building, like Mutual Benefit or any other 
building, can come in with an assessment on that. I don°t 
know if any building of that type has been sold in Newarko 
or are we working on small homes here? 

MR.. IRENAS: Are you asking a question!- as to whether 
the.re has been a building of that size sold recently in 
Newark? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: Yes. 
MRo IRENAS: Well, I could take oneu the old 

Kresge store which is now the Two Guys buildingu was 
just sold very recentlye 

ASSEMBLYMAN_ FIORE: Well o that was built a few 
years back .. 

MRe IRENAS: Well, you asked if there had been 
a recent sale in that categorye I happen to know that 
that one has been sold .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE::, Let me ask you this then .. 
How do you assess a -building like Mutual Benefit? Who 
do you compare it with? 
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MR •. ·rRENA.S Mutual Benefit is under Fox-Lance 
anyhow, so I suspect that any of the newer buildings, 
such as 550 Broadstreet, Mutual Benefit, and newer 
buildings that are going up are uri.der the Fox-Lance l.aw 
or similar law. They are excluded,altogether from 
this type of study because the,re is ~special tax treatment, 
tax abatement, given to these types of.buildings. So ·to 
use the example you gave, it 0 s impossible to give an 
answer. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE~ Thank you" 
One other question. You spoke about the homeowner 

coming in with a house he may sell for $50,000 but it's 
assessed for $30,000 so he says nothing~ now a big building 
goes in for a.ppeal. Do they ever tell how much income they 
make? I am talking now about the buildings that we 
assess~ they' re asses,sed 1 they' re assessed the same way 
homeowners are assessed,. I 1 11 assume, but nobody ever 
discusses all the income tha.t comes out of these buildings 
that are located in these citiesc But you did mention 
how an individual who :may have a $30,000 house sells it 
for $50,000 so he k(eeps quiet 0 

MR. BERGER~ Well, there are three approaches to 
value that the county board and the Division of Tax 
Appeals and, ultimately, the courts will li,sten to. The 
first approach involves comparable sales; the second 
approach involves reproduction cost less depreciation~ 
and the third approach is an income approach. usually 
when commercial-industrial properties are being 
appealed, all three approaches to value are presented to 
the county board or Division or the courts, and the full 
amount of income,· or fair rental value of the building, 
regardless of size of the building, is presented to the 
body almost ·always in the form of a written appraisal. 
So that there is no secrecy as to the rental value of 
the property@ Usually that 0 s the grounds upon which most 
appeals are successful because the assessor has taken a 
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repfoduction cost +ess depreciation,_ which has its 
problems, and has .overlooked the income. And that 
testimony is almost always given to the co'l;lnty boq.:rd, 
of .tax appeals. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: Now alsou gentlemenu you said 
this bill may be unconstitutional. Have you sat down 
with the Supreme Court or did you peopleu in the roomo 
decide this as.lawyers? 

MR,, BERGER: I thinku if you will give Mrm Irenas a 
charice, he. can.explain to you our reasons for believing 

I 

.it's unconstitutionalQ The Bar Association has no power 
i 

to declare a bill unconstitutional and we are here just 
to ~ive our opinion of what we think. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORI: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Thank youu Mr. Berger. 

i I want to make it clear that tax lawyers are very 
I 

wel1oµieu sir. You have the same civil rights as other 
cit~zens. 

Mr .. Enos? 
ASSEMBLYMAN .ENOS: Mr,. Chairman o I would. like to 

.ask fa questio:rt or two of Mre Bergerm 
Mr .. Berger, did I understand you to·say that the 

equalization table determined by the Director of the 
' 

Diviis.ion of Taxation for State School Aid distribution 
should be made mandatory for use in the determination of 
these ratios? 

MRe BERGER: Well, this is not the opinion of the 
I . . 

Bar 1Association now, and I have no authority, but what 
i 

Vm :suggesting to you isu if we wanted, to solve the 
prol:Jlem of .inequal taxation among people within the same 
clas:s - and by class I mean commercial, industrial u 

resi'.dential - we would be doing a g;reat first step by 
requ,i.ring that. That is not_ the opinion of the Bar 
Asso,ciation. I don°.t know whcit their_ opinion lll:ight be. 
That·'s my own opinionu I thin~ the opinion of Mr. 
Irenas also. 
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, 

Such. a. -sugge~tion wa.s made in the Kerits Case 
and .. tli~t ratici ~as; :in fact, used for personai property . . . . .. __ 

tax--purposes for a .number of -- years. It's . ni.y o;irii~n 
that that would go a lorig way t.o solving ·a lot of prciblems. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Now, ·a's I urideistood you just ,·.- , . . . ' 

then t.o. say that this is your personal opinion, and the 
opinion you .just expressed . .is · not th~ opinion of the· 
New Jersey State Bar· Association: i·s that correct? 

'' 
MR •. BERGER:· Yes~ as to this last -point with 

re~ard. · to compllls<:>,ry use of the ratio before· the county 
board or .before the Divi~:dol) .. · lYly first remarks I ·believe 
are the opinion of the.Bar Association. 

ASSEMBLYMAN. ENOS: And may I. ask you·, please,· sir, 
are you here to express · the opinions·· pf · the NeW Jersey 
State Bar ~ssoci~tion.with ~espect to 'this particular 
bill, Assembly Bili Noa 2291,· or are- you intermingling 
you;r own persona.I 9pinions with the:\opinions c,f the -

. . ' . .· . . 

State Bar Association? 
MR .. BERGER:. I think _I fairly presented ~he. views 

of the Bar Association. Howe;er, a qu.estio.n \\fas asked 
of'me.and_I gave_the answer.which I_ thought :was a:n 
accurate .answer.-

ASSEMBLYMJW ENOS: Will you ahswer'my question, 
please •. Are·y~u here repres~nti~g 

·MRe BERGER: I am h~re ;;.epresenting the 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Excuse me~ 

. . . 

MR.. BERGER: I 'm sorry .. 
ASSEMBLYMAN.ENOS: . . Are you here representing 

it ~akes a diff e·rence tci' me because I Om a member of the 
. Bar Associationo Now!· are you pl:esenting, this. morning, 
your own personal opinions on.the un<:!~nstitutionality of 
this p;oposed. l~gisl~ti-on 6:t are -you represen~irig the .-
.opinion of the Bar Assoqiation?, That's a 'very simple ...... ., 
questione Either you are or you're not. 

MR .. BERGER: I am ,repres~nting t~e view of 
the Bar Associationo 
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ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: But the ex!)ressi.on that you 
just/ made about the Director of the Division of Taxation 
is a:personal opinion. Is that cprrec1r,? 

MR., BERGER: ~a,t 0 s cprreci;:o 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Thank you •. 

I 
1, ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Ari:y other questions from the 

members of the Committee? (No.questions) 
. Mr.., rrenas., 

J O S E P Fi E" I R E N A S: It has always beeri 
I . ,' ' • 

cons)titutionallyrequired that .all property be assessed 
• I , - ., 

according, to the same standard of value~. That expression 
i ·. . . ' . . . ,' '.' ·. ' . ' . ' .. ,' 

11 sam.~ standard of value 11 appears in, the present New Jersey 
Cons1titution, Article VIII, Section l, paragraph 1~ And· 

, I ·. . , . . . 

I believe that has always been the law even before this 
Cons ti tutioh. · It O s al'So probably required by the Federal 
Constitution as well. 

Notwithstanding tha.t this is the case, that all 
I . . . 

property is to be assessed at the same standard of value, 
' . 

whicp includes homes, commercial property, vacp,nt lando ""' 
notw;ithstanding this requirement; it has be.en a sad facto 

I . , ,- ' ' , _-, · I ' . • ' -,.' , c 

at least over the last hundred years, tha,t this.just was not 
I - . , .• 

done!. · Why this is so? Sometimes out of malice~ more often 
probably j~st out of the diff i;ulty of administering this 
system,.we found that properties were assessed all over the 

! . ; . ' < ,-· -. ·,. • • • • • ,' 

lot,: some were assessed at far more than true value, 
:many! assessed far under: true valuee You heard the figures 

, I • 

that, in one city in one year, you have one property at 
I· ., , , , 

one-sixth of its true value and another one asse,ssed 
six times .its true value. . . ' 

Now this has always been recognized andu of courseo 
aggr~eved taxpayers have gone.· to the courts in• an effort 

' i 
to solve that problems . .· . . 

, Now o wnat this bill o A~·2291 o at.t.ernpts to do is, in 
! . ' . ' . . .· • . . . ' 

the guise of a rule of evidence, set the, clock back I will 
. ,i.. .,, . ' : .'' ' ' ' ... .' . : . .: 

say 62 yeam., ·And I will t~ll you why Ipickedthat,figure~ 
In.1908 an aggrieved taxpayer went to the courts·of New 
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·, Jersey because he felt he was .discriminated a.gains:t 
·• . : : .. . : I.•. , . .. ·'.. '. •, ., .· .• ·, ." •, ... : , , . . , , . , 

and the court, in that case, held what this hiil would 
do. Ii: 'says., w'elL you cari p~ . as.sessed at :100%, --but .tha.t'-s . 

; :, ·.. , . .., ·:.. ·· ... ·-... .,. ·.·. t·· . ;:- . . . . -. , . , 

alI you're.going toget:even if ,everybody else.in the town 
is assessed at 20%, yo~•re stiii .. '..g~irig to be assess~d,,at 
10()% becaus'e the: ~ssessor ~~:ys he's: assessing c,.t ·100¾ • 
. That,case, just for the record, is the Royal Mariuf~cturing 
Company Case.... It was a landmark case~ 

New Jersey lived with that.andwhat became known 
throughout the Nation, I think somewhat mockingly' as ' 
"tax .. Lightnir'i.g.n ;1 / which was an expression used throughout 
the State to indicate the haphazard nature of New Jersey 
taxation. And .the reason \17hyit.was haphazard was because 
there was a lack of remedy. · What you had was a right 
under the Constitution but. no rexnedy to effectuate that 
r.ight. 

Now that case languished on the books until 1946 
when the Hillsboro TownshipC.as~ finally went to the 
United States Su,preme Court. fn that case, the United 
States Supreme Court said what.it has alway~·said over 
the year~, n6 matter who was sitting on the Court', that 
a right without .a remedy is meaningless: and to·say that 

.somebody cannot be d.iscrimihated against but: then deny 
them the right to have tha.t.discriminatic:m . alleviated 
would be to make the right nugatory. Arid in that case 
it saidthat the t~xpayer.did have the right to have his 

--~ . . 

assessment· lowered, and loweired below true value if it. 
was n~cess~ry to eq~a.lize · him with other taxpayers •. ·· 

But thatwas a statemerit 6f principle. ··rt stills 
·, ·- . 

remains·, how do you effectuate that principle? From 
19'1-6 .' through 1961, which I guess is a period of 15 · . 
years, the.courts of New Jerser wrestled with the· problem. 
All ~ight-~ we now have to fashion a remedye How are we 

.. going to fashion that remedy? Now what are the 'alt'erna-
.· ' .. ' 

tives? 
Let Is take the City of Newark, for in.stance.. I'm a 
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tax:pa:yer there,andI have just gotten this decision 
from the 1Jnited S:tates S;llPr,eme .. Courte. ,S_o the .~i;rst 

· taxpayer was very .clever~ He said, I a ~l look .around 
townand·Iull find the most underasses~ed ~roper~y I 
' I • • < ·"· •• ·"· • , " , .• , • , 

can :find, I O 11 find one ·that O s as,sessed at 2% of true 
value an.d I° 11 j~o to the cou.rt and say O now I want to 

I 

be a;sses.sed just like hillle . And the .. court so quite rig~tly D 

in New Jersey sayo yoµ cah 0 t do th12to that would'create 
1 ( " ., • . . . ' ' 

chaqs; you canut go around looking for the most under-
assessed property in the town and get yoµrs low~red 

. . I·. ;,.· .'. . ·.,·.: , ·. , . - ' : 

down to that because in a to~ with 50,000 properties 
' if t;he:re was one property:· inadvertently assessed very 0 . l . . . · .. · ·. . . . .. . . . . 

very low, everybody would come down. So the court said, 
no, you can°t do thato you can°t pick one or two very 
low !properties and ask to be · assessed at the same . 
percentagem 

. I .. 

i Then the taxpayer is faced with a prob+ern~ Now 
we are worried about the cost of appeals and the cost 

i ' 
of legal fees .and the cost of appraiser fees a. The 
t~xpayer says o , what do I have to do? do. I have to go 

! . • • ·• . 

out and find 100 p:roperties andhir~ an appraiser to 
.app~a.i~e each o:ne.of them.and bring.in this mountain of 
testimony in a court? tha.t would be unfair~ 

i Fortunately a .right about the turn of 1960 o New ' i . . ' . . ... . ·,; . . ,, ' . 

Jersey created, .for .pompletely unrelated purposes o we 
"'·1' . 

ad.m~to the State Director studie.s for the purpose of 
distributing school aid and for county.government 
purJoses o to determin~ wpat · each.municipality h.ad to 
pay~: It us important f9r us to look at why that legis-
1 ,I .d at~on was passe. 

Now the people here in the State are giving out 
• . 1 • 

mil]ions and millions of dollars supposedly based•· on 
ass~ssments. This I.egislatureu sitting rig:11t here in. 
this room, recowiiz~d that the assessors we~e not.dging 
the~r job~ They recognized it.~ Thex maQe a policy 

I , '., ·_: 

finding and they saido for us to rely on · 
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actual assessments would be a. disaster, . it would result 
in rank unfairness~ towns would be receiving mon~y fo,r 
educational purposes with no :i;eal relation to the value 
of property in this town. So they authorized the making 
of these studies in which sales were compared to assessed 
value.and use it for the purpose of distributing State 
Aid. 

I think itis somewhat ironiq.that the State of New 
Jersey, in distril:>uting its millicms of . dollars, would 
say, we can't rely on. the assessors, we have to us~ this to 
achieve fairness, and then tu:1::-n around and· say to the 
property owner, well, what 0 s fair for the State of New 
Jersey is not fair for you. I .think it leads to a rather 
ir.onic result. 

Bu.t in ~ny ca.::;e, after many attempts at using this 
ratio in tax,appeals, the case about which we are all 
talking is not r~ally the Feder Case, it's the Kents Case, 
the in re appeal of Kents, which is, after all, what this 
bill is all about and what we're talking about that it 1 s 
all about. Ip that case the court said, as we all know, 
that where the studies done by the State Director show, 
for instance, the property in a town is.being assessed 
on an average of 80%, 70% of true value, it would be 
unfair to asse~s an individual taxpayer at 100% and, 
therefore, that percentage,· that ratio, should be used to 
grant·relief. 

Now, two points should be brought out. First of 
all, that is hardly complete relief to the taxpayer. If 
you have a ratio of.SO%, it may well be that some proper-
ties are 50% and others are at 100%. So that even. if a 
taxpayer gets his ta:x:es reduced to thetcommon ratio, 
he's still being discriminated qgainst with re~pect to 
many other properties which are be,low that ratio. But 
the court said, we cannot.have rnat:hematical.precision1 
we have to.do something to grant relief and this is the 
pest possible. 
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quil clear that; using the ratio was no substitute for 
I 

1 
. \, 

Secondly, the Chief Justice in that case was 

goodasse.ssrnent .practice. He recognized that it was a 
temJorary andtransient sort of relief designed to deal 
W ~· .. tu .. _l t' l .. ' . . t ... u a par·1.cuar 1.nequJ.. y. 

I 
I.don't think there is anybody in this room, no 

matter what position you're taking, who doesn 1 t recognize 
tha~ the real solutionh~re is proper assessment practices 

· · whicih would relieve the need for any appeal. This is not 
the lbe-all or end-all of tax law; there are many problems 
to ::Oe solvedo We just have to look at this in context, I . . . 
whidlh is imme.diate r.· e.lief for.· immediate inequityc 

Now, I think a word ought to be said about how this 
rat~o works. When Representative Fiori spoke, he indicated 
tha'ti because Newark 0 s ratio was 80% that we would sud-

' 

d.en .. ~y appl.y .8·0·%·o· to.·. all. the ... ass·e·· s. sed val···ues·.·· in.·. ··.to .. wn an. d. cut jdown the assessments accordingly0 I respect his 
opiqion but I would suspect the loss in assessment would 
be J mere fraction of that. And I will tell you, of course, 

I 
whysl 

I 

. _ j If the ·ratio was 80%, there are a large -volume 
of :groperties assessed at less than 80%s Now these 
proJerties certainly can 1 t·corne 'in and appeal to·get a 

· red~ction because they 1 re already below the ratio. So 

to 1he eKtent that. the ratio is involved with properties 
below that, certainly their assessments aren 1 t going 
to Je cut. 

I Now the mechanics of the appeal just ought to be 
stat,ed briefly. One does not just walk in with his 

I 

assJssment - let 0 s say he 1 s assessed at $100,000 - and 
say, I now want it reduced to $80,000 because of 80%. 
The taxpayer must first prove true valueG Now·let 1 s 
take an example of an assessment of $100,000 in Newark 

! 
whe~e the:re 0 s an 80% ratio applied. I go into Court 
and /present my evidence. If· a Court should in fact find 
thatl my property is really worth $1200000,you take 80% 
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I 

of that and you 0 re still with a higher figure than the 
assessment$ What I am-getting at is, the very fact that 
wehave.this ratio.shows that most properties are under-
assessed, at least a large number of them a re$ These 
people would get no relief from this because when the 
Court found true value it would be much higher than the 
assessment and even applying the ratio you would get 
nothinge 

I think another point bears bringing out, and I 
suppose I 0m stepping into the lion's den when one talks 
about the homeowner but I am one too and I pay the tax 
bill and I know the proble:mG 

The thrust of what Mrm Fiori is doing.:... and to the 
extent that he 0 s concerned with the homeowner, I think 
it 0 s a laudable concern and one which we should all be 
thankful for -- but to the extent that he ta.lks about 
the homeowner, what he I s saying is ::-- L admit that home-
owners are underaS!sessed; and I 1m coming right out and 
saying it because it is a fact that in many towns there 
is a deliberate underassessment of homes. In Hudson 
County, recently, where there is a revaluation, this 
came out very clearly that there was either a conscious 
or unconscious effort by the assessor to assess homes at 
less than true value, at a lower standard than commercial 
property. 

However laudable - I won I t use the word 00 laudable 00 

however well that may be for the homeowner, it 0 s on 
its face unconstitutional. And I was always-raised to 
believe that two wrongs never made a right. I was al:so 
raised to believe that you could find solutions to problems 
if you looked for them. But solutions of literally 
freezing this discrimination by this bill, to solve the 
homeowner's problems, I think has to be doomed to failure, 
as every attempt to solve one wrong with another wrong is. 

Another point bears attention here1 though~ The 
assumption in Mr. Fiori 0 s bill is that the homeowner is 
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the/beneficiary of,the current practice because, 
obviously the· homeo:wners who aire being overasse.ssed, 
wouid want this bill because it.would cut their assess-

1 

ment down~ 
I 

So we have to .assume that the very premise 
of ~his bill is that t}:l.roughout the State homeowners 
are underassessed~ The premise may be true in many.areas 

i ' ' but lit need not be always true., I think this Committee 
I 

· oug~t to be concerned possibly with other situations., 
Whal about a business coming into a town which·works a 

I 

deal where it.gets a very low assessment at the expense 
of ~he homeownerso which this bill would freeze and 
preient other homeowners from getting relief. In other 
wordso I don»t think we ought to always work with the 
ass~ption that this.bill will always work.in favor 

I . . of the homeowner~ . It will work in favor of the homeowner 
if 11ens the beneficiary of an unconstitutional discrimi-
nation in assessment. But I know of caseso and r·think 
meml:iers of this Committee probably also do, where it's 

I 
industry that's underassessedo and it 0 s the homeowners 
who jare overassessed., And I tend.to think this is more 
true in the more rural parts of the State where you have 
one lor two or three industries in a town and lots of 
ho:mJs •. So I don't think we ought to :jump immediately at 

I 

th~ Jpremise of this billo that only the homeowners are 
beneficiaries of sloppy assessor practice~ businesses 
can be beneficiaries tooe And altnough there are people 
here representing all types of. groups, I .think we ought 
to Je very concerned with that~ we ought to be concerned 
with any bill which freezes an unconstitutional and 

I . . 
a di'scriminatory assessment. 

, . Another point that ought to be made o and I think 
I 

it :8.ears repeatingo it was hinted at already o is that 
even1 in towns, particularly in the urban part,·where this 

I 

billl could be construed to help homeowners because it 
woul;d freeze the discrimination in their favor, it may be 

I. 

a transitory benefit9· We know that industry is leaving 
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the urban areaso I know, from my·own experience in 
Newark, that industries are either leaving.or on the 
verge of leaving or the property is being downgraded be-
cause the tax burden is so higho And I wonder whether 
that works to the benefit of the homeowner or anybody 
else in a towno 

Now the specific example of Bambergers was 
mentionedo Although I wasn°t involved in that case, I 

understand, in fact, that Bambergers, that store,.is 
the least profitable in the whol.e Bambergers chaino And 
it well may be that that store is on the verge - I don't 
know, I haven°t spoken to anybody there, but you hear 
things and it well may be that it 0 s on the verge of 
moving outo Now it may be that because they 0 ve just 
recently won a case and got their assessment reduced to 
the common level, if that 0 s the fact, - I don°t know the 
facts of that case - if that is a fact, that may save a 
landmark in Newark; it may provide thousands of jobs for 
all people of all. levels, both whit;.e collared, disadvaria.; 
taged segments of the.'.Newark society, plus keeping a 
great commercial center in Newarko And I think we have 
to look at the who:l.e picture before we decide that, as a 
matter of policy, we will freeze what now exists by way 
of discriminatory assessments. 

That 0 s really the brunt of my presentation and 
I will answer any specific questions that anybody haso 
I suppose I should answer0 before it 0 s asked, what kind of 
practice I have o I pra:ctice with Mccarter & English in 
Newark, which is a generaLpractice. I would say, at 
most, 5% of my practice deals with taxes of any kind, 
which includes this type of work and any other type of 
taxeso The other 95% is in other areas of the lawo To 
what extent that has any bearing, I offer it to the 
Comrnitteeo 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY~ Thank you, Mro Irenaso 
Mro Healey, do you have any questions? 
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I 
I 

ASSEMBLYMAN HEALEY: No m 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Mrm Enos? 

a.sk· a 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Mr~ Chairman o · I would like to 

few .questions of Mr. Irenas. 
I Mr$ Irenaso I understand from your·testimony 
i 

that you favor the Director of the Division of 
i Taxation equalization table for State-School Aid dis-

tributionc :.Is that correct? You favor the equalization 
I 

tab4-e -- that 0 s the way I know it - the equalization table 
for, that .pu..rposee 

I 

I :MR .. IRENAS: r· understand youo sir., I favor it -
when I' say 11 I 00 0 the State Bar Associations To anticipate 
aqJestion, I am speaking here - the position I have set 

I 

forth iso to the best of my understandingo the position of 
the!state Bar Association. I made a similar presentation 
to the Trustees of the State Bar Association, who were 

I 
ovef 20 innumber, and to that extent I believe I am 

· spe~king for.the Bar. I also happen to agree with it 
per~ortally but I have limited my comments to what I believe 
to ~e theBar 0 s positionQ 

! . 
Now, in answer to your question, I favor the use 

of the State Director us table.'.in the manner and in the way 
h I ' h b tat 1.t as. een used by the Supreme Court of New Jersey 

andjthe other Courts of the State under its direction= 
1 I think you bring up a point that ought to be 
I 

men-~ioned here .. It is not absolute® A taxpayer just 
I 

doesn°t go in and present the figure and-that 1 s the end of 
I the ;Cases The town is open to show that the ratio is 

unfair-for some reason 0 it doesn°t include enough saleso 
I . . 

than other years should be used! it 0 s·not an.absolute 
figu,ree But I do favor its use to the extent that the 
Cou~ts have presently permitted its use~ 

.. ; ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Yes' sir & In view of the state-
menJ that was just made concerning the position of the 
Stat:e Bar Association, and, as I say,·· I 0m a member of 

I 
the 'State Bar Association and I 1m definitely interested 
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. . . . 

in whether or not - this is the question:· · Did the State 
Bar Association ever formally adopt the statements which 
you and Mr .. Berger.- are making~ here to the Committee this 
morning?. 

MR .. BERGER: Well, as Mr. Irenas .said, he.made a 
... presentation in .substantially identical form - and we 
might .. have.changed.an.adjective now and then - to the 
Bar Association where I presented exactly what r. 
presented here today; and.Mr. Irenas presented what he 
has presente.d here .. today. Ther.e was a vote, a resolution a· 

which I read to you at the o~tset;of_my presentation, was 
adopted.· : :If. the Trustees of the. Bar Association repre..:. 
sent the members of the Bar Association, then·I·think 
that the Bar Association has spoken .as to-its position. 

\, 
MR'.. IRENAS: I don' t remember,. sir, whether you 

·were here at the very outset when this resolution was 
read .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: >I missed it by seven minutes0 
MR .. IRENAS: Then I.think that answers your. 

qµestion~ The very first thing that was done here was 
the reading of a resolution. And, if the Chairman permits 
me, I think maybe I better read it again because I think 
the full Committee 

ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Is it going to be·' a part of 
the record? 

MR.. IRENAS: . Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: It won't be necessary to read 

it then. 
. ' 

ASSEMBLYMJW DICKEY: We already have it inthe 
record. 

· MR.. IRENAS: Well, .it I s in the record but the 
substance of what we have.Said here is embodied in this 
resolution, which is on the record. and that was 
adoptede 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICI<EY: · Do you have·a copy for.us? 
.· . , . 

MR .. IRENAS: · I am told that we do have a copy here0 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: ·Would you give one to Mr. 
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Enos , please .. 
. ASSEMBLYMAN ·ENOS:' May ;r continµe please I .sir? 
. ASSEMBLYMAN DIC:r<EY .. Go .aheaq. •. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Now I 0m.going to call this 

the 1,-equal.ization table. Mr. Il:'enas, was that, to your 
kno'o/ledge i adopted or Un¢ler .legislation compos.ed f.or 

· the;purpose of State . School Aid Di~tribµtion only? . 
I . 

Was:that the primary function and purpo$e of that 
I 1' . t·' t ,.__1 ? equa . .1.za .1:on _ ·a-.U e. 

I MR.. TRENAS: Yes.· 
. · 1 ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Now·, in your opinion, is that 

tab+e equitably ..,. anc;t I und,erline 00 equitablye' -
adaptable for aI-L purposes o including the present purpose? 

1 MR. IRENAS : Well, when you say 10 all purposes 18 , I 

don't know what other purposes you have in mindo 
I 

I ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Welli let O s say limited 

spec::ifically to this particular purpose. In your 
i -

·opi!).ion, is this equalization tab.le equitably adaptable 
I - . 

forjthe purpose of deter.mining the proper assessed 
· val4ation before the Coµnty Tax Boards?. 

! 

i MR. IRENAS: Your use of the word 1_1 e9-uitable oe 

is a good one and it•s,one that I stronglyagree with. 
I b~lieve the . table and the studies . underl¥ing· ':the,'·.tabl~ a 

i 

whiqhare .-very extensive, .providE;!: .an.equitable basis 
for'providing relief to taxpayers who have suffered 
disdriminatory assessments. Ladd, c:'iS I · st~ted before, 
that a lawyer is,-always waxy of .. speaking in absolutese I . . . - -· ·. ·. ·._ 

In rural townships .where there may be one or two sales 
in J year o or three sales, the use of those f,igures 
mig'ij.t well be distorted, in which case you.might want 
to.go -back for five years or .you:.rni.ght want to throw it 

I 

out 1 altogether. The.courts have never said that this is 
I 

absolute in every case. What they've sa,id is-that itu.s 
a basis to start from and the townships and tl:le assessors 
are 'free to show that it's unfaip •. 

I might add~- . and I am glad you brought this up 
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because I think both of us forgot it, every township 
has the right to appeal that table. In other words, 
the table is promulgated for 1971, let 0 s say, I 
believe in October of 1970, the town can then appeal 
that figure, that ratio to the county board and up through 
the Appellate Division if it believes it is unrealistic. 
They can use all the grounds Iuve talked about" It can 
say there are not enough sales, that so-called non-
usable sales were included erroneously in the ratioo 
at-arms-length sales, or something like thato and the 
township has it within its power - I say u1 township 0u, the 
municipality has it within its power, before there is any 
appeal pending, to correct that. And I know of one case 
down in the fa:rming part of the State, where I was 
involved, where the township did that and the ratio came 
out at 50%. They went to appeal and got it raisedup to 
80% because the State - I won°t say made a mistake, but 
they showed that it was an inequitable figure" So I am 
not suggesting that what the State Director hands down 
is a holy writ and that everyone has to follow it" Not 
only does the tovm have recourse on its own but in any 
individual appeal the town can likewise show that it 
should not be appliedo The courts have never said that 
it shouldn°t. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: My question is not a philosophical 
questiono I have a particular problem which existed a 
year or two back in a small municipality where the sale 
of one gas station made a tremendous advantage for 
Greenwich Townshipo specificallyo and hurt the other 22 
municipalities in my County of Gloucester" And I have 
a fearo an absolute fear, that such. things can happen, 
not only in Gloucester County.but they 0 re happening around 
the State because the members of the County boards of 
taxation are likely to believe that the people who make 
the examinations of the county :records and detennine what 
the ratio is - and that's the basis for the Director 0 s 
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determination on his table - that they 0 re infallible. 
And I know some of them ando in my opinionu the employees 
of the State are not infallible. Thatus what bothers 
me. 

MR~ IRENAS: I would have to agree with you that 
the townships, not only for tax appeal purposes but for 
what you 0 re talking about, bearing county government 
costo the townships have to be diligent to see that the 
State Director does his job. And all I can say to your 
very reaL.qoncern is that there are avenues open for any-
body aggrieved, be it·a township or a taxpayer or a 
municipality aggrieved by the Director 0 s findings, to 
app~al that and get heard quickly on it. And I agree 
with you that nobody 3hould accept the raw data as it 
comes out or the figure that comes out as infallible. 
And we have to be on guard, partirularly the townships 
and municipalities have to be on guard to exercise their 
rights of appeal when they have been mistreated inadver::.;c 
tently by the State Directora I agree with everything 
you just said. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS~ There is one other thing, just 
one u and that is thi,s has· been mentioned before but I 
would like to make a statement for the record, and that. 
is simply this, that it 0 s true in my county, and I 
represent·two counties, both small countieso population-
wise,:and we have a great rural population and we have 
great numbersu in comparison to the industryo -- great 
numbers of private homes, and in a lot of cases my people 
don°t know anything about tax appeals and in a great many 
cases they can° t afford to _taice tax appeals not due to 
the fact that it costs them a dollar or two to· .file.· .the 
application for the appeal but because they can°t afford 
to take time off from work~ And that 0 s another con-
sideration that I have to be convinced on, as to how 
it can be done expeditiously and without too much expense, 
if we would ever come to the point where this equalization 
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table would be rammed down our throats0 
MR" IRENAS: Sir, .could I comment on that briefly? 
ASSEMBLYJ.V.IAN ENOS~ Yes, sire 
MRo IRENAS: Personally, I see what you 0 re talking 

about. I u ve ha.d the occasion to represent small property 
owners on appeals and I know the.problem where youure 
dealing with a person with limited funds and where 
limited amounts of.taxes are involved. I would suggest 
to you, however, that by eliminating the use of the common 
level'""" excuse me, the State Director 0 s table as a tool 
of appeals, you will increase the cost of appeals~ youu11 
make lots of money for l.awyers and you u 11 make lots of 
money for real estate assessors because what you will 
have to do then, I suppose, I don°t think anybody has 
thought about it, is go out and hire an appraiser to 
appraise fifty or a.hundred properties, prepare a v~ry 
complicated case. 

Now, in 1961, I am told by the Kents Case,that 
there was a bill before this bodywhich, rather than 
eliminating the use of the State Directorus ratio, would 
have made it mandatory. I think this is what Mro Berger 
was referring to. It was Senate 2 in 1961, I believe. 
And they w~re thinkin9 of using, I believe, an unweighted 
ratio of some kind, it wasn°t exactly the Directorus 
ratio0 I certainly think this Committee ought to 
explore relief along tha.t line so that when a taxpayer 
or a homeowner walks in he doesnut have to know the law, 
the county board will automatically apply some sort of 
relief, they will be statutorily mandated to supply relief 
so that they won°t face the situation I faced in one 
county when I walked in with a widow with a small piece 
of property who was very unfairly assessed and I was toldo 
we 0 re not even going to hear you about the State Director 0 s 
table, just give us testimony on true value0 Now, in that 
situation, we were somewhat helpless although, ironically, 
the board, knowing the unfairness that existed, lowered 
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the !assessment anyhow.. But' if they were mandated· to ---
.prov;ide Some sort of relier to a horneo~er or any 
p:ro~e1::tyc owner I we would Solve' . I believe, the. very point 

' . 

tha1·has just·been ra.ised~ 
I don'tk.riow and r don't want toeveri represent 

thaii the use of. -the State D.i,:rector 0 s ·,rati:6 -is the only 
way \of achieving that, . but I·_ agree that -this Cammi ttee 
should· definitely explore ways t.o make· the appeal·• pro--
cedJre ~impler and more effective~· ·And this hae to :be -l . . . . . . . . _. .. _· -._. ; . 
donl b~ setting .. standards fdr the county be>a~ds w~i~h 

•·they: will .apply so that there won°t be the situation that 
thi~ widow faced where, if s~e had gone in alone, without 
an atttorney, she would have _Just been thrown_ out~ but, 

I . 

fortjunately, we·were a.ble to help her·and she·had·legal 
-advi~e~ The board knew that I would take an appeal and 
th'9~ knew that j knew the law and- granted us· relief. 
Whil~ in the case that Mr. Berger was talking about, 

I 
wher~ the homeowner comes in unrepresented, the county 

'. 
boarp. literally deceives the 'homeowner o · -it dciesn I t tell 

. I -- - -- - -
him that he has this right under the law. Ahd I think 
·that.0 s the type of legislation this Committee might look 
into[if it has the occasion. 

. i . ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Any other questions of Mr,. 

Iren~s'? 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: ·No, thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Mr,._ Fior.e? 

i MRo FIORE: Mr~ Berger., getting.-:back ·:t;o the sa.'le of 
that: department store, I believe you mentioned with 

. i . ·- . . . . . . . . . . . 
regard to three approaches.;. one was a.common sale: 

I , . . . 

repr?.duction ~- and. what was the oth~r one? -_ 
_ i · MR. BERGER: :The _·.three app:r6.aches ·arej comparable 

sales o that is the :sales of other .. properties f reproduction 
costi less·depreciation~ and the.third was income approach, -

. 1--. • . -- . •·- . 
where you capitalize the income or the rental valµe of the 
propl9rty to determine ·-•its value~ 
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. _ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: All right. Now, in .-determin-
ing Bambergers, theydetermined .it.on the thought· 
Bam.bergers had a low income? Now this was stated ·that··. 
it was one of the lowest income of the stores that 
Bambergers had in the area. Now, can I assume.that this 
is why the .appeal was given? 

MR., BERGER: Actually, you 0 re touching on an 
extremely complicated area and that area is the 
determination of values. What they di.d, I·presumeo 
in that case, and I donut know the details, was they 
capitalized the rental value of the.property - real 
estate has a rental value in the market - and t~ey 
established, based on the rental value of the propertyo 
what its.worth was. I don't know the specific details 
hut-if they used the income approach that 1s what I 
assume they did. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: Could the ratio have been 
used there to determine that appeal also? 

MR. BERGER: Well, once you determine what the 
value of the property iso what the ture value, 100% of 
wortho is, if a ratio is applicableo presumably they 
would apply the ratio. Now 0 in tha.t particular case 
I did.nut hear of the.use of the ratios I would be 
inclined to .gu.ess o if I had. to .gue.ss o that a ratio: .. wasn 1 t 
usedo As you called me 0 I .am a tax lawyers If the 
ratio were used in that case I am inclined --

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: I didn°t tell you, you told 
me. I asked youo 

MR .. BERGER: Oho I don 8 t know whether a ratio was 
used in that case or not but first they would find true 
value. If a ratio were applicableo the court might apply 
the ratio. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: All ·right. 
MR.. IRENAS I happen to know or I believe know the 

appraiser who handled that case and my recollection is, 
although it 1 s only my recollection, that that case was 
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.triedon value and not on the ratio~ But again that's 
my recollection of what he' told me. I don 1 t know the 
details~ 

I 
ASS.EMBLYMAN FIORE: All righte You mentioned 

i . 

· Fox-+Lance beforee A.re there any benefits by any company 
that comes under the Fox-Lance, as compared to an assessor 

! , 

goitj.g out and.assessing the home? Are there any benefits 
under the Fox-Lance approach than there<would be under --

1 

I MR,, BERGER: Yes, · I think there would be bene•f its 
under Fox.;..Lance0 I presume that was the reason the 
Legislature enacted the Fox-Lance legislation for the 
purpose of attracting industry buildings 1 etc.; into urban 

I 

area!s. Arid I believe inmost instancesyou could say 
', 

that there would•be a benefit from the Fox-Lanceo otherwise I . . . . . . . 
it wouldn't have been enacted in the .first·placee 

I ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: All rightm . NOWo when you say 
a benefit in regard to assessment also - in other wordso 
if ~ou took two approaches, Fox-Lance woµld be a cheaper 

i . . . . approach, a much cheaper approach. 
I MR., BERGER: If you're suggesting that the taxes 

paid under Fox-Lance are less than paid without Fox-
Lanc~d I would sayyou 0 re absolutely correct .. 

! ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: All righto then let me say this. 
Coul~ the:sre companieso under Fox-Lance, also come in on 
appekls using the ratio? 

i 
I MR., BERGER: No·~·-, it':s a totally different procedure .. 
i 

.ASSEMBLY.MAN FIOR~: . . Thank you~· 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY:. Thank you very muchu Mr. 

Berger and Mr. Irenase 
· , I . Assemblyman Policastrb is the next witness" 

.p AUL POL IC AST RO: Chairman Dickey and 
I 

members of.the Assembly Taxation Commit.tee. ·r do not 
think I have to identify myself to you buto for the sake 

I . 
of the record~ I will. My name is Paul Policastro and 

· I amian Assemblyman representing District llA which 
! ' ' 

is comprised of·a portion of the City of Newark~ 
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I would like to thank the committee for giving me the· opportunity 
. ' . . 

to speak in favor of Assembly Bill Number 2291.of which I am a co-

sponsor. 

My reason for co-sponsoring this bill is quite simple. 

I want to prevent the homeowners in this state from having·forced 

upon them sizeable and unreasonable increases in their property 

taxes due to unwarranted reductions in the assessments on commercial 

and industrial properties. You undoubtedly want to know how this 

shift in tax burden is·happening, so I will try to explain it to 

you briefly. 

I do not think I have to remind you of the importance 

of the property tax in the state's tax structure, or that New 

Jersey relies more heavily in the property tax to finance govern-

mental services than just about every other state with the possible 

exception of one or two. Yet, the administration of the property 

in this state, as in all others, suffered from inequitable and 

and nonuniform administration throughout most of its history, 

with the laws governing its administration observed more in 

the breach. With prompting from decisions of the United States 

Supreme Court, our state courts began to hand down decisions 

aimed at o:vercoming some of the i.nequi table features in the 

administration of the.property tax. These decisions established 

that the pri,mary and guiding principle of property taxation 
. . ' 

under both th_s U.S. Constitution ancl the State Constitution 

and statutes·is•equa.lity a.hd·uniformit::y of treatment and burden 
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among all taxpayers, and that th.is principle must prevail . . . . :· . ; ... . ,. . , . . ' 

i 
over the statptory stand~rd for assessment if necessary to 

avoid discrim:inatiori. 
! 

The; Legislature also took pcirt_in. the quest for more 

equitable adm!inistration of the property tax. ·_ It - included an - i . ' - . 

~qualization iformula in the. s'tate school ad.d law in 1954. 

and directed ~he director of the division of taxation to 

establ:i.sh equ;alization tables based upon sales..;asse1:1sment ratio 
I 

data for use jin the formula. The Legislature also- a_uthorized 
I 

. the assessmen~_of reiil property at a percentage level of 
I 

true value es;tablished by the county boards of taxation to assist 
• I -

taxin~ distri,cts to meet_ 

recognized byj the courts 

the un~formity and equa,lity pri.nciple 

without going to complete true value 

asl_l • assessment 
I 

mandated by the state supreme court. 

property 

! 

_De~pite theseand other changes·aimed 

tax iad,ninistration,. the most difficuU 
i -

at improving 

problem, 
. . ', 

obtaining.uniformity and equc!.lity among the tax assessment's in 
- I . . 

a single dis-j:.rict, still remained to be solved. Mos.t authorities 
I 

including.seyeral court decisions recognized and stated that 

sales"'"'.assessrhent ratios.were not adequate tobr:i.ng about un-
I 

_ iformity andiequallty ~mong tax assessments :i.n·asingle taxing 

district. _ Tie _only sc;mnd ;emedy to: bring about I - . -· ·- - .. - - . - . .-_ . .such uniformity 
! . 

andequal:i.ty:was recogi:-iized. to be revaluation. 
i 

unrortunately,; the._ co.urts did not stop in their search :: . .• . 

for a remedy: for individual case$ of :alleged discrimination •.. 
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In Gibraltar Corrugated Paper Co. v. North Bergen Tp., 20 N.J. 

213 (1955). the state supreme court ruled that the division 

of tax appeals could remedy discriminatory assessments by re-

duction to the common level of assessment in a taxing district. 

Taking the remedy a step further, in In re Kents, 34 N.J. 21 

(1961),.the court held that where there is no common level at 

which real -property is assessed in a taxing district, the 

division of tax appeals may use the average ratio determined 

by the director of the division of taxation for thepurpbse 

of apportioning state school aid as evidence of a ratio to 

which a substantial discriminatory assessment should be re-

duced. Only two years ago, this remedy was extened even further 

to the extent where it threatens serious dislocation in local 

finance. In Feder v. Passaic, 105 N.J. Super .. 157 (App. Div. 

1969), it was held that in cases of disGrimatory property tax 

assessment where there is no common level at which real pro-

perty is assessed in a taxing district, an aggrieved taxpayer 

is entitled to a reduction in his assessment from true value 

to the average ratio determined by the director of taxation. 

This decision has opened the floodgates to tax 

appeals by the owners of commercial and industrial property 

throughout the,.state. My colleague and prime sponsor of 

A-2291, Assemblyman Fiore, has lJrought to my attention one 

example where the average ratio was used to provide a $1,284,075 
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reduction in the assessment on one department store in the City 

of Newark, : resulting in a $101,000. tax reduction on the pro-
I 

perty.· He'has further advised me that there are between 700 
i 

to 900 appeals by taxpayers in Newark pending before the 
! 

division o:¢ tax appeals. ·Most if·not all of these appeals 
I 

·.· i are in commercial and industrial properties whose owners can 

afford to pay for legal counsel to obtain assessment reductions 

according to precise, judicial remedies·in an area which does 
I 

not admit ~uch precision. The average homeowner in a city like 
' 

Newark is 
I ·. 

~ndoubtedly unaware of these court ~ecisions but he 
I . 

is in dang~r of having his tax burden significantly increased 

as commerc~al and industrial property owners win reductions 

I in their assessments. 
i 

Assessing real property for t~x purposes is not an 
I . 
i 

exact sciertce. This has been recognized by all authorities 

I and even courts. As I indicated above; the st.ate supreme 
I 
' 

court has 7ven stated.that sales-assessment ratios are not 
I 

adequate f9r revaluation of real property in a taxing district 

to achieve !uniformity. Complete revaluation by experts is the 
i 
I • 

only adequate way to.achieve such uniformity. Yet, the state 

courts have; fashioned a precise and mechanical remedy for 

alleged discriminatory assessment, namely, 'reduction to the 
I . 

average ratlio established by the director·of taxation. This 

remedy cou~d lead to revaluation of much of the commercial and 

industrial lproperty in the state by way of tax appeals. 

The average ratio of the director of the division 
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was authorized and mandated for the purpose of apportioning 

state school aid. It was never authorized or intended;to be 

used as a remedy for discriminatory assessments. The director's 

ratio has other features which add to its inapp:t"opriateness · 

as a remedy for discriminatory assessments. There is a six-month 

lag period between-the time period ·from which sales are used and 

- the year to which the ratio is applied. Sales in pl;:'ior years 

are also used to· provide a. sample. of suff'icient size. In 

municipalit:i.es where property values ·are decreasing, like 

the City of Newark, this method of computing the average ratio 

produces a lower ratio than.it would be if•more current sales 

were used. Additionally, sales of houses under various federal 

programs are often inflated and their use in determing the 

average ratio. ~ive~ a distorted result. 

Assessing commercial and industrial property itself 
' ' 

is less exact than the other .classes of taxable· property. Many 

complicated factors are involved and expert appraisers-often 

disagree widely as to. the·value of such property. Yet, it is 

primarily this class of property which has been a.fforded the 

precise and mechanical remedy o.f the director's ratio to correct 

alleged discriminatory assessment~. 

Assembly Bill Number 2291 would attempt to pr_event 

the threatened wholesale revaluation· of much of the commercial 

and industrial property in· the state by prohibiting the use as 

evidence of tne director's.·ratio,. or the average ratio established 

by the county boards of taxation for the purpose of apportioning 

county taxes, in tax appeal cases. 
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Its purpose is to prevent the mechanical use of an 

inadequate remedy to bring about uniformity.among assessments 

in a taxingidistrict. Do not be mislead by its.alleged use 
i 

only in individual cases to correct discriminatory assessments. 

When the . in~ividual appeals run · into the hundreds and thousands, .· 

the result. is significant revaluation within a taxing district. 
I 
! 

The solutio:r:i for greater equality and uniformity in property 
I 

' ., 
tax assessments is to help taxing districts obtain the re-

l . 

val.uations it is conceded are necessary. Perhaps the bill which 
! 

is the subj~ct of the hearing this afternoon, A-2443, which would I . 
I 

provide for,countybcErds of revaluation, is one solution. I am 
I . . 

not familiar enough with the bill to say whether it is or not. 
I 

I . 

Ildo know that we cannot allow the use of the director's 

ratio in ta4 appeals to continue as at present. All the supposed 

benefits th1t have been provided for the.City.of Newark by way 
I 

of state aid and authorization for various·nonproperty taxes will 
I 

be for naugli.t if we allow the city's property tax base to be 

destroyed. !continue to seek ways to ilJlprove · property tax administration 

and to obtain greater uniformity in property tax assessments, 
I . ··. 

but do not allow the homeowners of this.state to be scuddled 
I 

I 
with higher 'property taxes by unwarranted and unreasona.ble re-

' 
. I 

ductions 1.n!the assessments on·commercial and industrial 

properties. [r hope the committee ·will release this bill so 

that it can be acted upon when the Legislature returns in se?sion. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY:. Thank you, Assemblyman. 
Any ... questions, Mr: Healey? 
ASSE)YIBLYMAN -~ALEY: N9., thank you., .· •· 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Mr. Enos? 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Do you have a copy of that 

available, Mr. Policastro; -for the committee?, 
ASSEM,BLYMAN POLICASTRO: One copy. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: All right. Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Mr'., Fiore., any questions? 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: No.,_ 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Thank you very much, 

Assemblyman. 
The next witness is Mr~ John Kerr, President, 

New Jersey .TaxpayE;lrs Association. 

JOHN KE.RR,. JR .. : Gentlemen, my name is John 
Kerr, Jr. I am President of the New Jersey Taxpayers 
Association which ;l.s a non-profit, non-partisan 

.governmental ':tesearch organization founded in 1Q30 with 
the purpose of·· working for efficient, economical. 
government. 

The New Jersey.Taxpayers Association ·announced it"s 
opposition to Assembly B'ill No. 2291 ina letter to all 
;tnE.:!mbers of .the General Ass.embly on April 14 of this year~ 
following its introduction and advance to second reading 
without committee .reference. We recommended then that 
a.hearing: be held on.the bill in order to bring out 
publicly reasons the.:3pon.sors considered the.bill necessary 
and desirable. We wish to commend you for scheduling 
this hearing so that all those interested in·the measure 
may .present their opinions thereon •.. 

·. The interest of. the New Jersey Taxpayers Association 
. . 

in effective property tax administration spans several 
decades e ·. I sh~ll not .. take the time to recite the 
Associations efforts to·improve property·tax·administration 
for you today, although there is extens_ive historical' 
material available to demonstrate our background in this 
important area. 
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Our opposition to Assembly No.· 2291,is based on the fact that by 

denying an appellant the right to use either --

1. the average ratio of assessed to true value of property in a 

taxing district determined by the Director of Taxation for computing true value 

in the formula for distribution of State school aid, or 

2. the equalization ratio fixed by the county tax board for 

apportionment of county taxes (colwnn 8, Annual County Abstract of Ratables), 

as admissible evidence of a common level at which real property is generally 

assessed in the taxing district, and to which an alleged discriminatory assessed 

valuation should be reduced, it would be virtually impossible for a taxpayer 

to obtain a r~duction of his real property tax based on the principle of 

discrimination. 

We maintain that enactment of the bill would overrule the landmark 

decision of our Supreme Court in the Kents case (In re. Appeals of Kents, Inc. 

34 N.J. 21, 1961,) and place assessment procedures back twenty years to the 

conditions which the late Chief Justice Vanderbilt called "tax lightning" for 

the individual taxpayer. The bill would further nullify the decision of the 

Superior Court, Appellate Division, in F~der, et. al v. City of Passaic, 

105 N.J. Super. 157, (1969)~ Both of those cases recognized the right of an 

appellant to relief based on the common level of assessment as reflected in 

the official average ratio when demonstrated that there was not a common level 

of assessment between properties of the various classes in a municipality. 

It has been reported in the press that use of the ratios has resulted 

in an increased tax burden for many homeowners. I ask that you consider 

carefully who would be injured by passage of this bill. I call your attention 

to the following 1970 data obtained from records at the Local PropElrty Tax 

Bureau of the State Division of Taxation. 
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For the year 1970, based on the local property tax rolls of the 

567 municipalities --

1. there were 1,524,400 parcels of residential real property in 

the State, representing 72.2 percent of the statewide total of 2,110,236 

parcels of real property~ 

2. the total assessed value of all residential property was 

$22,506,346,000, or 63 percent of the grand total assessed value of all 

classes of real property. 

3. taxes levied on that residential property totaled $1,183,276,000, 

60.lpercent of the nearly $2 billion property tax levy for the year. 

Is it your intent by enacting this bill to deny to 72 percent of 

New Jersey real property taxpayers, nearly all homeowners and voters, use 

of data to contest assessments by local ass,essors which they consider 

arbitrary and discriminatory? 

It has also been reported that it was never intended that the 

sales-ratio data be used for individual appeals. We respectfully wish to 

disagree with the assertion that these ratios,which are the basis of distributing 

or allocating over one-half billion dollars in prope~ty taxes and several 

hundred million dollars of State aid,should be denied the use by a taxpayer 

whose tax bill individually is small in relation to the total amount of aid 

distributed or taxes allocated for him to pay. It should not be necessary 

to point out that accumuiatively the property tax represents the largest 

single tax source in our overall State-local tax system. It is our assertion 

that use of.the ratios in appeals was contemplated, at least since 1959 when 

a simplified method for using the ratios was introduced as legislation but 

not enacted. (Senate No. 82 Sea 1959 and Senate No. 2 Sea 1960). 
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I 
The principl~ in these similar bills was that a.real prop~;rty taxpayer whose 

property was; assessed at plus or. minus 15 percent (or 10 percent) of the 

.unweighteci ayerage of assessed to true value, had a basis forappeal on grounds 
! 
I . 

of discrimin~tion subject tofebuttal .byclea:r evidence to the.contrary. 

Th~s same principle has been strongly advocated by .the Congressionally 

created Advi~ory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, beginning with its I . . . . . < . . .. 

two volume report "The Role of the States in Strengthening the Property .Tax,I' 
I . . 
I 

June 1963. 1-he Commission concluded that efforts towards more uniform and 
I . 

equitable pr<l>perty tax assessment should include a full-disclosure policy, and 
• I . . . . 

a well develtpedarrangement for assessment appeals, in particular making use 

of statistical studies concerning assessment levels. I . . . . 

NJTA for over a decade has advocated a simplified inexpensive appeals 
I 

'1 

procedure su1h as provided·in the aforementioned bills. for the benefit of the 
I 

small taxpayer. Use of the ratios which.heretofore has been recogni~ed by the 

Courts will Je denied by adoption of Assembly No. 2291 and take away from every 

taxpayer, indluding numerous small homeowners, his only oppOrtunity to bring a 
. j . . . . . 
relatively s:ilmple and inexpensive appeal. 

I . 

If lthere is evidence that the .sales.;.ratioo include sales which 
I . . .. adversely affect certain classes of taxpayers, we urge that there be a special 

evaluation o~ the statistical procedures employed with a view to correcting the 

regulations +ich are the basis fot their use. 'l'hi.s n,igl>t logically be 
. . I ·. 

undertaken l::>~ the Property Tax Task E'.orce C of the Governor's. Tax Study 
I 

Commission ifl the seriousness of the problem is brought to its .attention. 
I 

Than'i k , . you for affording us the opportunity to present our views. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY:· Thank you very much, Mr. Kerr® 
Mr. Healey, 'do yoti have any questions? 
ASSEMBLYMAN HEALEY: Noa 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Mr® Enos? 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: No, thank you. I think this 

written statement expresses his ideas® 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY~ Mr© Fiore? 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE~ Noo 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Thank you, Mr. Kerr. 

MRo KERR: Thank youo 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: The next witness is Mr. 

Gerald Hall, New Jersey State Chamber of Commerce. 

GERALD HALL: Mr0 Chairman, gentlemen of the 
Committee, my name is Gerald Hall. I am Director of 
Governmental and Economic Research for the New Jersey 
State Chamber of Commerce, a voluntary organiz~tion 
of businessmen, large and small, throughout New Jersey© 

We appear here today to express our grave con-
cern over the harmful .. effects upon every, and I under-
score 11 every 00 , property owner in New Sersey that will 
result should Assembly Bill 2291 become law© That bill, 
if adopted 0 would largely wipe out twenty years of progress 
in reforming and making equitable for all property owners 
the administration of the local property tax in New Jersey0 

In plain terms, A-2291 says that the burden of 
proof shall be on t.he taxpayer to prove the existence 
of an unfair assessment but that he may no longer use the 
only practicable.means of proving the fact of the 
discriminatory assessment, thereby largely and effectively 
barring achievement of reiiefe This can best be described 
as a sort of 10 heads, · I· win r .: tails o you:.-los~ 10,: .• arrangement 
for the assessors of the State© 

As many here at present painfully recollecto before 
the 1950°s New Jersey local property tax practices were a 
virtual assessment jungle, often marked by negotiation and 
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other p:t;'actices that have beendesc;ribedwell.in 
I 

publications, official and otherwise, through,out the· 
years. 

In the 1950 ° s and early 1 60 us. there ensued a 
series of landmark court decisions in which, broadly 
speaking, the courts insisted. th.at the constitutional 
mandate for taxation of all.real: pr9per:t;:y ata uniform 

! 

sta:r;idard be followed. They determined that they would 
gra~t relief from discriminatory assessments that varied 
from the uniform standard.and indicated that-the common 
levEkl of assessment for each·taxin9 district, as deter-
min~d by the State Directoru could be used as a basis 
forlgranting a taxpayer relief from discriminatory 
assessment. 

I The Legislature subsequently enacted legislation 
. ! 

whiqh inClt:/,ded reco9I}i tion of · these basic :principles and 
I . . . . .·_.· 

equitable tax administration., 
1 Before the courts took a hand, it had been most i . . . . . . 

difficult indeed to p:i::-ove that property .was bein9 
disqriminated against, .assessmentwiseo simply because 
the!individual taxp~yer had no practicable means of 
est9-blishing just what the general assessment_practice 

I 

in the community might bee ·'!'his obstacle was removed, 
I ·. . . . . . . . . . however, with court acceptance- of the common level. data 
I . . . 

of the State Director as a measure of the assessment 
I 

lev~l of a community.and the deviations therefrom~. With 
the.acceptance of the common level concept, every-tax-
payJr had a ready tool to achieve r~lief from discriminatory 
assessment and an invitation from the courts to use it~ 

In truth., the very proposal of this bill is a · 
I 

reflection of the success with which the common level 
i 

app:izoach has been used to ·redress discriminatory 
assessment. And w~ would emphasize that the adoption of 
the !principal thrust of A~2291 would place more of a burden 
on ~he 9small O . taxpayer that a prominently n largern on.e, 
ecor\.omically speaking, because while the more affluent 
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. mi.gb.t.pursue .an :·appeal 'by use of; ·attorneys,· appraisers~ 
and so on, as so abiy described by the BarAssociatio.n 

. repre·sent:atives earlier:,. the little fellow cannot afford 
this, and his salvation is the ·ready availability of 
the ratios and their use.· 

We have underscored that New Jersey has gained 
. national recognition in· recent years for the successful 
property tax administration reform and assessment 
equalizationprogl:'am that hasbeen·achieved.here through 
the combined efforts.of the Legislature, the Courts and 
the Executive Branch. 

Passage of .2291 would vitiate the central element 
of that reform, the ready availability to all taxpayers 
to relief from wrongful property assessment. 

We.know that you gerit,1:emen, as_resl'on:sible 
Legislators, will. not wish to be a party to so irre-
sponsible a movement and .we., the ref ore, urge that this 
Committee indicate its ·nonapproval of thi~ bill in the 
absence of any proposal for·a viable means.of achieving 
assessment .equity in other ways .• 

We would also suggest that there is ·likely 
justification for certain 9f the complaints of local 
assess,ors -and tax boards as to the technical preparation 
of the ratio data by the State.Director. The remedy here, 
we believe, would be a. cooperative effort by.the State a.nd 
.local.personnel t,oimprove_these data and their applica-:-

. . 

tion. Ther_e have been def'iciepcies in this re.spect at 
both levels and _I think that most e>f those int.erested in 
the techniques.here.know of these and understand them .. A 
place to start, for ~nstanc~, ·as.regards.the Legislature, 
would be sufficient appropriation to the Tax Division to 
adequately staff the:.Loca:l:. 1;>-roperty ~ax Bure.au to permit 
a greater .exercise. of appeal review as a starting point·': 
for·this type of ref~rrn. 

ASS~BLYMAN PJ:~KE.Y: · Thank yqu, Mr. ~all .. · 
M:i::· c Healey, ... anY, .questions'? 



ASSEMBLYMAN HEALEY: 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: 
ASSEMBLYMAN. DICKEY: 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: 

No question~. 
Mr~ Enos? 

No questions'. thank ypu •. 
Mr .. Fiore? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Thank you, Mr. Halle 
Our next witness is Mr. Joseph soli!:nine, New 

JerJey Association of County Tax Boards. 
i 

J o
1
s E PH so LIM IN E: Gentlemen, my name is 

Joseph Solimine, form.er member of this House: a Freeholder I . . . 

, for1six years~ Secretary of the Essex County Board of 
I 

Taxation since 1951~ Past President of the State 
Assqciation of Tax Commissioners· and Secretary. 

Might I say at the outset that we in the tax 
fieldowho are charged with administering the laws that 
thejLegislatures have· passed, have no interest in any 
spedial legislation. We think that this is a good bill 
and lit ought to pass for the sake of the administration 
of -t!.:he tax laws. 

We have discussed this at length at the State 
Assciciation meetings. We think we.know what we 0 re 
talking about. We have no vested interest, as I saido 

I . 

except to see that the tax laws, which this body has 
I 

pas~edo are administered correctly. This is not the caseo 
.gentle:meno with the prior speakers. 

I , 
I . Might I say that Mr. Berger is a member of one 

of the largest firms in Newarko the firm of Lasser & Lassero 
I . 
I 

whi1h tries almost 90% of the big cases in the City., Mr. 
Las~er also represents the Real Estate Boards of Newark, 
Hil:1,.side-o and the other town that was mer:i.tioned. They 
try /all these big. cases. ·, It was Mr. Lasser that· upset 
the/apple cart before one of the Judges of the Divisiorl:on 
thi~ ratio~ Up to that pointo·everything was going fine. 
We don°t think that that was a good decision. And I think, 
for ithe benefdJ: of the Legislative Committee:,, it us 

important that we go into historical facts of this 
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. J.egisla.ti ve .. process._ 
. - . . . . . ' -

I regr~t to se~ t;he_Chaml:>er-take the pos~tion. 
that it has .becaus_e, on one hand o they are t:r:ying to 
help the City of Newark by requesting the Legislature . . ' 

to funnel· funds. ~rrough the front Q.oor, and at the same 
t,ime pe::rmi tting these fund.s to escape tp.rough the rear 

• • . • • • /4 : • 

. door. I have been a resident. of Newark since -1.906;, . I Om 
_ a member of the Bar,. ! 1 ve been practicing in Newark_, and 

I know wher~of I spea'lce .I have ,th~ interest of the City. 
of Newark and the other urban centers at hearte . ' . . . . ;- . '•. ' ,. -· . . ' . 

.. Si~ce the adoption. of the provision.s under the 
1947 Constitution, the .couhty,boards·have tried-to·make 

. . . ' . . . . 

gr.eat strides in correcting the·;·.ineqµities that:_ have 
existed. _ There is no> .question about it that at that time 
the assessors we~e _asse~sin~ at a· ratio -that they tl:lought · 
wou.J.d fit their .communities in that.the lower ·the ratio I . . . . 

the less county taxes .that they' were .. pay.ing.... So this 
was recognized in 1954 when the ... Legislature asked the 

. . . -. 

Local Property Tax Bureau. and the Director of Taxation 
to come up with. a formula · that would·_. clear :these 

,_ . ' . ·.·. 

ineq:ui ties for school aid purposes_. only. They weren t 
·thinking at alla at.that. ti:i:ne, qf·assessingpracticesz 
So they came up with . the sales study. We in Essex ~ounty 

• J • 

had already embarked up.on it~ in facto as of 1961, every 
town in Essex County h~d revalued at least· o_nce and had 
br_ought their ratio up to where we ·thoµght was the 

' : I. .·, . . 

proper level .. 
_. Now, Mr 0 Berger. also. apparently ha~m O t . heard of 

Chapter Sl of :t~e Laws <?f 19€50 that the Legislature 
passed, because if he had, heard about that act, he would 
not have cri_t,icized some of the couni:ies for assessing 

' . 

at.SO% because this is.exactly.what the Legislature 
s~id that they could_ do. The, L~gislature saici you can 0 ' 

by resolutiona assess at 100% or you ca:r;:i; assess at 50%a 
and, if you don't pass a_ resolution, then i_t' s presumed 

. .,... . . . . ·-· 

that yqu' re assess~ling at l00%. •. __ So some counties, like 
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I . 
. I 

Midcjll.esex County·, are.assessing. at·S0%~ ·'.and•.it dOEtsn[t 
make a pa:r-ticle· of difference·;-:Oecause· if the ·rate is 

.' I • 

$6.10 ·a:t 50%,· .at 100% it wouid b,e $'3. 00e · It"' s as· .simple 
a:s that. · · · · 

I But with th~ .adve~t- of the .... sal.es· study.Joeihg. used' 
only for sch.col aid purposes I there was' no secret .. ~a:bout 
·the! fact, as ·I .'said,, that the assessors were .ass,ess±ng I . . . . 

at ~arious. ratios, and along·comes the Kents Case. ·Now 
. a 14t of· th.ese ·:g.entlemen have mentioned these cases,. 
not ;peing lawyers and just reading the titles or· the. 
exclrpts from'tliese·cases;· notkriowing the, background, 
aiid:itus·only_we·:whohave·been.in the assessing field who 
knoJ what the background in these cases weie. . ,' 

I , • • • • • • 
' ' 

. j .. Now in the· ~ents ~ase : and might I say that, some 
of·tthese·lawyers, including Mr. Irenas, donut know the 

i . . . . .. ·. 
-dif;ference between' a ratio and a common level because -if· ·. l . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . .. •· ·. ..• . . ... 
heliad known.the difference he wouldn't have spoken ·as 

. he qid. In· the Kents Case; the. '.Ken.ts Company of Atlantic 
Citi brought.an action on discri:rriiriation alleging that they 

I . . . 

wer~ bei.n<t tr.ea.ted:/di,ff.ereptly: than: other.: ta~ayers ~.: . . The 
I ·. . .·. . . . 

assessor at that time, this was before Chapter51 of 
· · the f Laws of 1960, · - the assessors at that time were 

filing duplicates with the county boards and affixing 
.. I . . ·. .·· . . . . ·. : 

an ~ffidavit in'which they said ·they,were,assessing at 
100% or true value thereoi~ When the· assessor t~stified 

I .· . . . . . . ·. .. . .· .. • •. . . 
on tj,he Kents ··case, rather: than commit pe•rjury, he said 

• I . 

that he didn't know what ratio he was assessing at. So 
' ' ' ' i ' : '' , '' ', :. ' ' ' ' ,' ' ' ' ' ' . .• ;' ' ' ' ' 
the 1court said, well', if you u·re not assessing at any 
rat~o.; then you donut have a coxnmon levei and, if'you 
don 1lt have a common level',. th~n we ·are going to apply 
the !Director is table· w~ich by that time was about f·our 
yea~s old.. And they did. And up to this point ·the 
Ken~s Case has· been t·the: la.ndma_rk ·on discrimination and 

. most of the county boards have applied it.. We, ·in Essex · 
Cou.9ty, 'have.ha.cl no problem with discrimination, and it 

' I •• ' • • 

does·not deprive, as some of these gen~Iemen have said, 
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a taxpayer from alleging discrimination.., The 
Gibraltar Case is · still in" effect.® And .where o · under 
our rules, a taxpayer alleges discriminationo all we 
ask hlm to·do. is show us the properties against which 
he alleges discrimination .. And when he sets forth these 

. properties, we ask the assessor to bring:'.in those cards 
on these properties where the taxpayer has. alleged that 
there is discrimination, and we have the assessor testify 
as to what the difference is on these properties •. It 0 s 
all.right for a person to say.he's got six rooms~ I 0 ve 
got seven, but what is the square foo:tage of the.house? 
That makestpe differencem And we have granted·reliefo 
time and time again; and we.have granted relief in the 
last two years·even though the Essex County Board has 
not recognized the so-called Feder Caseo which I will 
discuss in a few minutese 

So it is absolutely false that they are·deprived 
of·their action for reliefo I challenge anybody who is 
an attorney to say that these taxpayers are deprived. 
In facto the small individuals.are helped even greater 
than the large people. The trouble is that these firmso 
like Mre Berger representso are getting lazy aindo rather 

I 

than prove discrimination .in the way they 1 re supposed to 
prove discriminationo want to go in and sayo we will 
apply· the ratio:,, we want the ratio applied. 

Ando incidentally, gentlemeno you know we've had 
some trouble at the State Division levelo with some of the 
Judges applying the ratio where even.discrimination wasn°t 
alleged. And we called it to their attention and they 
requested that the reports be returned for correction@ 
This is what the situation is developing intos 

Now, the Legislature in 1960 passed Chapter 51 
which gave the counties the right to pass these resolutions 
on 'fhe level of percentage.at .which all property would 

.be taxeds .. In.Essex we have 100%. And we try to see that 
these towns are assessed at ·100%. We have been pushing 
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tor reva.luation ibecause tha.,t is the ·"onl.y. way .Yeu· .t::an 
achieve it without:'·•depriving tbese people of their '' 
right to~:appeal<and. all.ege'·:di;scrimination. And· .it has 
wo·rked ·pretty nice .. in Essex. · . We've only had troubl.e, in 
three towns and there'was ·a reason for- it - ·west:.:~~~eo 
East orange and.-Newark. West. Qra:nge ·requested a deµ;;ay, _ 

., ,._, 

even thougn.t:hey had been :revalued once 0 becauseof the. 
East...;.West Freeway which was causing.,.,.an unbal.-ance in . 
their land-:.~prfces; ·• East .. orange, .. ·th~ .. same-~- and. N.ewark 
fer_ va.r.ious other reasons. N,ewark":.ha.s,.been.under .. an:;_order 
since 1954 to revalue. -But the structure ther-e is-changing 
so ;ast, the blocks are being demaiished so fast that 
any. revaluation which -might start today - . they'' re in-. 

·.the•--process now of~ going th.rough a revaluatieff ~- ·will 
take two years. · · The last one was in 1961 which had been _ 
.done, I think, in 1957 or· 1 58 and ~as i~ the courts 
before it was reflected in ° 6L. -·So. that there is a·_ 
discrepancy in values-in the.City of Newark-beca~se 
there hasn 9 t been an up-t~...,date revaluation. - .But, i.t Os 
going to .cost· .the city a :million i dellars •or more wh.en -

_ they can ill afford it. The Essex Board knows this~-
And: b~fo:re tlil.at·revalu~tion isfi1ed...:. ~he baby will be 
dead before itis porn·beca.useof what's happening in 
the· City.. So what do yc:ni_ .do? You -de the· best .thing· 
you; can, Y<?U use horse sense. They can stiii .-allege 
discrimination and get it. 

Along ··comes the· Feder Case.·· In that ·case,-: and 
' ' 

we·k.now.these.facts, these gentlemen don't.know the -facts 
,behind the 'scenev. --: the· gentlerrta{l _in t~at particular 
_town revalued eve~y piece of·property~ he didri'ttouch 
commercial-andi.i;ndustrial p~erty because if he had 
revalued those-parcels .of-property .he weuld have had a 
lowering of assessments in· that ... category ;becaue.e. · the.· 
indu-stria.l pro;ertj\.:f: in that particular area :t'l1ey<•re:.-i.: - _. 
:mov.ing,.:.ou:t; .~ndi?iab~nijanihg'.-,'.the :buildings.. · Andi so the . . 

Judge ·in :that,case, ,in. the:Appellate DiVr,ision,. again 
•!"•• 
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said, well, look, and the assessor wouldn°t testify to 
that effect because if he did the whole revaluation 
would have been out and he might have been severely 
criticized for having put out the money, and so forth, 
by the town fatherso So he refused to testify or 
didn°t testify that he had not revalued the industrial 
and commercial properties" So the Court in that case, 
and we all agree, even some of the judges of the 
division, - the court in that case did not have suf.-
ficient ev~dence before it to come up with a real 
decisionm And they said with the lack of evidence arid 
the lack of facts you don°t have a common level and 
the Kents Case still applies0 The Feder Case was not 
as strong.as the Kents Case® It came after the adoption 
of Chapter 51 of the Laws of 1960® 

Now some boards, for example in North Jersey, are 
applying the ratio to every appeal before it, regardless 
of whether discrimination is alleged or not. You know 
what that 0 s doing, gentlemen, up there? That 0 s causing 
the worst inequity that ever existed in the field of 
taxation, and'the poor guy that doesn°t appeal doesnut 
get the benefit® 

Now let me show you what has happened@ .As you 
know, the county boards adopt their equalization tables, 
and prior to 1954 we adopted these tables by applying 
the ratios that we knew the assessors were using in 
their districts - we know the ratios - andbringing them 
up to 100%. AlontJ came the sales study and there were 
many, many cases, both in the Appellate Division and in 
the Supreme Court, which said that in the absence of any 
other data the ratio studies ought to be used in the 
preparation of preliminary and final tablesr biit ·in 

a a I any event, it was the Job of the county boards to come 
up with their own.tables, regardless of the ratios 
promul_gated by the State Director for school aid purposes. 
And most of the county boards to date are following that 
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procedureo We, in Essex, have followed it for the 
past seven or eight, ten y.ears. Where a town has. 
alleged that certain sales upset their ratio, we have 
a hearing on them~ 

Now, it is true that we, at the State level, 
Commissioners and Secretaries, have urged the Director 
to discard some of these sales and they say, well,• no 0 

the Legislature authorized us to study or make a study 
and use these sales for school aid purposes, we don-0t 
care a hoot about valuations and the equalization 
table z And they O re right® So what the countt ·. boards 
have done is, they have checked their O'Wn tables an¢! 
some of their own sales that hadc heen called to tneir 
attention on February l aft.er the promulgation of the 
preliminary tables As I said, we have hearings® 

Now let me show you gentlemen what one sale did 
several years ago in West Orange. You will notice on 
the preliminary table, gentlemen, for West Orange we 
adopted the ratio of 87.,01 which was the ratio which 
was adopted by the Director in his table of equalized 
valuations on October l., And you will notice in the 
last column the amount of $470820,9630 Now, this table, 
as you can see, was promulgated on January 24th., One 
of the towns came in and objected to the ratio set for 
West Orange and we held a hearing and they brought to 
the County Board's attention that the McGraw Edison 
Plant in West Orange, although assessed at $1,400u000, 
was sold for $5.; 500,000 ® So, by the use of that sale, 
West Orange had a difference between $64 million and 
$47 milliono Buto moreover, they were saving $300,000 
in county taxeso Now, if the County Board had adopted 
the ratio of 87001, there was no indication at that time, 
gentlemen, that the assessor was assessing.property at 
87®01 or even at 82 on residential properties. 

The fact is that, as you know, these tables are 
compiled by using the three categories - vacant land, 
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dw.ellingsu.and :commercial and income producing properties, 
which we.call 4A or apartxnents .. 

Now let me take you to Newark .. I am sure that 
theDirector of Assessments in Newark will talk, on ~te 
I am.now reading, from the Table of Equalized Valuations 
promulgated by the Division of the Director· and the 
Division of 1.ocal Property Tax Bureau on October lo .1970, 
which show the .. ratios that we use for our Table of 
Equalized Valuations in 'January,. unless they are modifiedo 
and we have modified.them: this year after oU:r hearings. 

The ratio on vacantland in Newark ~or.the current 
year, 1970, ran anywhere f;rom 34 to 10100%. The.two-
.family dwelling ran anywhere from 22_ to. 370%.~ and 
industrial ran from 29 to546%. That's what the sales 

· show. So you can see that if you weigh these three 
ratios and come up with an average ratio that the 
Director did come up with·for Newark, for the·one year, 
of 84 .. 02, and for.the two year study of 80 .. 51, the 
harm that it could do to the City of Newark.by the use 
of that ratio .. And these are o;nly isolated cases-. 

Gentlemen, _ I have another table prepared here -
and I am·picking Newark because this is where we are 
concerned at th.e present time in Essex County. The 
Essex County Board of Taxationhas·refusedto :recognize 
the theory in. the Feder Case,. and proof positive is that 
the:i;-e have been two other decisions since then by,one 
of the top judges in taxation that we have on the 
Appellate Division, and I am referring.to Judge . 
Labrecque who was on the State Division for many, many 
years,.· and he never cited the Feder Case 1 He cited 
the Kents Case. but not the Feder Case. And to those of 
us who practice law that means, one thing, that is that 
he doesn°t agree with the decision.. Now a lot of 
lawyers don°t agreee_ Th,ose, of course 0 who are involved 
in tax work and; who stand to benefit by the use of that 
.decision will say thi;it tt 1 s a good decision and ought:·.,to 
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stand. We don° t think so~ . We think it Os the werst , 
decision that has been handed down and it was only 
handed .down-beca.use the Courto a.gain I sayo did n0t have 
all the facts and he had to do what he did in order to 
give relief in.-.that.particular situationQ 

Now take a look at Newark., We did n0t apply the 
Feder Case in any of the decisions that were ·rendered in 
Essex County.,· Yet we granted relief where discrimination 
was .allegedo ·contrary to what some of the ether gentlemen 
said! they were before .. our .Board .and they· _knciw i_t.; And 
the fuss all developed because Mr., Lassere who:L.ts a 

member of Mr® Berge:t 0 s firm 0 was one of the.top men® 
And I don't say anything malicious., Mr., Lasser is one 
of the top lawyers on tax . work and I mean nq ·· innuendos 
on hi.s practice. But in that case that wa13 0~9_ided by 
the State Divisiono in which Newark stands to Suff·ero 
where the ratio was used for the first time o ;ohly o~e 
piece of property was used as a comparison., 'What makes 
us so sure that that piece of property was not under-
assesseds That has not been the law, or that.rs n©t been 
the method of proof heretofore in proving discriminatic:mm 
That property could have been underassessed'a~d s~0uld 
have been raisede And to take a piece of property in 
the City of Newark, three or,--four blocks awayo with 
what 0 s happening in Newark with the blockbusting that 0 s 
going on and the people moving out 0 I don°t think .it 0 s 
a fair testm And I still say that the passage-of this 
law is 'the only thing that 0 s going to help out and 
relieve·the situation,that 0 s existing:,in these big 
citieSs 

You used the·sal..es tax ratio1 Newax-k argued 
,: ·, .~- . 

against it 1 I still say they O re wrong® On\:the 
mortgag(Lng _ out - two sales in one day .. ,... one j,ale for 
about $2300 o the other sale for $20 0:000 - for the 
purposes of get.ting FHA.financing m. 

to include in the sales tax stµdy? 
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to that ratio? And is it a good thing to have? I 
think it ought to be left to the county b0ards to use 
their discretion and use their horse senser and if 
discrimination is proven, and proven the way it should 
be, in the proper way, without an easy way out, that 
it should be left to the county boards where you have 
the faith" 

Now, look at these cases" Every case before the 
Essex County Board has been appealed to the State Division 
because they know that just by citing discrimination they 
will get 20% off or 15% offo Here are 32 cases, and 
it 1 s :costing the City of Newark over $2e5 million in 
ratables1 and $407,798 in the return of tax dollarso 
And if you will look at the years at the top, you will 
see how far behind the Division is in what itrrs going to 
do" 

I donut agree with the Taxpayers Association, and 
I always listened to them when I was in the Legislature 
but they're wrong on this count~ they're way off base 
because the only ones who are going to be hurt are the 
average taxpayers because theyure not going to go in, 
they donut know the technique 0 it's only the,top lawyers 
that know the technique in this case. 

And what makes them think that Bambergers would 
be entitled to $1.300,000 reduction. If they went in 
on true value and left it there, if they had-dis-
crimination to prove, how were they going to prove 
discrimination'.? They had an income producing statement 
there. Somebody was wrong on the Fox-Lance. Mutual 
Benefit has three buildings up there that are not under 
Fox-Lance; one was built under the Fox-Lance -bill. 
Fox-Lance is the worst thing 0 in my opinion, that ever 
was passed by this Legislature, and I recommended that 
it not be passed. Newark is taking an awful shellacking 
on that 15%. Yet they can 1 t come in and allege dis-
crimination because they're bound under that financial 
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agreement that they ma.de with the City® An.d..we in-
cihudec".irE in our equalization .. .table when we.can.get the 
data., ·If we can° t get the data., we can° t. .get .any relief 
from the Legislature for subpoena· powers e •• ~· •• ::·>.·- .~ 

We have· tried everything., gentlemen, to create an 
equalization process here in .. all .our .. tax .structure., And 
I say that thi.s is a.good.bill 0 • .gentlem.en~ . .and it 0 s a 
very important .. bill to -the .taxi.ng ... peopleu .. and .it .is.unfair 
to the assessor to say that .. by the ... use of the ratio they 
are :assessing at that level in certain categories when 
they are not., 

.. Tha.nk you very much., 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Thank yo'uu sir., 
M:t:/ :Hea;ley o do you have any questions? 
ASSEMBLYMAN HEALEY: No questions., 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Mro Enos? 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Nou thank you., 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Mr., Fiore? 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: One question., 
Under this bill 0 people have come up and stated 

that the homeowner now has no means of obtaining a tax 
appeal because this·bill will stop them® Do you agree 
with that? 

MRo SOLIMINE: That 0 s absolutely false® He can 
come in on discrimination any time he wants to but he 
has got to set forth the property that he relie,s on 
for discrimination~ he just can°t come in.and say 
discrimination without proving it® The proof is on 
him® Our rules provide it and we have adopted uniform 
rules all over the State o the.· county board members o at 
our sessions® 

ASSEMBLYMAN.FIORE: Thank you® 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY~ Mr o . Solimine O may I ask a 

question? 
·As I understand your.testimonyo you say that the 

tax tables that are developed. by the State Di vision of'.. 
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Taxation and the county boards should not•be used as 
a rule of evidenceo Is that right? In other words, 
they would not be evidential in this type of hearing? 

MR., SOLIMINE:: The ratio should be.used. For: 

county taxpurposes, they donut do any harm because you 
raise them to the 100% level in any event1 but there 
would be tremendous damage:inusing them for individual 
evaluation, sir. 

ASSEMBLY.l1/IAN DICKEY: And ao·r understand your 
testimony to say then that you should allow the county 
board of taxation to use - I think your word·was 
11 horse sense 10 or maybe I· would say 01 by the seat of 
their pants 00 role? 

MR" SOLIMINE: Our rules provide that anyone 
that feels he is discriminated against can file a 
petition with our board and allege discrimination and 
set forth the properties. If he lives on a particular 
block and he feels that his house is assessed higher 
than his next door neighbor or across the·street or 
down the block, all he has to do is give us the number 
of the property and allege it in his petition and, 
automatically, under our rules, the assessor muSt bring 
in before the county board the property record cards 
on those other properties. And when the taxpayer gets 
on the stand and testifies that heus paying~ it 0 s 
generally taxes, they don 1 t look at assessments --
that ihe O s .. paying $1,000 in ta}Ces whereas his neighbor 
is paying $800 in taxes. And it 0 s generally because of 

·the fact, after you give it a close look, there are 
more bath rooms or the square footage is different or 
the lot is larger, the land area is largere But, 
in any event', the Commissioners go into every detail 
and they help the taxpayer by asking the assessor to 
testify from.those cards as to whether the taxpayer is 
right in his assertions 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY:. Well, that 0 s available now 0 

isn 8 t it? 
MR., SOLIMINE: Oh, yesm 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: And wh~t you are saying is 0 

that would be the limitation of the type of evidence he 
could present. 

MRo SOLIMINE: ( Oho he can present any evidence at 
all, sir. He can present sales, if he wants to1 he can 
show that there were sales on the blocki And again the 
duty is on him to show that the houses were pretty xnuch 
the samem 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: But you want to :t:Ule out, as 
evidentialo the tables .that a:re established® 

MR.. SOLIMINE: The ratioij: ,. because you .. see the 
damage that it can do and it is.doingo' tremendous .damage~ 
And .I don°t believe, sir, that what these other gentlemen 
have testified to will occur. Now, as I saido. I think 
that the gentleman who testified from the Lasser firm 
is trying to get an easy way out .because all they have to 
do is allege discrimination and then the application of 
the ratio. Under the Gibraltar case it puts them to a 
little tougher job but they don°' t lose the right to 
go in on discrimination .. But if this keeps up - now 
Newark may not revalue for two years. See what damage 
they could do here in Newarko and they can 1 t help them-
selves~ they just can 1 t help themselves. And,. as I saido 

' 

the Legislature is just funneling this money in there to 
help them and in 32 cases - this is what 0 s causing it~ 
And when the other cases~ and I think·it 0 s over 2 0 000 -
maybe the Director knows how many cases.are on appeal in 
the City of Newark at the present time -- whyo this will 
go into the millions. And they have no right to this 
relief. If there O s a real case of di.scrimination o. sir o 

they wil,.l get it without th,e use'of this ratioe 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Nowu are.all of these decisionso 

that you 8ve given us a rec.ord of 0 based on this rule of 
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evidence or are they based on other --
MR. SOLIMINE: By the use of the ratio~ So these 

are taken from panel reports that have just been filed® 
I haven 1 t gotten the Bamberger one yeto so I couldn°t 
include the Bamberger one. I haven 1 t got a copy of it~ 
The County Board has not been served with a copy of it 
yet0 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Now; if they used other 
evidenceu other than the ration wouldn°t ~hey be success-
ful in their appeals? 

MR~ SOLIMINE: If they proved discrimination~ 
they might get it. But the use of the ratio o ipso facto:/ 
just by saying the ratio is so muchu we 0 re entitled to 
so much off'.~,I don°t think is righto gentlemen~ It 0 s 
going to do an awful lot of damage to the assessing 
practices in New Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: But ipso factou the use of 
the ratio hasn 1 t alone qreated this result. Isn 1 t 
that' so? If :they used other standards they would 
probably have gotten similar results? 

MR/ SOLI.MINE: But they are not using- it o sir. 
This is an easy way out. They 1 re coming in and in all 
our petitions before the County Board they ask for the 
use of the ratio pursuant to the so,-,.called Feder Ca:s~ 
Then the County Board sits down and hears it and all 
they 1 re interested in is what is the value of this 
piece of property~ And if he-al.leges discrimination 
and alleges it correctly under the rules u we _go into 
discrimination and give him the relief that he seeksu 
but not by the use of the ratio, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Thank you very much. 
Any other questions by members of the Committee? 
Thank you very muchu Mr. Solimine~ 
MRv SOLIMINE: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Mr. Robert Fergu.sono Jr.o 

Executive Vice President, New Jersey Association of 
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Realtor Boards® 

ROBERT F. 
very much~ I have 
Newark Rea.l Estate 

.• F E R G U S O No JR<\ : , , Thank you 
David T. Houstono President of the 
Bo.ard here also® 

The individual who WlS to present •the testimony 
today was weathered in at Nantucket 1 so I will read it 
for the record~ 

I appear before you today on behalf of the New 
Jersey Association of Realtor Boards~ 

N.,J.,A,.R"'B"o with a membership of e>ver 5,000 is the 
largest organized g:t:"oup of real estate licensees in the 
State. 

The Realtorso perhaps more than any other class of 
citizens o. earn their direct livelihood from. sale and 
rental of all. classes of real propertyG . The vas,:t majority 
of our members devote their efforts to the sale of one 
fam.ily residential real estate& 

I believe the preceding.background information is 
important to assist in identifying our::_;interest · in t,he 
.sub.ject matter of toda.y us hearing~ 

Despite our involvement with the one family home 
owner, who is .purported.".:to be the beneficiary of 
Assembly Bill 2291, the New Jersey Association must 
voice strong opposition to this bill~ 

If A-2291 is enacted into law~· the one family 
home.owner would find it very difficult and extremely 
expensive to pursue an appeal on his real estate tax 
assessment. 

The.Realtors feel it is important that all in 
position of authority recognize this fact now, and not 
after the damage has been doneQ 

Those within the real estate industry who had the 
:misfortune to become involved in the tax assessment 
procedure !)rior to the Court mandated reforms will 
.attest to the fact that enactment of A-2291 could be a 
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backward move to the dark ages of tax lightning and 
negotiated assessment rates" 

Real tors who specialize in industrial .. and. com-
mercial real estate share the concern of their con-
temporaries who represent the one family owners that 
enactment of A--,2291 would be a serious impediment to the 
economic.growth of New Jersey. 

It is a well known fact industry will not expand 
or locate in an area where the real estate tax climate 
is uncertain" A-2291 would present a grave obstacle to 
the creation of much needed tax ratables and job 
opportunities. 

When the Assembly Taxation Committee meets to 
deliberate the fate of A-2291, please bear in mind that 
passage of the bill will make it virtually impossible 
for the owners of residential rental units to appeal their 
tax assessments thus mandating upon the tenants unjust 
and unwarranted rent increases at a time the housing 
industry is under great pressure from all sides to hold 
the line on rents. 

If there are technical problems with the common 
level of assessment for taxing districts as determined 
by the State Tax Director, then NJARB recommends to this 
Committee that this is the area where we should direct 
legislative attention and review - -ehe review should be 
by all interested and knowledgeable groups:- .rather than 
destroy a program of proven merit • 

Today within the State there is sufficient 
expertise available to accomplish this. Technical 
difficulties and deficiencies in the present system, if 
they exist, can be improved upon thus building a better 
system rather than destroy one which has taken years to 
achieve. 

In conclusion, I would like to sum up NJARB 0 s 
position that no class. of real property taxpayer will 
benefit if A-2291 is enacted into law, 
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At this point, r would like tohave David T.;. 
Houston, President of the Newark Real·Estate Board~ 
continue with the second half of the testimony. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: May I .have your -name~--again I 

sir? 

D:.A V I D T., H O U S T O N: 1My name is David T. 
Houston" I am President of the Real Estate Board of 

. . 

Newark, Irvington, Hillside North, and.am.also 
Chairman of the Legislative Committee of the New Jersey 
Chapter, Society of_ Industri.a.l Real.tors® I _am also 
a member of the AmericanAppraisal Institute. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICI-<:EY: You may proceed, sir 0 

MR,, HOUSTON: My office is in Newarko of-course~ 
Assembly 2291.tendstounderminetherulingof 

the New Jersey Supreme Court in the Spitz Case in 
Middletown andthe,l;ater Kents Case which ruled that all 
real estate-must be·assessed according. to a uniform ratio 
of vall.l.e. 

We are all in sympathy with the overtaxed home 
owner. However, the way to give him relief is to pay 

.fo:r:education and relief by statewide broad based taxes 
and not by juggling assessments contrary tc:» our Consti-· 
tution and the ruling of our highest court. We also 
feel that tax-e:Kempt property should pay for the services 
they receive instead of getting it free from the City. 

In my opinion, Assembly 2291 is an extremely 
dangerous bill. I am very much afraid.that the 
ordinary layman reading this bill or hearing about it 
would interpret it as licensing incompetence and cor-
ruption in the assessor 0 s office. The state of affairs 
this would set up would be what used to be in effect and 
what resulted in extremely wide and unfair fluctuations 
inassessments and tax burdens0 Actually, those that were . . 

hurt by this.state of affairs were the poor, the 
politically inexperienc~do and the largest employers who 
provid~d the greatest number of ·jobs. These latter were 
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the favorite t_arget of the . assessors who f igµred they 
• • • • ·• r • ' : ' • • • . , . , •. .' • . :· • 

couldn°t move~ .but they did., And this is a large part 
of-- the cause of:- the ,pli.ght. of ~ur cities to~_~.,., 

. ' . . . , ... ··. : ·•. . 
For instance,._ here. are the names of .a few 

compani~s ~se ~orporate .headqi.+a,rter.s· or lllajor ,pl~nts 
.. , . •. ..· ' '•-- .. 

use¢! to be. in Newark but a:re no longer there,~ Standard 
Oil Company of New Jerseyf Celanese~ Engelp.ardt,Address-:-

- ograph~ Waterman Fountain Pen; J & J Distributors~ 
J-.. R., Watkins Company~ Worthington Meter Company! The 

- Mennan Company: swift & Company: National L<:>ck·Washer 
Company~ the.Basic_Company; Pittsburgh Plate -Glass 
Company~ The Purolator Company; The Pyrene Manufacturing 
Company! Breyers Ice Cream company: oziter Krueger 

. .. . 

Brewing Company~ American.Can Research Lab~ Beneficial 
Finance Company; Continental Insura.nce Compc1ny, that 1.s 
the Firemen 1 s~ Lindy Air Products Division of Union 
carbide; Edgecomb Steel Company! Rem~o Toys~- and now 
Prudential is accelerating a move to take some of their 

' operations, quite a bit of their operations, out of 
Newarke They just bought 167 acres in Roseland and they 

·.rented.a whole office building in Wayne. -American 
Insurance Company, that 1 s Firem4;m I s Fund, is negotiating 
for a site out of Newarka National Newark & Essex is 

_ building th~ir computer center.in West Orange. 
In most of these cases exce'ssive ta~es were one 

of the straws that broke the camel '_s b~cke Many of 
these companies not only moved out of Newark but out of 
New Jersey. 

Newark vs troubles come .. not so much f ram taxing 
procedures .but from losses resulting. f-roxn _tearing down 

• • • • J 

ratab,les and erecting tax-exempt ~tructures, and 
' ' ' . . . ' . 

inefficient .. admin;istration. 
The unemployment rate today in Newark is ove.r 13%: 

and in the mi:norit;ies-··.it' s double· that._ . This_ is the 
:result ofl-o_sing indusi;:ry~ A citycanr:i,ot subsist without 
the jobs that are f~rnisiu~d. by bu~iness arid -industry. The 
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others who get hurt are the little p~ople who can°' t 
afford to hire attorneys and apprai'sers'to get their 
assessments down,. because this bill will make the 
appraisal job more difficult and expensive and the legal 
job the same o a.nd they will be the ones who will iose 
their jobs as business and.industry moves out. The only 
one who~e:'..job:·:wi1·1:· be :eas±:e;e w;ill: .be the assessor. 

This bill will be the death knell of the citieso 
not their salvation. In the name of justice for the 
taxpayers and to preserve the reputation of the State of 
New Jersey in the eyes of the major employers of this 
Country, I urge that this bill.be defeated. Lnsteado I 
urge that the real estate tax relief be effected by 
constitutional means, that iso more broad·based taxes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Thank you, Mr. Houston. 
Mr •. Healey, any questions? · 
ASSEMBLYMAN HEALEY: No questions® 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Mr. E:qos? 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Just a couple of questionso Mrc 

Chairmanc 
Mr,, Houston 0 we have heard a lot about Newark 

but·we haven~t heard much about any place eise in the 
State® Is it your opinion that this particular billo 
A-2291, would be primarily harmful to Newark only? 

MR., HOUSTON: NoG Our office happens to operate 
throughout the northern half· of the State ando- in my 
opinion, this bill would be harmful to all of the larger 
cities~ Their problems are similar and the effects 
would be similar in all the latger cities, in my opinion., 

ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Does your experience encompass 
any work with small home owners·or farming communities? 

MRe HOUSTON: No., Mine personally? No., 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: The number o:f Companies that 

you stated have moved from Newark, cari you say definitely 
that the primary r~ason for their moving was the tax 
structure in the City of Newark? 



MR~ HOUSTON! .The reasons why.a company moves 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: No, excuse me, just answer 

the question. 
MR,, HOUSTON.: Well, to answer that, I cannot say 

that categorically. I know in many cases it was one of 
the factorse 

ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Can you definitely state that 
this bill, if passed, Will cause business and industry 
to move out of Newark? 

MR., HOUSTON: In my opinion, yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Do you have any facts on which 

to base your opinion? 
MR.., HOUSTON: My opinion is based on conversations 

with leaders of business and industry and on their 
expressed thinking. I can't quote you, and I wouldn 1 t want 
to quote confidential conversations of this kind. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS; Thank you e That us all. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Mr. Fiore? 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: Mr. Houston:, .. you are :with ·.· 

the Real Estate Board. Are you people hired on tax 
appeals? Not you but.people from your outfit~ Are they 
hired for tax appeal. cases? Yes or no·~. 

MRa HOUSTON: Yesa 
ASSEMBLYJ.VIAN FIORE: • All right. Are their payments 

on a fee basis? 
MR" HOUSTON: Mostly, yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: All right. Now, if we apply 

the ratio, would the ratio give them a greater appeal on 
the particular building they 0 re corning in with than as 
it is presently today? 

MR~ HOUSTON: Normally, it would give them less 
money because their job would be so much easier they 
would not have to charge so much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: Just a minute. 
MRQ HOUSTON: rum answering your question" 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: You're not answering. the 
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questions I 0 :tn asking you a question. ··would the ratio 
being used give them a greater.appeal. You don n t have 
to raise your voiceo Mr. Rous.tons You can talk calmly. 
I can raise mine if that 0 s what you want to do. 

MR" HOUSTON: Sorry. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE~ That O s the question. Will 

the.appeal, basing it,on the ratio,give a greater appeal 
in tax dollars o. like it did with Bambergers ;. for example? 
Now, Bambergers received $1. 3 million.. Would you base 
that $1.3 primarily because the ratio was used? 

MRe HOUSTON: Well 0 I 0 11 try to answer your 
question. From my own experienoeo when I•make appraisals 
I charge based on the time it takes me to make the 
appraisal~ And if the job is easier, which it would be 
by using the ratio:, , I would charge less money, regardless 
of the amount of the ··reduction. 

ASSEMBLYMAN.FIOR~~ Let me ask you, would you 
charge the same fee for $1.3 million as you would for 
$1,000o on an appeal. If the appeal came in for $1,000 
or $lo3 million, you would still take the same -money 
according to·your statement~ 

MR., HOUSTON: It would depend on the·prope:rtyG 
You mean on the same property? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: Yes, . on the same property & 

MR"· HOUSTON: It depends on whether you 0 re 
appraising on a fee basis or on a percentage basis9 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE! On a fee basisQ 
MR., HOUSTON: on a fee basis, it would be the same@ 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: It would be the safuem In other 

words, the greater the appeal, the fee remains the·sameo 
MR,, HOUSTON: As far as I 0m concernedu yess 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: All' right&· Now 0 another 

questiort here. You say one of the factors for industry 
· moving out of Newark wa.s the taxes. Are you' asking for 
special treatrrie:nt for industry·in'the City of Newark in 
regard to our tax structure'? Is that why they 0're moving 
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out? They.want special treatment?. Nowo this I. q.on°t 
understand, one of the prime factors is the tax problem 
and they 0 re moving outs Now, if they receive. speci:a,l 
treatment or use this ratio, would they remai:p? 

MRn HOUSTON: In my opinion, they would remain. 
The -trouble i,s that in the_ past, in a great many cas.es o 

industry has been overassessed~ they have not been 
treated fairly and this is the reasono in some cases, 
the Fox-Lance bill w_as passed. If you didn ° t have Fox-
Lance in Newark, you wouldn°t have the Gateway Center, 
you wouldn°t have Blue Cross 0 you wouldn°t have the 
Downtowner Motel 0 you wouldn°t have the Western Electric 
new buil.ding., and several other industries tha't have been 
located in the meadows. They would just not be there. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: One other question. You made 
a statement to Assemblyman Enos that if A-2291 were 

_passed you would move out of Newarko This makes no sense 
tome because it would be State legislationQ Where 
would you move? Out of the State? Where would you move? 

move. 
MRo HOUSTON~ -Assemblyman, I did.nut say I would 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: rum saying industry. 
MR., HOUSTON: Industry. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE:_ Where would they move? Out 

of the State then, I must assume from what youure saying. 
MR .. HOUSTON: Some of them would move out of 

State, others would move to communities where the tax 
rates are considerably lower than in Newark 0 and there 
are many that are one.;.;third to one-quarter of what 
Newark O s rate is. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: This makes no sense because 
'they can move now and still move into a community where 
the tax rate.is one-third of the Cj,.ty of Newark 0 s. So 
I donut understand your thinking here. 

MR,, HOUSTON: Well , what we are trying to say 
is that if.they are discriminated against, and we are 
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afraid they will be discriminated against Under th.i's law, 
then they will move out$ If they are fairly treated -
there is a -9r-eat -deal of industry :that even though they 
a,re. paying a lot more taxes in Newark than they would pay 
som:eplace else, they 0 re sticking around because a lot 
of industry has a very gqod civi9 conscience which they 
are not given credit for= 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: Let me say this. You say, 
treated better - again, that O s a general-·· statement. - What 
do you mean by ntr~ated better 11 ? giving tax reductions 
as one treatment? 

used. 

MR., HOUSTON: r didn°t ~ay being 10 treated better". 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: They are the words you just 

MR.,. HOUSTON: Well, what I 0m saying is, if they 
were not discriminated against they would staya 

ASSEMBLYMAN·. FIORE : All right., Under the present 
I 

law you can go before your county tax board or your 
State Tax Boardo I understand, rum not an assessoro but 
if you can prove alleged discrimination, you may receive 
an appeal. Isn°t that correct? 

MR .. HOUSTON: Except that industry is being 
assessed at a higher rate than residential property~ 
They will give you a fair adjustment as to other 
properties but not as agaipst residential property. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE:: Well, one of the gentlemen, 
I believe it was Mr0 Berger 0 I. can°t remember which one, 
he mentioned one of the three approaches was incomee 

MR.. HOUSTON: . Yes 0 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE:: Now, when you talk about a 
one family, two familyo three family house, I~m sure 
when you assess these people, you don°t assess dncome 
you assess value of the building by square footage. Now 
when we talk about Bambergers ,_ I 0m sure. Bambergers can 
sp:ow some type of income in Newark or they would relocate .. 
So, when yo-q. 0 re taxing a building or assessing a building, 
would you use income as a means? 
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MRo HOUSTON: You should .. if it O s available • 
. ASSEMBLYMAN FIO:R,:: We should make it then O if 

a company makes more money from year to year they should 
be assessed at 0greater value. 

MRo HOUSTON: No. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: That 0 s what I asked you. 
MR .. HOUSTONi Well, the income is the rental 

income, not the company income~ The rental income of 
value .. of property~ Bambergers, for instance o is. under 
l.ease; it O s not owned by Bambergers O it O s owned by an 
insurance .. company. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: All right. Thank you, Mr. 
Houston. 

MR 0 HOUSTON~ Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Thank youo Mr. Houston. 
Thank you, Mr. Ferguson. 
I will call Mr. Saul Wolfe, Tax Assessor of the 

City of Newark9 

SAUL WOLFE: Mr. Chairman and members of 
I 

the Committee, I 0m·Saul Wolfe, Director of Assessments 
of the City of Newark, and I wish to state that the 
passage of this legislation is vital to the City of 
Newark. We are on the ropes , as Mr.. Solirnine described 
to you. 

I am going to try, in the interest of time, not to 
reiterate those things which Mr. Solimine said because 
I concur heartily in his remarks. But we are being hurt 
very-badly by theerroneous interpretation of the decisions 
of the Court. There has been a lot of misinformation here 
today and I am-going to try to clarify some of ·it0 But 
I want to point out to you that I'. address you in no 
narrow or parochial view of the system as it functions 
today, -despite my cbnnection with the City of Newark. 

I have been intimately concerned with these 
problems for almost ten years. As an Attorney, I have 
represented many, many taxpayers in appeals on every 
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issue - before· the county boards, before'the'state Board, 
and ·on. the very issue· that we O re discuss:i.ng he.re today. 
I have served as counsel, as Special Tax Counsel/ to 
more than 25 municipa.litiesQ Oh behalf of· tlle City· of 

· Newark alone, I 0 ve participated in the trial or settle-
ment of not hundreds but thousands of cases. I have 
been appointed .... by several Presidents of the State Bar 
Association to the Committee on·state Taxation,. now 

. . 

replaced by the Tax Section where I serve as Vice Chairman 
of the Committee on Real Property· Taxes - more about th.at 
later. I 0m .a certified Tax Assessor of the State of New 

. . 

Jersey~ a member of the New Jersey t.eague of Municipalities' 
Tax study Committee, a member of the Essex County and 
State Assessors Associationo as well as the New Jersey 
Institute of Municipal Attorneys: and:I do :spend more 
than 5% of my time on tax work. 

Nowa. having had the opportunity to observe the 
functioning of the systemo insofar as it relates to our 
subject todayo I would like to review the problem giving 
rise to this bill .. ·you 0ve heard a lot of talk_ about the ·--;. . 

Kents Case. I_t was dis·covered that there were some 
assessors who absolutely. were failing to make any effort 
to achieve uniform assessments, and that is what the · 
supreme Court had before it in the Kents Cas~. And 
the Supreme Court emphasized tha_t·. in its decision in 
the Kents Case where they noted that the assessors 
disavow any effort to achieve a common level; and the 
court saido therefore we have no alternative but to 
try to structure somethingo and they used the ratio .. 

· But; in doing so., the Court was fully aware of the 
inadequacies and weaknesses of.the ratio and so they 
cautioned that the trier: of the facts :rnay proper~y con-
sider any weaknesses-which may appear-, as.; for e:x:arnple, 
a paucity of sales< in the municipality concerned-or-

·some .:imbalance.caused by unusual experience .. But the 
Court went on to' say, in. that decision, • if the local . 
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assessor consciously sought to employ afixed ratio 
throughout the .taxing district,· it may be that level. 
should-be accepted,without more, as the standard.for 
relief~· 

Now that sounded very good and it made a lot.of 
sense as far as it wente. but it was Subsequently dis-
torted in itsapplication. Here the Court said, look 
out, be on guard . for a paucity· of sales~- and yet, in 
Berkeley Heights,where they havemulti.,multi million 
dollars Bell Laboratories, the DireCto:r- used and the 
Court affirmed theuse of one single sale of a property -
it was either .a gas station or a tavern, or som.eth.i.ng 
like that - ,to determine the ratio of assessment on 

· this f a.ntastic operation of Bell Laboratories. 
So, sta.rting out, the Suprem~ Court was on the 

right track:... beware of the weaknesses~ but in the 
search for some kind of statistical certainty they got 

·off the track and they ruled that one sale in a two 
year period was enoughe So that caveat somehow got lost 
in the application of the overall principle. 

Now, despite that fact that if the assessor 
constantly tries to achieve µniformity, which the Court 
reiterated again in the Siegel Case the following year, -
despite that fact, we have the Feder Case several years 
later, some seven years later. Now, in the.intervening 
seven years r from 1961, Ken ts~ 1 62 1 Siegel·:- there were 
no problems~ the/ reductions, by reference to the DirectoJ::-: s 
ratio,.were few and far between and only granted in those 
extraordinary situations like the Atlantic City situation 
described in Ken ts. And then along came Feder. And Mr. 

. . 
Solimine told you about the rather unusual set of 

.circumstances. Like most major municipalities today, 
industrial and commercial values were declining so the 

. ' 

assessor didn 1 t bother to revalue those,· he just revalued 
the other properties. That doesn't appear in the decision, 
this is what Mr. Solimine tells you., What the decision 
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says.is :,.t}:la.1;,.-d,esp.i.1:e. the .a;ss~s$or 0 S. te_st.imori~ that he 
tried to ass.ess at .1;00%, ,.the Court r~-Jec;ted tha:t 
test;i..mony- ,and.,"a.ppl,ied th~ ratio., 

. . .• 

Now this was a complete departure from Kents and 
Siegel where they said .. if the assessor i,s trying to get 
it to 100%, go .along. w_i th him., · They went behind. th,e 

. . . . . - . . . . . . 

asse~sor's testimony in this caseo ;withc;>Ut saying _it in 
their decision b knowing, that. he had :not done so 6 anci . . .. .. . . . . ' . . .· ·:· _ .. ·. .. 

rejected it. Bu.t the .. impact of Feder is the :printec;i word, 
that. appears -~n :the Court decision.,: And,· as a result of·_· 
that, thi.s has.,been widely construed as a basis .for· . . . ' .. , . . . : . . 

_· granting. r~l~ef on a discriminati<:m _appeal by re~erence 
to the .ia,tio alone~ . A·.flood of. appeals have_ followed 

. . 

where county boar.ds- arid the Division of Tax Appeals have 
., •. . .·- .. ·. . .·. .. .. , 

.. _,grante~. such reli,ef. _. No ionger doe.s .the .. assessor 0 E3-· 
testimony: 1:h,at h,e s1:rives for unifo+mity com,e into -· 

. . . 

consid.eration1- ,no .ef.fortis made to _an~lyze the weakness 
of the Directqr 0 s ratio as the Supreme Court suggested_·_-. . .. . . . . . ' '. . . ' . 

al{ the} w1:1y back in Kents~ _the- .ratio, as :promulgated, is 
applied to .a.llow this. relief.,, 

Now what -is the signif:i.,c,anc~ of,· ~:his? What is 
the disto,rt;ion. that. we O ;-e __ complainiric_;J ,a:tx>ut? · You 1:11ust 

· understand the, pr~sent .work,ing of ou;r tctx systems 
:-

. Property . is o - t}:leoretically; t_o pe_ .assessed at true value 
or 50% of tru~ val:ue, depen.din9upon the c~unt~s !Now 
Mr. Berger xnentionedtha\ there are three accepted 

·· approache,s to yalue, a,il, tlleoretically, to determine 
. . :, . . 

market value,, _and the statute, of course_, · says that the 
· sale of the subje~t propert~ is th~ best e~idence.of . ' ' . . . . . . . . .. ' . . .· ' 

market va~ue. _so tq~t when the home owner looks at his 
.. ' : . . . . . . . ' ' . . :_ . ., : ,. ·' '. . . . 

·. tax bill, he says I gee I IV d.. Like to appeal this I .and he . 
looks .at }'.li.s ass~ss~~nt arid he; s stuck wi t)1 ,wh~the paid 
for _his hC?use., if he bc>ught i p99ent~y I or }"i th _1:he recent 

. sijl$f;l of similar homes in the same areae> :aut when· business 
~rindust~y qrtb,e inv~stor wh~, qwn~a :big apartment· 

• • • '• ,• . • • . ' ;.' •. • ••,I •, '. '• • 

. house, appeals,· the decisions generally disregard sales; 
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the county boards and the Division of Tax Appeals use 
one of those other.approaches 0 a·theoretical income 
approach, an approach where the taxpayer comes in and 
he shows how the.income that he gets from the property, 
the expenses·that he pays out 0 donut leave him·a sufficient 
return to justify the price that he paid for the property 
last month, that he was wrong not by 10%,·not by 20%, 
but sometimes by 40 and 50%e The home owner can .u t 
do that. The home owner is stuck with the sale~ But 
the law of New Jersey says, the business man.o the 
commercial, the industrial, the investor can get away 
with that because., under the Glenwood Realty ·Case, 
the county board and the Division of Tax Appealscan°t 
take into·consideration the mortgages on the property. 
So when somebody builds a huge, new,modern apartment 
building .and .has a mortgage on it for $2e5 million, 
we can°t put that in evidence as proof of the value of 
that property and, in fact, he :,;nay end up with an 
assessment·substantially under thate 

Now, one small illustration,. a recent one in East 
Orange~ An apartment building sold for $450,000~ 
According to the decision in the case, they only put; .in 
$50,000 cash and the balance was composed of five 
mortgages~ The property; at the time of the sale-
and remember, the sale was $4500000 -- at the time of 
the sale it was only assessed for $322,9000 almost 
$127,000 under the sale pric.e. After. the sale; the 
county board reduced the assessment from $322,900 to 
$288,000 in the face of the $450 0 000 salee And I 0 m not 
here today saying that they were wrong given·the 
valuation premise that they were using, because they 
couldnut consider the mortgage if they had to value the 
property on a free and clear basis under the law of 
New Jersey to achieve uniformity among similar:taxpayers 0 
but how about that poor home owner? If he pays $40,000 
for a houseo he hasn°t got a chance of going in and saying 
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it's worth $20,000 because he can . only rent his house 
out for so many dollars and when he got· through paying 
his insurance and. somebody to take out his. garbage that 
he wouldn°t have any value left ando therefore, he over-
paid by 50%~ there is no correlation •. Yet, this sale 
was used by the Director in East Orange for computing the 
ratio that this statute is designed to exclude. The 
Director used that sale. He didn°t think there was any-
thing wrong with·it for school aid purposes. And maybe 
there isn°t, for school aid purposes~ that's the whole 
point. This ratio was created for school aid purposes. 

And there has been some misinformation here today, 
gentlemen, about what that ratio is and how itls arrived 
at., Your predecessors in the Legislature, in their 
wisdomu did indeed direct the Director of Taxation to 
make a study - excuse meo to establish a ratio.between 
assessed valuations· .and true valuations to equalize 
State School Aid. But you did not mandate him,to con-
duct the sales ratio study which he in fact ma~es. 
Quite to the contrary, if you were to look at the text 
of the statute., which has been so casually adverted to 
here today, you,would find not that the county.boards. 
were to look to the·Director 0 s ratio but, on the contrary. 
In your statute which you enacted in 19540 the State 
School Aid Law, when you mandated that the Director 
establish a ratio, you set forth - and this is the 
language you used - ''he may make such determination by 
reference to the county equalization table whenever he 
is satisfied that the table has been prepared according. 
to accepted methods. and practices and that it properly 
reflects true valueo or a known percentage thereof, for 
the several taxing districts in the county s 11 

So, alternative one was, look to the experts~ 
look to the county boards; they 0 ve been in the equaliza-
tion business since 1905 in.New Jersey. But the Director 
didn°t do that. 
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Alternative two ·in the. sta.tute~ Tl;le . Di_r~ctor 
could look to- the:report of. the:Co:mniis,sion,an.State ... Tax 
Policy and ·consider :other av:a±lable'.· .. a'sSe$sment · stud;ies. 

· And, .thir.d .. ..and ·f.inally.,. almost . .a. ... catchallr ~most 
an afterthought in that .le.gi'.slation, . .you. .. -said..:, ·· "He ma.y 
make such further .and different J.,nvestigations . of ,.assess-
ment practices as he may .deem necessary or desirab_le for 
the establishment of the ratio: •. 11 

So, under. thi:s .. catchall provis.ion, . the Director 
structured this sa-1:es r.a.tio .. pr.ogr.a.m which became the 
.gospel . ..as enunciated .. in the ... F.eder Case. 

Now, I :ga.ve you :one. ,.example, of why the ratio 
·· .doesn nt work :and why it }:)ea.rs .no.relation.snip to _market 

values in that East Orange illustration. You ·must 
certainly know, ge·ritlemen, that in Newark and in· 
Paterson a number of persons have been indicted _for 
selling homes via-FHA financing.at ridiculously 
inflated prices: yet these sales are used by the Direc,tor 
in computing his .ratio~ . 

Common practice, in the cities-where properties 
are sold to purchasers with·little or no money down, 

.is that the seller pays the·buyer 0 s closing costs. ·rf 
the purchaser is one of those persons who can afford no 
m~:mey down o generally, in . order to get the: .mortgage o you 
must pay outrageously high points •. The seller·pays those. 
In the core cities , in Newark, -you don° t pay · a 6% 
:broker 0 s commission,7 on transactions .like this you pay 
7½, to 10% broker's commissiono and the seller pays that •. • 

Now all of that is ioa~d into an inflated purchase 
price~ It's really all going into the._ mortgage .. · The 
purchaser doe,sn u t care· because he bought the house. · He 
was told, what difference, do.es it make if you pay rent 
or -if you would be paying .. · off the mortgage at .the same 

·monthly fig:ure:c-and.at the end of 30 years or 40 years 
you O re ,.going to have something .. for your: childre3n. So, 
he 0 s not the least bit ·concerned about_.price1--he 0 s con-
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cerned about his:.monthly. payment. 
Now .y.ou-.. pr-0tect ~the..~poor consumer who: makes those 

···--'··· -
mistakes through .effective l.eg.islation i,n the'consumer 
_fraud i:3:rea, . .but you haven° t protected the cities f.rom · · 
the impact of those same.mistakes as. they are·being, 
refl~cted in_ the -D~i;rector' s sales· study .. ·· The Director. 
uses those inflat~d sales·andthe impact is to drive 
down ·the ratio in the city. 

Now that ratio is being applied over and over 
again, _but it w s not_ being applied to reduce the assess-
ments on the .one family homes.·· It0 s being applied on 
the business, commercial.and industrial properties, like 
the department store in Newark w~ich, contrary . to. -the 
testimony or at least the opinion of the .two representa-

. . ' 

tives of the State Bar Association, resulted in more 
than a $1 million reduction in the assessment exclusively 
by;re!erehce to the·ratio. In other wordso they first 
arrived .at a .true .. v.alue .and then exclusively~ liy. reference;.: 
to ,the ratio aJ.oneo concluding.that Newark was.assessing 

. at _85% of_ .. true. value o - by reference.• to that·· alone they 
then reduced ~he asseissment .. by. ~:more than a million dollars • 

. , . ·- . 

. Now, does the Director 0 s ratio work'? That is; 
doe:s it tell an agency or court the -ratio between assess- -
ment and true va·lue? Everyone hoped that it would but 
it doesn't.'. I gave you the Berkeley Heights illustration, 
the single sale probleme _ We know tllat1 the court- knew 
it in:_ Kents and cautioned against· it. , But, nevertheless,. 
it was used. 

· Now the ratio was authorized by you: :gentlemen for 
. . 

· the allocation · of State School Aid.· and only State School 
Aid; for no otherpU:rpose.;· Now Mr. Kerr says.-it 0 s alE;o 
used for allocating the cost of county ·government ... ·. Well, 
he 0 s almost: right,.· When· it·was promulgate~, everyone wa·s 

. se_arching for- statistical certainty --: let's try to, find 
something we can punchinto a computer anq come,up with 
an answer.. And so, when.• the ratio .. first cam~ out the 
county boards in fact' utiUzed :tn.e;;.;Di~e6tq:r~-~!i.lt.atio, a 
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complete reversal of roles. Tb,e Director was told in 
the statute to look to the counties but, instead; there 
was a reversal.of roles~ The county boards did look to 
the Director 1. s ratio. Everyone wanted to be fair, 
everyone wanted to be uniform. But what did they find, 
gentlemen? They found that the Directoris ratio 
doesn 1 t work. And I submit to you, gentlemeno that 
there 0 s a lot more at stake today as you determine the 
allocation of the cost of county government as between 
the municipalities in any county. There is a lot more 
careful scrutiny of the balance of that than there is 
6.f State School Aid. And why is that so? Because you 
certainly know, gentlemen, the New Jersey Tax:i;:>ayers 
Association who testified here today has documentation 
that the cost of county government for 1971 in the 
State of New Jersey is almost double what it was in 
1965m In six years the cost of county government has 
gone from $280,400,000 to $553 ,.400, 000 and some odd 
dollars, almost doubled. And in EssexCounty·it 0 s 
particularly acute, where last year alone our county. 
budget was increased from $93.5 million to $111 million, 
an increase of almost 20%9 Actually, our county budget 
in one year went up 18.9%~ So the county boards 0 in 
dealing with equalization, have to very carefully 
scrutj,nizethe Director's ratio in light of the magnitude 
of the problem they're dealing with. 

And what has that scrutiny resulted in? It 0s 
very interesting to ~now that while they started out 
using the Oirector 0 s ratio, in 1970, out of our 21 · 
counties, only 12 accepted the Director,' s ratio and used 

. it; 11 rejected it in whole. or in part~ 6 counties, 
includ:i.ng our very populous counties of Bergen and 

. . 
Middlesex, rejected the Director1 s ratio.completely, 
they didn°t ass_ign the. Director 1 s ratio to. one municipal-
ity in.their entire counties. 

The overall effect, gentlemen, is that less than 
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half of themunicipalities in New Jerseyin 19700 
for county .. equalization purposes 0 where we need a little 

. . 
mote precision and a little more refinement.perhaps 
than in the Stat; School·Aid areao less than half of 
the municipalities were assigned the Director 0 s ratio 
specifically, 272out of 567 were assigned the Director 0 s 
ratio.,, 

Now, as I stated earlier, the ratio is.being used 
to the advantage ofbusiness, industry and the inv.estor 0 

and to the detriment of the home owner. Who is here to 
speak for the home owner? The·chamber of Commerce? 
The Board of Realtors? Mr. Houston who:handles industrial 
real estate is piously concerriedabou.t the home owner? 
and throws at you thebugaboo·of corruption? 'The· 
question iso gentlemerio is not the.use of,this ratio 
corruptingthe·systemo perverting. the very process which 
was designed to do fairness .. and ... equity to all the people 
of New Jersey$ The Stat~ Bar Association? 

Now 0 With:rega~d to the StateBarAssociation -
I :mentioned earlier that I 0m Vice Chairman of·the State 
Bar Committee on Real Property Taxes, and I think it 0 s 

' . 

·well known to theChairmari andmost.people· that I have 
been an outspoken advocate of this billo yet I was never 
con.sulted by the Chairman of the Commit tee on Taxation, 
Real Property Taxeso· bef0re hemade.llispresentation to 
the Board of Trustees of the state Bar Association. To 
the .. best of my knowledge, no meeting of that:. Committee 
was ever called; if there waso · rwasn u t. given notice of 
it~ To the best of my knowledge:o when the State .Board 
of Trustees of the State Bar Associationo of whfch I 0m 
a farmer trustee o and proud to be; .,.. when they ruled 
on this and passed a resolu.tiorio · it is my unders.tanding 
that theydi:anm·t invite me or any other spokesman for 
the bilio that the only presentation they heard was that 
of Mr. Irenas and Mre Berger. so·I think you have.to 

· take into consideration the interlocking relationships 
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of the people who .are opposed.to this bill, .as pointed 
out by Mr. Solimine, and you have to take into consideration 
whether or not the opposition is founded on knowledge of 
the way the law works and whether it 0 s constructive or 
represents misguided or selfishly motivated people0 

I saw a letter in opposition to this bill which 
said,illlgentlemen, I 0m opposed to this bill, it 0 s going 
to set back assessment administration for twenty years, 
it 0 s going to wipe out all the progress we 0 ve ever had, 
although I haven. 0 t had the opportunity to read the entire 
bill. Ii Well, you 
paragraph long0 
tp.ing. 

gentlemen know, the bill is only one 
But people are being told this kind of 

Now, gentlemen, you must be the spokesman for the 
home owner~ There is ho other.spokesmane There were 
statistics brought to you. today by the New Jersey 
Taxpayer Association that talked about how much of the 
property in New Jersey is residential, one family and 
so forth, but they didn°t tell you what percentage of the 
appeals, what percentage of the reductions granted by 
reference to the ratio are granted to one family home 
ownerse ·r don°t think you 0 11 find them but you will sure 
find them being granted to industry~ you O 11 sure find 
them being granted to commerce@ You must be the spokesman 
for the home owner: you must protect the little guy who is 
being squeezed to death by the ever-increasing.cost of 
property taxes& The problem in New Jersey, of course, is 
we have high property taxes but it 0 s not discrimination,. 
This is a gimmick, nothing more than a gimmick, to help 
business and industry shift the cost on to the poor 
little guy who isn°t here to fight for himself® And if 
you will report this bill out favorably, if you will vote 
for it0 s passage, you will have served your constituents 
welle 

I thank youe 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Thank,-youo Mr. Wolfe .. 
Anyquestions, Mr. Healey? 
ASSEMBLYMAN HEALEY.: - No questions.-
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Mr. Enos? 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: A very sbo;rt one-. 
Mr. Wolfeo you gave some figures about the 21 

counties in New Jersey. What wa.s -the year in which .. these 
· figures were used'? -The use of the Director,0 s table, 
specifically .. 

MR. WOLFE: Yes, sir. It was 1970, sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: All right .. - Now you said 

something about 12 years, the Director 0 s table, ifl that 
correct? 

·MR. WOLFE: That 0 s correct. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Nowo --
MR.,-WOLFE: The Director 0 s ratio, sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ·ENOS: -__ The'· Director O s ratio. 
MR. WOLFE: Yes_ 0 sir .. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Now, -the figure 11 that you 

·.gave, ,I didn rt quite get that because we only have 21 
counties and I came up with 23-here. 

MR;. WOLFE: Okay.- I 0 11 back up. Wl'.lat I said 
was that 12·of them used it and accepted it exclusively .. 

I said, I believe- and let-me get my hands on 
it-so that I don°t mislead you - li of the counties 

.rejected it in whole or in part~ 6 rejected it compl~tiely. 
In_ other words,· of the 11, · six rejected -it -completely .. 
But it does look like we have 23 countieso doesn:!t it? 

ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Not when it's properly 
explained, but I wanted to .be -sure my notes wer_e correct. 

MR .. WOLFE: Okay. I get this information, by the 
way, the source material is in the December:1970 issue 
of New Jersey Municipalities, __ the· publication; of tp.e 
New Jersey State League of Municipalities. It 0 s an 
article ny Dr. Henry Js Frank, a Professor of Finance at 
Rider College, and it's an article entitled ~he 1970 
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County .Equalization Table:o. 

Wolfe. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: I have that, sir, thank you. 
That's all the questions I have, Mr. Chairman. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Any questions, Mre Fiore? 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: No. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Thank you very much, Mr. 

MRo WOLFE: Thank you, sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: We will recess for three-

quarters of an hour for .:Lunch. 

(Recess '. f,or :lunch:)· 
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Afternoon Session 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Gentlernen, I will call the 

Committee to order. Please take your seats. 
The next witness listed on our. agenda is Mr. Arthur 

H. West, President of the New Jersey Farm Bureau. I believe 
he was unable to. stay for the afternoon session and he has 
submitted a written statement which we will make a part of the 
record. 

(Statement submitted by Arthur H. West can be found 
beginning on page 104.) 

The next witness is Mr. Samuel Befarah, Jr., President·; 
Alfred J. Green, and Walter Salmon, Municipal Assessors 
Association of New Jersey" 

WALTER SALMON: Gentlemen, my name is Walter 
Salmon. I am the Assessor in both Mount Laurel and Moorestown 
Townships. Any other accolades I won°t express. 

The paper you have before you is titled, Comments on 
Legislation, Assembly Bill No. 2291. 

The Act concerns itself with proceedings to review the 
assessments on 1'Real II property~ to establish certain rules 
of evidence relative thereto~ and to supplement Title 54 of 
the Revised Statutes. 

Paragraph 1, Lines 1 to 6 states~ 
In any proceeding to review an assessment of taxes 

on iiReal 11 property, it shall be presumed, subject to being 
rebutted by a clear preponderance of evidence to the contrary, 
that the taxing district assesses real property at the 
percentage level of taxable value established by the County 
Board of Taxation, pursuant to Section l of PeLo 1961, 
Ca 51, etc. 
COMMENT: 

The presurnption of the percentage of taxable value is 

stipulated, inasmuch as assessors generally use uniform 
approaches to value, which value and approach selected is 
influenced by market trends of s~les,.incomes, zoning, 
location and many factors inherent in value. A knowledgeable 
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and qualified appraiser of real property for ad v·alorem tax 

purposes, mortgages, condemnations inheritances, sales, 

leases, or any of many purposes, analyzes the market as a 

first steir toward an estimate of value. 

The assessor, under the statutes, is charged with the 

responsibility to assess.all real property at such fair mar-

ket value, which in hie judgement, the property would com-

mand in exchange,in an open market. Further, the assess-

ments are computed-- on an assumed. equity basis by the use 

of base year values upgraded to current year's market 1n-

. dieators. 

To any established, full or fair market value, thel'e 

is a mandatory percentage of value established by the County 

Boards of Taxat.1on of the State, whether it be 30%, 50%, 
100% of value,, or whatever percentage the·· County selects • 

' 

PARAGRAPH 1- Lines 6-17 States: 

In any such proceeding, neither the av~rage ratio of 

assessed to true value of real property in the taxing dfs-

trict determined by the Director of the Division of Taxation 

pursuant to P.L. 1954, c.86 (c.54:1-35.1 et seq.) for the 

purpose of State school aid distributions, nor the general 

ratio at which real property 1s assessed in the taxing dis-

trict determined by the county board of taxation pursuant to 

R.S. 54:J-17 for the purpose of equalizing the assessments of 

valuations among the several taxing· districts of the county, .. · •. 

shall be admissible as evidence of a common level at whlch 

real propert1y is generally assessed in the taxing district 

· and to which an alleged discriminatory assessed valuation 
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should be r~duced. 

' COMMENT1 

The procedures established for.State school'a!d purposes, 

and for the purposes of,equal1zat1911 of County 1iaxes to be 
paid by the several munic1pal1ties are admittedly obsolete 

and discriminatory :at .,best, but we are not attacking that sub-
Ject at this t1m~~ 

We are attacking the _use of a municipal rfitio, or com .. 

mon level, as being admissible as evidence in d1scrim1nat1on • 

appeals. 

The computation of the common level percentage requires 

many steps toward conclusion. 

1. There are four classes of property to be analyzed& 

(a) Vacant ,land .. 

(b} Residential 

(c) Farms· 

(d) Commercial/ Industrial 

2. The assessment ratio of each class of p;roperty ls com-

puted to establish a "true value" of all property in . . .· ,, 
that class. 

J. The aggregate of the "true value" of the combined·c 

classes is assumed·to be the total value of taxable 

property within the taxing district. 

4. The aggregate assessed value of all rat~bles, as cer-

tified by the county board of taxation, is then·div-

1d~d by the computed "true value"-· figure, of ~he com-

bined classes,which result establishes the common 
I 

level, or d1str1ot weighted ratio, for the municipal-

ity. 88 • 
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Two explanEJtory computations, lllust;rations #l & #2, are 

annexed hereto. Further, the Director's computat1<m for school 

a.1d purposes include both the current -and the prior year sales 

and assessment figures. -C·onseque:ntly an adverse sale, · in any -· 

class, drastically effects the common·level for a two year_ 

period. 
. . : 

The assessor 1s charged with the responsibtll ty to· ass.ess 

"Real II property only, ·yet~ literally hundreds of residential - · · 

properties are sold including personal property, the ·value. 

of which. is not.separated or declared on the affirrned sell-; 
- ' 

ing pr1ce stated on the deed.- ·Examples of such transactions 

are attached •. (see 11.lustration #i) 

In the computation of the common level,. the a$sessment 
- -

rat1o of residences is applied to farm asses~unent values· even 

though there were ·no farm sales during the paa.t number ot: years. 

This practice is discr1m1na.tory 'ag~l~~t ail 'taxpayers since it 

affects both school a1d: and county. 0 taxes. It ls reasonal>le to ---

assume that mun_1c1pali ties havlllg _ no farms have a_ distri-ct com- -· 

mon level advantage over thc,se in the.county that do have 

farms. - ' ' 
Historically, vacani land is the prime cau~e ofelow assess-

-

ment ratios. -_ Residential -sales, dµe to escalating replacement 

costs and the shortage of- tenable uni ts is a· ciosei; if not 

equal, second cause. 

Jiypothetical_ly, -1f land is assessed at 60%, resideritials 

at 75%, farms at 100%, comme'rcials· ati 100%, and the common 

level ·at> 72.66%, shoµld 1t be· permissible -to claim dtscrimi~a-

t1on on an industrial property? (see 11lustrat1on #lJ 



The obvious ans·wer is ·no, 'the 72.66% common level should 

not be used.· The remedy'is to seek equal assessment of the 

property iri question, through the procedure of comparison of' 

like property with proper adjustments for date of sale, location, 

age, construction, uttl1t1es, et cetera. 

Historically, properties assessed at a presumed fair· 

market value, and which are reduced for reasons 1nexp1lcable 

by county board or division of appeals action, further dilute 

the ratio when these same properties are sold at a later date 

at a price higher .than the original assessment. 

CONCLUSION: 

(a) It is stipulated that real :property is presumed.to 

be assessed pursuant to Chapter 54:4-2.25 
(b) Assessments are computed on individual .parcels 1n 

each class or category, dependant on the use for.which the· 
I 

' parcel may or not be improved. 

(c) The assessment ratlo 1n one class of property should 

not be 1.ised in another class since each serves a separate use,· 

and commands ·a separate market value~ 

(d) The assessor may not assess property other t.han real 

property, and he has no control over personal property wh1ch 

influenc.es a sales ratio and a .common level; 

(e) The directors ratio and the county ratio are des1gn-

ed for the broad aspect, and not for the determination of 1n-

4lvidual property class assessments •. 

(f) .There .ls no tangible basls of proof or reason that 

~ou·ld mak~ 1 t logical f·or common level ratios to be applied 

to an individual class of property fn a d1scrim1nat1pn appeal 

in unrelated property classes. 
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(g) Therefore, in the absence of more adequate and/or better 

legislation, coupled with a possible improper use or misuse of the 

application of ratios, we are obliged to support Bill A-2291. 

(h) A review of a previously introduced .Senate Bill, 

namely S-2 introduced some years ago and endorsed by the 

Assessors Association of the State, as an alternate to the 

Bill under discussion·. This bill S-2 was designed to give 

a measure of relief in the event that discrimination was 

evident in an assessment. It carried with it a 15% plus 

or minus tolerance that would in actuality protect both 

the municipality and the taxpayer. 

If we turn to Illustration Number 1, this shows the common 
. . '. :· . 

level computatic;m with application of residential ratio applied te 
Farm and Commercial Classes even though no sales were recorded. 

Without running through all the figures, let's take Number 3, 
Farm Regular, for a two-year period. In the calculation of the 
weighted ratio, if we.apply the percentage or ratio of residential 
to that farm, then we would incre~se the aggregate assessed value 
of farms from $375 thousand or million, whichever you want to use, 

1 to $500 thousand or $500 million, and the sai:ne with the industrial and 
commercial properties. It·would increase that figure of $3 million 
to $4 million. The district assessment sales ratio aggregate 
assessed value divided by true value would then result in 72.66 
per cent. 

(Illustration Number 1 can be found on 
page 107 ~-} 

Illustration Number 2 is a computation establishing the 
District weighted ratio reflecting the correction of certain 
transactions which included personal property in the sale price. 

Again I will not run through all the figures, but leave that 
for future study. 

(Illustration Number 2 can be found on 
page 108.) 
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In the 'final analysis, gentlemen, the district assess-
ment sales ratio ih this case-, which happened 'to be -a true 
case, should be 101.44 per cent. It was corrected upward 
from 89~83 per cent_, after the elimination of sales, including 
personal, property, as well as for othe~ .• re~so:ns inconsistent.·. 
with regulations. 

On -the next few pages following are actual .qu,.estfonnaires 
· sent back to my office from peopl.e._.who have purchased 
property. Let me explain _that after each property is.sold, 
regardless of its selling price or assessment, a .. questionnaire 

' . . . 

just like the one that 'you see here is sent to the property 
owner. In th,e case circled number two; t;he .. question.: What 
was the value of extras? In this case the property was sold for 
$47,000. ·That was the prime consideration. And the extras in 
this .property were·$4,150~ :~_They:·~include_such things as 
combination storm sash, electric garage door openers, · power- , · 
mowers, ca:rpents, draperies, curtain rods, etc. 

In the next one-, we have a lesser selling price of 
$37,000 and the value of the extras were $3,000. That included 
window air conditioning, all drapes and curtain rods, storms 
and screens~ wall to wall carpeting and a workbench. 

i • l . . 

In number 11, a sale of $28,5000, the value of the 
extras was $3525. That was for carpeting, -refrigerator, 
freezer, three air conditioners, a tenna-rotor, three fanso 
disposal~ washer and dryer, .,infra lights, two desks, a Chambers 
range and a dishwasher. 

Number 13 was a $47,000 sale, in which there wa~ 
declared $8,000 worth of personal property, and they are 
enumerated on that sheet. 

In the last one-, we have a lesser amount of extras of 
personal property, $1300, on a $32,450 .- sale,; which .included 
5 ° x 6° mirror, refrigerator, bookcase, carpet-, washer and 
dryer, •and a dishwasher. -

y On the next pages_ following,. - I wanted to point out· that 
'l 

-any time we have a disagreement with the grantorJ s .list, 
whether or not the sale should be used and unfortunately 
these are not ve-,;y clear copies -- but you will see down 

( 

at the bottom just above the words· "field representative, 11 No 
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basis for deletion." But under "Reason for Change," this 
included quite a lot of personal property. The second one 
is just like it. I have only six here, but at one time 
I had some twenty-five or twenty-six just such cases. 

While I will say, the Local Property Tax Bureau gentlemen 
were very generous in some cases, I think this is something 
,that is happening all over the State, where the inflation, 
for one thing, the inclusion of personal property and the 
disallowance of certain personal property in those sales, 
are creating a low ratio of sales. 

We are in a bedroom community, so to speak, but we 
do have a quite of number of farms. In the two municipalities, 
I have about 300 farms. I think the g:entleman on the end over 
there to my left will appreciate what I am talking about 
when I say that the sales ratio of residentials as applied 
to farms could bring it up to a true level. This I think is 
hurting the over-all ratio of municipalities blessed with a 
lot of farms. 

Gentlemen, in conclusion, as I have mentioned, in the 
absence of more adequate and/or better legislation, coupled 
with a possible improper use or misues of the application of 
ratios, we are obliged to support Bill A 2291. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Thank you, Mr. Salmon. Any questions? 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: I have been following very carefully 

as he read his statement. This includes your recommendations 
and your ideas with respect to this particular bill, is that 
correct? 

MR. SALMON: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: And all of us have a copy of it? 
MR. SALMON: You all have a copy of it. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ENOS: Thank you. That's all. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Is Mr. Green, going to testify also? 
MR. SALMON: Yes, sir. 

A L F RE D J~ G RB E N, JR.: Gentlemen, my name 
is Alfred Green, Jr., Tax Assessor, City of Clifton, Past 
President of t}e:Municipal Assessors Association of New Jersey, 
and Director of the International Association of Assessing 
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Of-ficers"' 
The problem we are confronted with today in the absence 

of legislation of this type, as previous speakers have noted, 
is the use -and misuse of the ratio and appeal procedures. 
Included in the study is the one approach to value, market 

· price, not market value but .market price-,; .• 
We are obliged :to consiq.er all _three approaches when we 

value property and give a conclusion -or greatest wei:ght to one 
of those approaches. In residential property, it is normally 
an analysis with adjustment of market prices to come up with 
a market value estimate. This is perfectly proper. :It com-
pl.et,e 1·y, negates in income-producing or industrial properties · 
the use of -income or even· ·the cost approach entirely~ The 
use of the market prices on this type property ... -:-_I believe 
it is safe to say that there is not one sale_that is used 
where all of the conditions of the s_ale are known, where 
there is the financing, the credit controls, the.advantage of 
IRS as far as depreciation is concernede If that has b~en 
exhausted, oftentimes it is advantageous fora plant to 
vacate and move elsewhere to take a.dvantag¢ of just this 
one i tern. None of these things are considere.q under a· 
market price consideration of the ratio study_and it distorts 
the picture by the lack of these thingsc 

We think it is a good ~ethod for school aid and county 
costs because it relates only to the over-all picture -of the 
assessment rules and not to any individual line item. I 
think this.is one of the areas that is greatly distorted by 
the use of that type sale on a commercial and industrial 
property. Because the larger the plant, the longer it will 
take to sell it. And if a plant is vacated immediately, 
_that market price is depressed.. That is not- to say the value 
is depressed, but certainly the market price is depressed. 
So the whole picture is distorted under the use of this 
study for this purpos.e on individual properties on appeals. 

Thank you, gentlf3Illena 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Thank you. Any questions? 
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( No Response. ) Thank you, Mr. Green. 
The next witness is R¢bert Woodford, New Jersey 

Manufacturers Association. I am sorry, Mr. Woodford. I 
neglected Mr. Befarah. 

S A M U E L B E F A R A H 0 J R.: My name is Samuel 
Befarah, Jr. I am the Assessor of Asbury Park and President 
of the Association of Municipal Assessors of New 

I would like to point out to this Committee that our 
Association recognizes the need for some type of legislation 
if we are going to open ourselves to the possible use and 
misuse of ratios. 

I listened to testimony this morning concerning the 
widow and the poor homeowner. There is no question in our 
minds that unless something is done, these are the people 
that are going to carry the burden. This has been pointed 
out to you before. 

I don 1 t intend to elaborate on anything my fellow 
assessors have mentioned, but some statements were made 
here this morning. I 'am just sorry these gentlemen have 
left because I would like to point out that in the assessment 
field today we have many, many qualified assessors. I notice 
they went back to the Kents Case, but they havenJt talked 
about what has been done in the field of assessment admin-
istration since the KentsCase. It may well have been that 
we had many, many part-timers in our field. However, today, 
education in the field of assessment administration is 
practically mandatory. The so-called part-timer is falling 
by the wayside. These are dedicated men in this field 
today. They know about discriminationo They know about 
ratios, common levels, etc. 

I woulc;l like to point out to this group - don°t believe 
everything you hear in this room today concerning tax assessors® 

In New ,Jersey today, we have taken some steps, as I 
pointed out, as to mandatory education. Assessors today 
have to be certified and licensed. We continue with our 
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educational programs, with new and better educational 
programs. We do not want to hog-tie 9r corral the taxpayers 
by doing anything that will not give them their fair day· 
in court. 

We stand ready to assist in any way possible. I 
happen to have served on the Directorus Sales Ratio Committee. 
I think it took two years to do the study, a copy of which I 
have here and which I would like to submit for your edification. 
I would like you to examine it. It is the only copy I 

have at present. 
We appreciate the opportunity of being heard today" 

I could probably go on for about another half an hour" One 
thing I think I must mention: They talked about the three 
approaches to value-. I think what Newark and Essex County 
are concerned about is use of the one method, which is the 
income approacho You donut have to be an assessor or real 
estate expert to understand that today in our spiralling-
tax rates in the various communities that as the tax rate 
goes up, the value, when you use the income approach, 
decreases automatically~ 

There are many remedies being used today, one being•fair 
rental value. I don't know the situation in Newark but :r 
am sure if a lease began ten years ago and a man was collecting 
$80,000 a year, the courts would only be concerned today 
with the present fair rental valueo 

I am trying to show you there are many avenues of relief 
as far as the taxpayers go, but wholesale application of the 
ratio would not be in the best interest of the taxpayers of 
New Jersey© Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Thank you very much, siro 
Any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: I have one questiono I assume 
you support A 2291? 

MR. BEFARAH: Mr. Fiore-, our statement s:ubrnitte6L"by 
Mr. Walter Salmon speaks for itself. 
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Mr. 

ASSEMBLYMAN.DICKEY: Thank you, 1. 
S/1-r• 

Mr. Robert Woodford, New Jersey Mah;fa:cturers Association. 

ROBERT WOODFORD: . 

·chairman, members of the Assembly Comnlittee on Tax,tion: 

i am Robert Woodford, Assistant Secretary of New .:fersey 
• I 

ManufactuI'e:rs 
. i . 

Association, appearing on behalf of our Committee on Taxation. 
i 

.. · .· ·._ ... · j ·. . 
Our Committee ha:s revie,:,ed the provisions of Assembly 2291 and has con--. I 

l 
. • • I . 

sidered its potential impact on the efforts of this St~t'e to achieve prope:rty 
i 

tax equity. 
I 

. - . I 
Over the past 14 years~ judicial inte-rpretation oif the Constitution.of Ne~, - . . I 

. . . i ·.·· .. . . . . .. . . 
Jersey, legi~lative action to provide tax uniformity, ~nd substantial efforts to 

' .· .· . I ·.. . l ·.. .· •. • 

upgrade the role,· preparatio~ and performance of asses:sors has resulted in sub-
.· . . I 

·1 
stantially greater uniformity and equity in local pro~erty taxation in. New · 

I 

,Jersey. A State whose municipalities raise $2 billioI1 from the local tax on . I . . . 

I 
real estate -- far in excess of the combined yield of !all State•imp·osed taxes --. . I . . 

I .· 

must insure eqµal treatment of taxpayers in the distribution ·of th.is. immense . 

burden of taxation. · 
! 

Three v,ery. substantial advances have made New Jersey a leader_, in the pursu1t 

of property. tax uniformity: 
i 
I 
I 

(l} Largely through.the effort.of the Association of Municipal Assessors 
I . . . 

of New Jersey and the Local Property Tax Bureau of the State. Division of 
! l .· . . . 

Taxation, we have established courses of instruction! in .apprais~l and assess;.· . I . 
ment 1:>rocedures and have provided a syste~for examination and certification 

.. of assessors. ·. 
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. (2) We have established a property tax appeal procedur~ which, in the 

; • first tw~ appeUate levels' 1is info,rmal. and open to 'every' p:ro.perty owner' 

-,.,itbout requirement of legal counsel. 
. ' 

(3) . We have ~~tabli~hed -procedures by which the common level of 

· assessment in each taxing district .fs .det~bnined e~ch sear · for. pu,rposeis -of . 

equitable school aid distribution (by means of ~he $ales . ratio. establ,ished 

.·: by the Director, D.ivislon: ·o:f Taxation) and· for· purposes of. properly di.s- · 

tribU:tfng the costs of county government (by means · of county equalization · 

ratios). 

With this <>utstanding record of property tax reform as a point of refcareµ.ce,-

it ~-is essential that A-2291 be judged in terms of its ability to _further such 
'[ 

reform. lJn.fort~natel_y,_ even a cursory review of the blll iis;ells any notion 

that it would s.erve to es.tablish further equity or uniformity. 

Assembly 2291 establish~s -a presumption that the taxing district.assesses 

real property. at- the percentage level of taxable value e$tablished by tlle · county. 

board of· taxafi,b:n ... - a presumption;-which could be supported by facts in few. 

districts. ·At present·, New Jersey law presumes that an assessment is correct . 

unless ·1:he_'taxpayer' proves,.·otherwise. 
. ' 

To prove that an assessment i_s incorr.ect, . 

' the taxp~yer· has the burden of establishing the marltet value of h_is property and 

demonstrating that the _property is assessed at a perce~tage,of liiarket·vaJue greater: 

than that at.which other properties in the district are asses~ed. The New Jersey 

Supreme Court h_as held repeatedly that a taxpayer who is able to demonstrate a 
. . 

substantial diffeJ;"ence b_e~ween his assessment· and the common level of assess-

ments in the district is_ entitled to relief.· For this purpose, the Director's 

sales-ratio and the county equali~ation ratios,. as · the ~nly broad 1 · reUable and 
' ' ' 

· ... neutral indicators of· common level ayailable t(! the taxpayer, may be used by the · 

- -ta]!:payer to show the. common level. · The c~urt has gone further to require that a · 
( 
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taxpayer be reassessed at the common level where substantial disc;.rimination has 

been demonstrated. Since the common level represents a range of assessments,· 

only fairly significant departures from the common level have been recognized as 

cause for relief. 

Assembly 2291 would take from the taxpayer his only simple, reliable and·. 

inexpensive means of establishing the common level of assessment in his dis ... 

trict. For all practical ourposes; it would deny relief to· property taxpayers 

on the basis of discrimination since no taxpayer coul9 afford to duplicate the 

efforts of the Division of Taxation or a county board of taxation in establishing 

the common level of assessments. No piece of legislation could be less consistent 

with New Jersey's effort to establish property tax equity and uniformity. 

We urge that your committee oppose passage of Assembly Bill 2291. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Thank you very much, Mr. Woodford. 
Any questions? (No response.) 

Mr. Richard McCarthy. Will you identify yourself, 
Mr. McCarthy? Although I know you, the other Committee 
members may not. 

RICHARD F. McCARTHY: I am Richard F~ 
McCarthy. I am the tax collector for Burlington Township, 
Camden County. 

I came to testify primarily on Bill 2443. I have 
submitted copies of a complete statement and the statement 
that I am going to make now to the Corru:nittee, but these 

', 

copies are only a rough draft and·I will submit a corrected 
copy later. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Mr. McCarthy, do you have anything 
that you wish to tell us about Assembly Bill 2291. 

MR. MC CARTHY: What I will say on this will cover it. 
Now if you would rather wait ---
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ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: I think we had better wait until 
we get to the other bill. .We will confine ourselves at 
this time to 2291 if it is all right with you. 

MR. MCCARTHY: That is fine. Some of the comments will 
pertain to it and then you can refer back to it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Fineo 
Ethel Yahnel, Tax Analyst, Middlesex County. 

ETHEL YAHNE L: I am Mrso Yahnel, the Tax Analyst 
of Middlesex County. On behalf of the Middlese~·county 
Board of Taxation, I have been asked to come to support 
Bill No. 2291. 

We in Middlesex County have been conducting sales ratio 
studies since 1952, a long time before the State started 
their sales study. 

We do not use the State Director's ratio. We are the 
county that uses the unweighted ratio because we find there 
are too many distortions in the State table. We understand 
the reasoning behind the court's ruling that because of the 
number of districts that have to be studied, it probably is 
wise for the Director to insist on the format that he has 
followed, but we do not find it adequate in Middlesex County. 

We also find that.even use of just the unweighted ratio 
does not give you a correct picture because we have never had 
adequate samplings in industrial sales or commercial sales 
oro in most municipalities,even in apartments~ So one or two 
sales, one way or the other, would have a co:mplet~ly: .distorted 
effect on the decision on whether or not that particular class 
of· property is over-assessed or under-assessed. There is no 
great difficulty for anyone to prove if there is actual 
lack of unifo:r:mity within a municipalityo It can easily be 
done by showing values and it has been done through the 
years~ 

We do not have now the type of assessors we used to 
have in 1960 when the Kents Case was decided. They are well 
informed •. The average taxpayer, because of the increased burden 
of taxation, is very much better infonned than he was even 
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five years ago because he has had to beo 
We know too that we are getting ratios in residential 

classes that reflect the Federal Chapter 235~where the 
complete price is subsidized by the Federal government .0 we 
are getting FHA classes. These people can compare their 
property with comparable property in tbe municipality and they 
do it regularly. No one has to worry about anyone owning a 
residence, being able to come ino First, he can go to his 
assessor. Second, he can come to the County Board. He 
can be shown the assessments in the area and the comparable 
assessments. So the average homeowner would not be hurt 
by this. But the application of it to income-producing 
property does hurt the average homeowners in that there is 
a continuing repetition year after year after year of appeals 
by the same people; by applying the increased tax rate, they 
want a lower assessment. They aren't selling their places; 
they are making enough money out of them. But they are just 
paying less and less taxes. That is our reason for objecting 
to its use in an ordinary appeal. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Mrs.Yahnel, will you explain the 
terms llweightedu and 1'unweighted 11 and how they apply here. 

MRSo YA.B:N'EL: In the Director's table, he has.four 
classes.of property: Class I, which is vacant land~ Class II, 
residential~ Class III is farmland and that is divided into 
regular farmland and qualified farmland under the Farmland 
Assessment Act~ and then Class::rv,, which has three classes. 
There are the commercial, the industrial and the apartments. 
And anything which doesn't fit into any of the other three 
classes is thrown into Class IV. 

Now, the weighted ratio as used by the Directpr is 
weighted in two ways. It is classified as to the type of property 
it is and it is also weighted by the sales price as opposed to 
the assessment value, so that a very large sale has a far 
greater effect, although it may not be at all representative 
of the property in a municipality than would many smaller 
sales. 
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Now the unweighted ratio each sale is given its 
ratio~ The sum of the ratios is divided by the number of 
the sales and that gives you the unweighted ratio., There 
-is rio classification of any kind. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: Thank you. Any _questions? 
ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: Just one cquestion: _ Someone said 

this morning that we have some of the problems in our cities 
because our assessors-do not know what they are doings But 
from what I gather from you and Mr. Befarah, they do have 
programs now and these assessors are qualified arid capable 
individuals in assessing property and evaluating it in regard_ 
to the municipality where it is located. Is that correct? 

MRs. YAHN'EL:_ Oh, yes, it is re.quired now by law that 
, every assessor, unless ·he has been an assessor continuously 

since 1967_, be certified under the statute requiring c~rti-
fication,. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: They also take additiol'.la:i_-t;t;aini:r;i.g, 
do they not, for example, going to colleg.e? 

MR.SQ YARNEL: They have in-service courses-all the 
time. They have a four-day seminar every year at Rutgers, 
at which they discuss every angle of as~essing. -- They also have 
special courses throughout the_State on different fields, 
particularly the field that is most aff'ected in that area. 
Different areas are affected by different things. You don 6 t 
.give a farmland course in Newark, but you have to have them 
in Middlesex County and certainly in Gloucester County. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FIORE: Thank you very much. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DICKEY: 'The next witness is' Ralph Todd-, 

' 
President of the Essex County Assessors' Association .• 

R A L P H T O D D: Thank you, Mr._ Chairman. My name is 
Ralph. Todd. I am the assessor in West Caldwell and Presi-dent 
of the Essex County Assessors' Association,. 

On behalf of the Essex County Associat_ion, :we un~nimously 
endorse Assembly ·B_ill_ 2291 as submitted by Assemblyman Fiore 
ano. his-constituents. The Association also endorses whole-_ 
hearb:ed1y. tne statement of one of' the earlier speakers, Mr.,-
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Saul Wolfe, as anythinc;1 he' reflected in Newark doesn 1 t 
hurt Newark only -- it hurts the entire County of Essex. 
Thank you, gentlemen .•. 

A,SSEMBLYN.IAN DICKEY: Thank you very much. Any ·questions? 
(No' response.) 

Mre John E. Moore c:3.nd Mi. Bingham of the Merchants 
Refrigeration Company? He says he.has no statement to make. 
Thank you, sir. 

Is th~re anyone else who wishes A:.o be heard concerning 
Assembly Bill 2291? If not,I will declare the public hearing 
on Assembly Bill No. 2291 closed. We will take a five--
minute recess and we will proceed then on a public hearing 
on Assembly Bill No .. 2443. 

(Hearing· Conclude·d) 
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STATEMENT OF ARTijtJR H~ WEST FOR THE NEW JERSEY FARM BUREAU, PUBLIC ·HEARING ON 
A-2291 AND A-2443 'BY THE ASSEMBI.Y- COMMITTEE ON:TAXATlON, .JULY .. 65 · 1971 

. . ..· .. 
·.· . . ,·· . ' . 

ChaiI'111B.n Dickey,members of the,Committee, iadies and· gel)tlemen: 
. . . 

My name.is Arthur H. We~t. I ,am _the owner 'and operate~· df·a· farm near 

Allerit')wn, N~w Je'I'sey, ,and appear here to&!y as. presi,dent of J:h, Ne;, Jersey Farm 
. '. . . . . ,. . . .. ' . . . . ·. 

. . . . : ·, . .. . . .· . -

.· Bureau,. represe~ting some 4,000 -·raI'l11 families in 20 counties~ - OUJi statement will 

be brief and~to the point . 

. We have' gi'l>'ell caref~ cpnsideration. tC> .b~:th of, the. bills. you are CC)llSiderin~_ . 

· here today. bur farmers still own a fifth ci:f' the total tand<area. in New Jersey, 

with .mo~ than a bilii~n 'dollars' invested in,'that: ia~d., :in ,buildings~ ma_chihery . 
' . . . . . . . 

and livestock; an.d <for this impelling reason, .we have a·vitai interest in any 
, . ·. . 

· legislation affecting the t~ca.tion of'property~ 

With re~ards to A-2291, we are strongly in-opposition· to.t~is bill. This 

bill is the best way we know of to make pX'Ogx,ess backwards • - This bill would take 

us back twenty }'ears before ':"e, had some. property tax reform. - 'AS we understand it, 

this bill ·would change the law so that the p:t>esumptionin a tax appeal case would 

be on the -side of the: assessor.·. The p:i:"operty owner would no longE!r be able to 

-use the_ State or. county-determined local assessment ratio data as a basis for -·. . .•. ..· . ' . . . ·.. · .. ': . ·. - . 

-.. :r;ielief fr~m dis~i111inatory as.sessment; . Instead, the appeal b~ard would have. to 
. . .. . . . . 

· ·. assmne that the assE?ssor had· assessed a piece of property at the common level; and 

_-•· the. -property owner would have to prove otherwise without th~ benefit of the 

published d9-ta. 

Let me say that we ag::;:,ee that this state badly needs reform_ in property tax , 
. " 

,assessment,_ and particularly the appeals procedure; but this bill. certainly ·goes 

in the wrong di'I'eotion. 
. .· 

What we needinstead is to abolish the present appsal_boai'ds and·create a 
. . . ; .: - : .· . . . . . . . . .' . : . 

proper~· divisicm .of the State Court to handle these appeals '.and also eminent 

'domain cases. . . . 
We are particularly critical of the -State Board Qf Tax Appeals, 
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since we know of many cases in _which it has taken two and three years to get a 

· ruling. 

-_ We .. hope that you will ?'eject this bill i1;1 your Gomnii ttee. In our opinion 
' . . . . . 

it does not des.erve. the consideration of the full_ Asse~ly. 

· Regarding A-2443, we are: reluctant 1:o oppose it; beca~se it :is sponsored by. 

some of our good friends in the Assembly; but we must in al_l good conscienc~ 

oppose this legislation. We certainly do not believe that <the creation of a 
. . . '• . . . ·. 

new assessment revaluation board at the county level will bring us th~ kind of 

.reform we need on revaluations. Tl)e present county boards of taxation already 

have the authority to -orde:r- revaluations; a,nd it might make_ sense to· provide a _. 

means for_ the present boards to undertake revaluations on their o~ voiition; but 

we do not favor setting up another poli tically'."'oriented board at the county 

level to undertake this job. · 

Instead, the Assembly should pas.s Senate Bill 2195, which would give· 

the State Di vision o_f Taxation autho:dty to set up. standards for- p:r,ivate 

revaluation firms. - We. know from experienc~ that such legislation is sorely 
i 

needed; since Some of the re.valuation work bei~g done in this state leaves much to•· 

be desired. 

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views. 
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ILLUSTRATION# 1 

Common level computat1on with application of residential ratio 
applied to Farm and Co_mmercial Classes even thoug~ no.sales were 
recorded. 

No. of ASSESSED TOTAL _SELLING RATIO 
CLASSIFICATION . ~ALES VALUE PRICE 

#1 (Vacant land) 
current yr. 16 120,000 200,000 
prior yr. 10 240.000 400.000 
Two yr. total 2b 360,000 600,000· 

#2 (Residential) 
current yr. 20 250,000 400,000 
prior yr. . --22... ~00,000 600,000 
:rwo yr. total 50 750,000 1,000,000 

#3 (Farm Regular) 
current yr. 0. 100,000 0 
prior yr. 0 100.000 0 -Two yr. total 0 200,000 0 

#4 (Comm-Ind.) 
current yr. 0 200,000 0 
prior yr. 0 200,000 0 -Two yr. total 0 400,000 0 

CALCULATION OF WEIGHTED RATIO 
Aggregate Class 

CLASSfli'ICATION ASSESSED VALUE HATlO % 
#1 (Vacant land) 720,000 60% 

l/2 (Residential) 1,500,000 75.0% 
.. 

#3 (Farms) 37.5,000 75.0% 

#4 (Comm-Ind. ) 3.000,000 75.00% 

'.5,.595,000 

DISTRICT ASSESSMENT SALES RATIO: 
~ Aggregate ;Assessed Value l\ivided by true value 

$.5.595,000 i $7.700,000 = 72.66 
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60.0% 

75.0% 

75.0% 

75.0% 

TRUE 
VALUE 

1,200,000 

2,000,000 

500,000 

4,000,000 

7,700,000 



ILLUSTRATION #2 

Ccmputatior\ establishing t't-ie '·oistrict wei(Jhted ratio reflecting 
. . . 

the correction of certain .tr~nsactions which lncluded personal. 

property in the. sale price. 

Class I · Current Year 

Prior Year 

Total 

ClASS II Current year 

Prior Year 

$ 

Assessed Sales 
Value Price % -

51,150 79, 200· 

62,100 68,250 

113,250 157,450 

2,199,075. 2,593,980 

2,241,250 2,430,799 

' '. Total 4,440,325 5,024,779 88.368% 

Class III 

Class IV(a) 
. ·. Current year 

Prior Year-

Total 

CLASS 

I - Vacant Land 

· II - Residence 

III - Farms 

IV(a) - Commercial 

IV - Other 

SR3-1969 
Aggregate . 

.Assessed Value 

$ 3',318,430' 

. 8Q,03Q,115 

2,728,610 

28,264,085 

14, 034·, 3 75 

128,375,645 

None 

56,950 

56,950 

Sale 
Ratio 

.. 
71.-93 

88.37 · 

88.37 

149.49 

149.46 

District Assessment Sales Ratio• 

$128,375,645 + $126,564,858 • 101.44%. 

88.368% 

3.8, 105 

- .. - ... 
38,105 149.455% 

True 
'Value 

··$ 4,~13,415 .. 
90,562,877 

3,087, 710 

18, 910_, 802 

9,390,054 

126,564,858 
f 

Corrected upward from ··a9.8J%, after the elimination of sales in-

cluding person_al ·property, as well as for other reasons 1ncons1s-
tent with re11:ulat1ons. 108 
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Proper~y address 

Name of buyer{s) 

QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED:. 

Was this an outright sale? __ ,_,(....,<~U---~--------------------v If no, explain. _________________________________ _ 

• Was there a family relationship between buyer and seller? /">·z_.,.._,,,,. 
Was a mortgage assumed ?_,._/_-,_~1 ... , .... 0 ____ _ How much? $ ---------------,/.-:1 .. •"·'' What was the prime consideration? $ ";' / c,...l''--<1 -,, ---------------------

).1' -, · __ .,:-A d_;!}_ 
... "'1 • /. "J(." 

~,t _, . i 
,,7 ,,.---,, !;,!.--For land? ' X ~:1 · ---... , -----------

Total amount? ___ $;_ ________ ....,..,,,,,,__.._ __________ - _______ _ 

Name of broker, if any __ .,_0_,_7._1 __ ,_._·_~_o...,c...,t._) __ t_~_<_.,,..,,,(:;_···_· ___ ~_~_-,_·_. ___________ _ 

Was any alteration made prior or a-f ter ?,Jrcha_se perio<i 1 __ ./r_1 ...... -(. .... 'L,/ ___ _ 

Description of building: 

Basement 

No. of rooms 

No. of baths CJ 

No. of Powder Rms. 

1st Flr. 
I 

,i-' 

0 

I 
Hot water 

2nd Flr. 3rd Flr. Attic 

0 

Baseboard Heating: Hot Air G' 

Fired by: Coal 
--- -----------

Oil ;, --- ---
Air conditioning: Built-in ___ L _____ _ Unit type _______ _ 

Porches: Open. ___ _ Size --- x __ _ Enclosed --- Size_x 

Fireplace ___ ·_v_··--- Recreation room /7•~= Size ___ x ____ _ 

Garagez Cars __ -~=2---::----
/ 

Attached 1--/_, Detached· ·----- Built-in __ _ 

O~her information: (Please indicate the number of school-age children) 

) 
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.. ·'.""' .. ·.-··.·. 
\. -·~- •4. ...._,,,,, 

Property address ,0(5::::; CE0 :N:;E~~<. e1ock111La Lot.-~--
Natne of buyer( s) 8f:oil. ,:,c:_ C . Ei f, 1,. cE,"-l .. -A ,_ Ce_~ oy 

\,' 
Was this an out1:"ight sa1e·1_..,.il,io·-~-•-~---------------------
l.f. no, explain ___________________________________ _ 

Was there a 'family relationship between buyer and seller?. Ne:., --...------
Was a mortgage· assurned? __ ,_/_~_:,, .... s._· ____ How _much? ·. S "?.- 1.- , o c, I .. ,~ J 

I 
What was the prime c.onsid.eration? __ s_ ... 3_.,.. ... J, .. ·_e-_. __ t,._ .. _(_1 ____________ _ 

What was the value of extras? 1.ci1. r: --...... ----------------------------Please enumerate items . L" \;..._, n.•, ·~· Am i ;-;;t;::A'L.: /Ju J)~,.,,?r4 {',, ·,2;- ,,,u lt1.,-,,I . Jf-tc.11i1 / 
>('.J t ,h,/ j. / .,.,A,, . re t,/•1 t ,. {/1 ~- v·,,,J (;. ,, r.,-•,e,.1,:-·;e fl. 

Were any unpaid taxes included in purchase pric:e1 ... ··..,·-.· ... · _, _________ _ 
• 

Total amount?· $ -------------------------------
Name of. broker, if any_.-------------------------
Was any alteration made prior or· a-ft.er purchase period?_..,44_ ... ~_. ____ _ 

Description of building: 

Basement 1st Flr. 2nd Flr. 3rd Flr. Attic 

No. of rooms I)·/ ;·_i'-' r~ ..:..-. 'f C 

No. of baths ·.-() ('.) 

' No. of·Powder.Rms. 

Heating: Hot Air \,/ Hot water --- Baseboard ----------Fired by:, Coal..,.... __ Oil ___ _ / 
Gas 

I 
Air conditioning: · Built-in _________ _ I · i 

Unit type_tt __ ,,,,_. 1_:,c-~ ..,Ii. .. ·---------

Porches:. .Open ·O Size X Enclosed c::; Size X 
. . ----- ·. ----· 

Fireplace I Recreation room I Size /\-- X l f .: 
Gc,.rage1 Cars ·,;. Attached J Detached· ____ · Built-in. __ _ 

o_~her informaticmz .. · ( Please .indicate the number of·. school-age children) 
.-r~>c ·- .D(.=' hi'! c l.'2 ½.! r ?~ 
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Property address 

Na,ne of buyer(s) 
Was this an outright sale? ___ .. Y_c_. __ s ________________ __ 
If no, explain ____________________________ _ 

Was there a family relationship between buyer and seller1 ___ 1_¼_c1_, __ _ 

How much? $ Was a mortgage assumed? -------- -----------
What was the/,~ime c.~nsideration? $ 2. 'i<, .S-ci1 . . _ 

For land? J-_p;z; ,._-"poroUi.--i ing? ., / t,. 'f JS }.._t/- 'j 1 S' __ 

What was the value of extras? -tl<--'JS-l. -~. j~ 

Please enumerate i tems//;/-J/ Toi~,~)/ ff/fPfr REr;,G. h?C~E/2 JJl,~AJ) .1£N,-vJ~/(llcR 3F;;;; 1SPISIIL 
B11ts'i1E1lv-bRyER,/NFRA L1G11rs, 2.J)es}:s,cl/11,v,BER., ,'A-Nrrtt,- iSHWlls.if-Y<. . 1 .. · ' 
We~ any .,rnpaid ·1axes incl1ed in purchase price71 . . NO . 

Total amount? $ -------------------------------
Name of broker,· if any ______ {?_. _E_·,_· _1\J_ ... _K_f-_. _____________ _ 

Was any alteration made prior or a-ft.er purchase period? ----------
Description of building: 

Basement 1st Flr. 2nd Flr. 3rd Flr. Attic 

No. of rooms I _J 

Hot water ,,,, Baseboard 

No. of baths / 

No. of Powder Rms. / 

Heating: Hot Air ---- ----------Fired by: Coal_. __ Oil Gas ---
Air conditioning: Built-in ---------- Unit type ---------I 

Size · /(} X I},,. Enclosed Size X --Porchesz Open v 

Fireplace Recreation room 'Size /()' X J... a ' 

Garagea Cars I Attached ----,/ Detached ---- Built-in ---
Other information: (Please indicate the number of school-age children) 

/Vi,? lV£ . 

.l.11 · Signature 1. 



Was any alteration made prior or a:ft.er purchase period?_._.(fo_. ____ _ 

Description of building: 

Basement 1st Flr. 2nd Flr. 3rd Flr.- +- -~ttic 

.. No. of rooms 3 c9- 't :2 I 
No. of baths I ·--
No .• of Powder Rms. l - I 
Heating: Hot Air __ Hot water --- · Baseboard ---------Fired by: . Coal ___ .· Oil v--' Gas __ _ 

Air conditioning: 
- ·/JJA,Q..a(.;.Z., Porches:~pen _____ _ 

Built-in --------
Size X --- ---

Unit type ~-------
Enclosed --- a 

Fireplace Recreation room ------- Size X · ----
Ga~e~ Cars ___ _ Attached____ Detached. ___ _ _Built-in __ _ 

Other information: ( Please indicate the nurnber of ;zchool-a.c:ie children). 
.. '-I e,lt2clcj~ 
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Property address 

QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWEREDZ 

tf:o q N Wpob 'JJB, v,s. 

0!) 
Block J, <iL Lot ¥-----

Name of buyer Cs> .b4,:-;,r £ ~tud \/t{t{tlX ,5:· )ljn-a,.L\" 
Was this an outright sale?_tt-(_--~_s_· _____________________ _ 

If no, ·explain ______________________________ _ 

Was there a family relationship between buyer and seller? /4, -----------
How much? $ Was a mortgage assumed? ..-v'~· -------- ------------

What was the prime consideration? $ ~(l.1,r-1.ro r~" _____ ....._. __________________ _ 
For land?----------,-_,,.-.. _0_-; ._ .. , .... -~~~building? 
What was the value of extras~~_a_c_,o_._~_--_,_ ________________ _ 

,._,:JI,\:: (,I ~/Y't:>r, 
.L .,. " ·1 · I ,1 •• . , Please enumerate items (' .:kerd.i.- ln3(• ·(aj(' &c,·1c"I: l,.,-,;.J/~7 ,• tfil·,::'j' . tb".luu.c,: f,.,.'r 

v 
Were any unpaid taxes included in purchase price? __ A_.{_, _________ _ 

Tota'l amount? $ ,<(/Ji -------------------------------Name of broker, if any __ ________________ _ 

Was. any alteration made prior or a·fter purchase per~od? __ Aft._. _,, _____ _ 

Description of building: 

Basement lst,Flr. 2nd Flr. 3~d Flr. Attic 

No. of rooms 

No. of baths { 
Cllt,' Vt.r1e lttr -----
Hot water Baseboard 

No. of Powder Rms. 

Heating: Hot Air ;( ---- --- -----------
Fired by: Coal _____ _ Oil --- . Gas ;< 

Air conditioning: Built-in X ---------- Unit type ---------
Porches: Open ---- Size ___ x __ _ Enclosed --- Size_x_ 

Fireplace __ ~_1,_e_-__ _ Recreation room -------A.lo Size ____ x _____ _ 

G~ragea .Ca~s ,~ Attached X ------ Built-in ___ _ Detached ----
Other information: (Please indicate the number of school-,age children) 

/lt')llt 
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President 
RALPH CA.PRIO 

Vice-President 
ANTHONY PEPE 

Treasurer 

Properlg :}ax . :J.reeze A,&Jocialion 
of ·•·r;ewark, r/ew Jer&ey 

162_ BROAD STREET • NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 

Jul1 1, 1971 

ANTHONY DI TARANTO 
Secretary 

ERNEST ORGO Assably:aan Dickey 
Tax co-ittee Chairman 
State House 
Trenton, Ne~Jerse;r 

Dear Mr. Dickey: 
\ 

Our organization wishes to co on record infa-y:or ofAsse•blyman 
. Fiore I s Bill. 

I u unable to appear at the hearing, but I would appreciate you 
putting this in the'record. 

Respectfully ;routs, 

--£;to!('# 
·President 
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President 

Properlg :Jax :l-reeze A~uocialion 
o/ lf/ewark, lf/ew Jer:Jelj 

162 BROAD STREET • NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 

RALPH CAPRIO 
Vice-President 

ANTHONY PEPE 
Treasurer 

ANTHONY DI TARANTO 
Secretary 

ERNEST ORGO 

RELEASE: 

Ralph M. Caprio president or the Property Tax Freeze Association 
has coae out in faYor of Aaseablyiaen Fior,e 1a bill that.woµld.set:rules. 
for reYiewirig Property Tax Assessments. 

This bill w~ich will prohibit the use of a school aid ratio for-
aula.in seekinc reductions in tax assessaents on real property. Instead, 
it would require that the guide be the assessment Talue ·establ,ished by. _ 
the county tax board. ·· · · · --

Special. interests -s~ch as the State':sa.r Association and Real Estate 
-Boards should reali~e tl,,.at the. property .()ltffiers. of' New J_e,rsey_ ~av~ .,an, uni-
.bearable tax burden; and 'if Fiore I s bill does .not pass 1 t could aeari an 

__ increa~e of oTer 100 pqJn_ts in pur present_ tax rate,. 
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DIRECTOR'S cm:}1ITTEE TO REVIEW 
SALES..;ASSESSXENT RATIO 

AND EQUALIZATION PROGRANS 

The Director's Committee to Review Sales-Assessment Ratio a .. c. 

Equulization Programs, appoin;ed by you for the purpose of making a full 

scale review of the Sales-Ratio program which was brought: intobei~g 
' through passage o.f Chapter 86,Laws of 1954, submits herewith its 

Report and Recommendations. 

A BRIEF HISTORY 

The Director's Committee to review Sales-Assessment Ratio Equalization 

Programs was fonned at··· the close of calendar year 1965 to conduct a full .. 
scale review of the New Jersey Sales-Ratio Program. In the years since 

t:o:c Sales-Ratio Program had been inaugurated, it had come to be wi.:ely 

r~cognized as one of the better efforts among State programs of Local 

;'ropetty Tax Equalization. Yet·, despite. the succe,ss, Local Property Tax 

officials became aware of the-existence of certain administrative 

problems in the operation of the program. 

It was with the -awareness that .these administrative problems existed. 
' . 

that this Cor.urJ.ttee was formed from among state, county, and munici;>al 

officials who had been closely associated with the"ptogram, and its success}<; 
Iii 

.:rom the beginning~ .The objective of the Committee was to draw U?O"Zl its 

ten years of exped.ence. in the equalization field to examine the. probl'ei,s · · 

which existed and to make re·cornmend'ations >wher~by, a good_ program could 

be made even better. 
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I. C:1 l'J)(];ir Y<'ar S:ilct~ SnlJ1J2.LL! . .1£ Method 

The State of New Jersey's Sales-Ratio Tables are prepared, currently, 

on the basis of a fiscal year sales s~mpling perio<li That is, the sales 

nssessment·ratios arc developed from sales 'which occur during a twelve 

n;onth period extending from .July 1 of one year through June 30 o,f the 

next year. Thus, since tax books a:re maintained on a: calendar year 

basis, sales which occur during each of the six month halves of the 

fiscal yearsampling period are compared w:i'.th assessments from the tax 

books for two different tax years. 

Almost since the inception of theSales-Ratio program, a technical 

c1iscussion of some scope has continued among specialists in the property 

tax field regarding which of two methods for sampling sales data,· the 

fiscal or calendar year method, is better in terms.of the accuracy of 

the results, the needs of the counties and municipalities, and·the 

obligations, both administrative and technical, of the Division -of _Taxation. 

The proponents of each of the statistical methods agree that there is 

merit in both methods; yet, each holds that the method which they propose 

is better in the aggregate~ 

':'hus, the Committee, in considering the merits of the two methods, 

was required to make a value judgment in a situat_ion where an absolutely 

clear-cut, mutually exclusive decision was not·possible. The Committee 

knew that the fiscal year method h_ad been used with good results since 

the program's inception; yet, the Committee was also aware that even 

good·results can be improv.ed upon. Considering all essential criteria 

then, the Committee heard, analyzed and sifted all '!f the ·arg'brnents 

presented by the proponents of the two statistical methods. 
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Arnone the po:i.n~s of view presented, the idvocatcs of the fiscal 

year sales samplin~ method argued.that a major advantage of this method 

\.is that i the da_ta frolTl which the pi rector:' s Table is prepared are more . 

current at the time of prornuLgation .than they would be if the calendar 

year method were .to be emple>yed. When - the fiscal year method is 

used, the sales .data are accumulated until threemQnths.prior tci the 

prOrGulgation of the_ Director's Table on October 1 of each year., whereas, 

the sales data wil), be nine months old if the calendar year method is 

to be used~ 

In reply to the qbjection over the age of the' data raised by the 

_fiscal year people, the c.ilenda.r year group points out that the attempt 

to use the welter of sal.es data which is accumulated at a date so near -·-

to the obligatory date for the_ issuan.ce cif the Director's Table makes 

proper ~dministrative screening of the sales. data difficult, .. at best. 

The _attempt to ~se s_ales. data which is of too. :recent vintage may actually 

impede the production Qf an e_xcellent tab],e which, of course, can only 

be compiled Jroi:n; relictble, adequately screened .data, they argue 
' Further, the calendar year group argues that the time gained.for 

the compilation of the table by .use of its method will enable the Division's 

personnel to do a much ~ore thorough job of screening those complex sales 

involving apartment.houses, motels, and industrial and commercial properties • 

. In addition, they argue· that the calendar year method will_ allow for 

sufficient time Jor changes to be made to the ratable structure if the 

changes are certified· tQ the Local Property -.Tax Bureau ·by the County Board 

. on form SR3A. 
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In aclc:i Lion to each of Lhe foregoing benefits,. the calendar year 

group points out that ,if the additional time ;is made available tr.e 

Local Pro;h'rty Tax Bureau will be in the position. to produce a 

PrQliminary Table of Equalized Valuntions containing Class Ratios, 

'District 1·lcighted Ratios, artd True Values~ The Preliminary Table 

will provide the opportunity for all concerned .officials to file 

in[orr.1al appeals ori forms SR6, thereby relieving tax districts of the 

necessity to file tl·'.c ~ore difficult and cumbe~some formal appeals. 

(The Corr.a1ittee' s deliberations and conclusions on the P1:eliminary :'able 

are discussed more fully in Part IV of .this Report.) 

A major argument of the calendar year method's proponents is t:1.at 

otherwise valid sales are. lost for statistical' purposes in the 

preparation of the Director's Table when a revaluation program is 

undertaken by a taxing district as the result of the application of 

non-usable category number 27 (See list included with Part VI of t:-,is · 

Report). The reason that sales are lost when a taxing district u~.::ertakes 

a.reassessment or revaluation program is that sample sales must be 

restricted to that half year during which the new assessment levels apply. 

Obviously, this occurs because the sales <lata relate to the fiscal year, 

whereas the true tax valuation figures relate to the calendar year. 

The loss of sales data is of especial impprt in smaller districts ~-·:.ere 

the sample is naturally small because of the l·imited number of sales 

which occur. The calendar year group concludes that the statistical 

reliability of the table is reduced as a result of the lo~s of sa.:-.::,la 

sales. 
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An item of pritnary importance considered by the Committee was the 

vali.dity of the currently employed School A:id Fornmlns. The current 

formula, based on fiscaLyear $ampling methods, has been tested and 

approved all the way through the State's.Supreme Court:. For the 

im;?lcmentation of the calendar year: sampling method, a new formula must 

be devised and it will, in all likelihood, require testing in the 

courts, over sev&ral yea~~, before becoming fully atqepted. 

In addition, some members of the Committee were unconvinced that 

the use of0 calendar year sampling methods, with all of the additional 

· screening time would, in· actuality, produce any more reliable data. 

Further~ .they were unconvinced that the use of calendar year sampling 

methods :would result in fewer fonnal appeals th~n the currently extant 

8 to 10%, even granted the extra time for infonnal appeals. 

One final point considered by the Committee was a study.done within 

the Local Property Tax Bureau which indicated, at least in the years 

studied, that a statistical ioss of non'.'"usable 'category number 27 does 

not affect, necessarily, the validity of the sales data. _ For example, 

an analysis of a comparison of true. values between 1962 and-1963 
. . "" . -. -

indicate'.d that 4 7 of the 150 ·di~tricts that had revalued or reassessed 

(i.e. 31%) had a change in true value in excess .of 10%, · and that 130 of 

the 417 tlistricts that had not revalued or reassessed (i.e. 31%) had a 

change in true valuein excess of 10%. The study also included_figures 

forl964and 1965 which showed that 73 of the 224 districts that had 

revalued or reassessed (i.e.· 33%) had a change in true value in excess 

. -of 10% _and that JlO of the 343 districts that had not revalued or 

reassessed (i.e. 32%) had a change in true value in excess of 10%. On 
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the basis of thcnc figures, some Committee members concluded th,-it the 

loss of non-usable category number 27 sales data docs not affect the 

validity of the sales ratio study. 

The Committee noted that some probleIDB might occur during the 

period of changeover from the fiscal to the calendar year method. 

To overcome a possible major objection, a method for handling this 

changeover period was developed, as follows: 

l. In the first year of implementation, the. true value wi~l become 

the latest true value promulgated prior to the changeover, 

adjusted to -reflect added and ·o~itted assessments. The 

assessment ratio will become the percentage which is derived 

by dividing the current assessed value (SR3) by the true value 

which is thus derived. 

2. During the second year under the program, a new true value will 

have been calculated from sales ratio data compiled during a 

full calendar year. This new true value will be adjusted to 

reflect added and omitted assessments and will be averaged with 

the true value which will have been promulgated during the 

preceding year. The assessment ratio promulgated for this 

second year will be derived by dividing the current assessed 

value (SR3) by the averaged true value, .'as indicated above. 

3. During the third year under the program, the second year approach 

will be·repeated in its entirety. Thus, the table will never 

come to a point where one year is dropped and. one added. Instead, 

it will contain a diminishing element of running 10.verage which 
'••- .. -..... ··- . 

should have the effect of dampening extreme or abrupt fluctuations. 
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4. Such an approach will make it unneceasary to distinguish between 

revalued a~d non-rcvalu~d dfsfricts. Also, it will ~sure that 

cu~~cn't orrncciamcnt practi~co ,.;ili be reflected by tcfe~ence to 
. .·, . 

SR3 data for each current year. · It will be unnecessary to drop 

.s.ample sales from consideration because of a revaluation. 

After careful delibe_rations an.d. conside.rable study, the Co~ittee 

conclµded that the calendar year method_for the sampling of real estate 

sales.for the State's Sal~s-Ratio program will better.serve the needs 

·of the individual taxing dist_ricts, the county tax boards, and the 

. Division of Taxation. \ 

Therefore, the Com.nittee recommends_ that the Director of Taxation 

adopt the calendar year metll,od for computipg asEiessment ratios. and true 
. . 

values of real property, for the State. of New Jersey_, as required by the 

State School A.id Act, Chapter 85_, Laws of 1954. 
'.'. 

. . .. 
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Doting t:hc past. scvcrnl. years,·. indicatfo1,1s of a. nee:ci for a revision 
. . . . ·.· 

· of the. SR.l.:.A Form· (in llse oince:, 19?7) ha"~ bcett'.oqscrved. by its· users. 

A foajor revision became necessary as'~ result o'f the farmiand Asse$sment 

Act td provide for the: recogi1ition of- 3A-Regul~r and .3B;_Quali:ficd 

farmland c~tegories·. 

Among o,t1~cr chilnges to be incorporated 'within· the. revised Form S1Rl.-A 
. ··, ·:· . 

is the a.ddit:i.on of· ZIP· code info-rma.ti.on ·:tq conipiy with ·~ostal\reg·ul~t;lons_. 

Each 0£ the changes in t.he Form SRl-A is .desct.ibed below. Following 

the descriptiye materic1l' a,1~e. c~pies of the five (5) part Fo'rm SRl-A .in 

' current; ;use .and pictures (blown u~ in,' s,iz~) ~£ the' ch~nged' pag'e arid: 

th~ additi~ns _which .ire pto~~sed, for the rev~r~e side. of'. _the State's . 
. . . ' 

and 'the Assesso~'s copies •. Plea~e exarnin:e · and compare·•'these pages· on 
. both ~he current and proposed fc,rtn ~arefully i~ rela.tiofl'~hip to ·the· text. 

,. .. ' ,: : 

L The addition of a code riutnb~r for both county-' ancl district to 

facilit:rite. data proces$,ing ~p~_rafions. ·· 
. . . . . ' . . 

-~. · ·. The addition o-f · a space for the name and· mailing: ad'dress · of . - . . : . ' . . . . 

the ~ttorney who filed th~ ·cl~eci/or whd$e na~e .appeared on· 

'the. deed when filed ,with the ,co~n~y clerk';: to faciiita'.t:e· 
q1;1estionnaire mai:J.irtg procedures~ 

', 3. The ,addition O:f the •WO~d~ ''Zip C6c;le;" .where' required,,·, iri the . 

mailing a~dr~~s of the graptor, :sr~ntee, anp attorney t.o' 

facilitate o~i" co~pliance with postal regulations~ . 

. 4. · A. space h~aded . ".SECTOR;! to •be . added .to.··• all~w machine sales 

1istings to b¢ made in groups of sales,. representin:g• · ·· ... . . . . . . . ' . . '. . "' •. : '. , 

economic trends in llomogeneous geographical are.as, wi.thin -a. 

taxing district~ The value of SQch a device in the :~aintehance 



of assessments is obvious. 

It shoul.d be noted qrnt tl~is approa,ch to. usin~ sales data ii;i the 

apprah;al •proce~s is, cnqorsed by the ColTlmi;,sion, on lnte~governm9n~al 

Relations. 

5. Under Propc1;ty Cll)ssification,. the categories 3a-F.;1rm (Regular) 

and 3h-F.irm (Qualified) were added to replace category 3-:Eann, 

to reflE?ct: provisions of the Farmland ,Assessment. Act. · 

6.. Space headed S,PEc;;IFIC ,PROPERTY .. USE to be acl,ded. 'l,'his information 

will be :invalUphle in expedit:ing screening operations in both· 

the. office and. the field. • · 

7. The. add;itioJ:l of a ZIP CODE notation in t,he. address of property 

area. 

8. .rwo ~paces h~ve l'>.een alloted for .tbe assesse~ value c:>f the 

property sof9-:. 

a.. Asse~se,d, Valu,e (except . c1rm 3B.,.Qualified). · The Jnfo,tmation 

to be 1inserted in thes-e spaces ii:! exactly the same as. that . . 

. call,ed: for· on th~ non--revised SRl~A form. The assessed values. 

for (J). ya~a11t; Land,· (2). Residential, (3). 3A-,.Farm (Regular), 

(4). 4a"!';Comxnercia+_, (5). 4b-Industrial, · and (6) .•. 4c-Apartment 

will be inserted in this space. 

b. Assessed Value {Fatm 3IhQualifi.ed· and-Number of Acres :for 
3A and 3B). 

,, ' ' ' . 
· This is an addition. to the SRl-A fonn. This space ·is to be 

used by the assessor ·for inserting the assessed' values for 
' ' . . 

th~ 31 und~r the provisions of the Farmland Assessment Act. 

It w$11 serve the assessor in verifying the assessmen't. of a 

J:...B Qualified Farm and the amount of roll-back taxes chargeable 
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wh~n the f il:nn ~s ~old for a 1.1s c other th~n asricµl,ttiral or 

horticultural. This information will. also scrv(;? t:l1e Il~vision 
i' . ·: _ ... ' ' : . ·• 

of Tax.'ltion in stipply:i.ng, ~o tLoS,e conC:Cfncd,; ~s.$cssed V.'.llue, 

acr~agc, and ~.ales pric:c pel'.' acre for all faruis tha~ are sold 

(~o~h 3A-:-R~gut~r · @cl ~-1?,--:q1.1aliHeq). 
9. A new space has been alJ,oted for .land dat,a informat:io,11. Inserting 

the size of plot: asses9f;d, t:he 9ize e>{.Plot sold-,_, and the sta:-:dard 

them: 

,;1. It will alert the assesso.r, as, well as. the Bureau, to 

b. It will provide the. assesso,t: l:'itll in~ormatie>11 essent:ial to . . ·, :- ' . ' .', ,,,·:· .... · .. ' ,, ,,_ .. _, 

an 1:IP to. dcite fi1e. o:f c:otnpa.rc1b;.e sales • 

In add:i.t:i,on, the. proposed re'v,'isi911s woul.d i.n'rl;ude t:he_ i111p1:J11ti_:-.g 

on the reverse s_ide o:f the" S .. tate's a11d t:he ~sessor's c:op;l-es of the 

SRl-A as follows: 

1. The reverse side of the white copy (Divis~on' sJ of the. S_Rl-A 

serye as a means of communication .. between office evaluato:-s and 
',· '1··-·· ,·' ,· :, ,'., . ·' ••' '• 

. I 
t.he field staff. 

The printing of a, check lis_t on. the reverse side of t!ie w:--.ite 

copy w;i.11 s.e.r:v:e,, also., t.o remind. fi~lt s.taff mentl:,ers, when 

investisati11g_ a sale., of mar;iy of the t:tventy-sevell non-usa~1e 

categories. And further_, it will serve a_s a r1;?minde~_to gather 

specific informat:.ion. concern;Lng questions of; Zf>1aing, property 

improvement anq persona~. prppertyi wl?,ich hav~ a_ b~~r-ing on t:1e • · 
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selling price of tba property~ 

2. The reverse side of the pink copy (Assessor's) of the -SRl-A for..: 

provides an area wherein the assessor can record much pertinent 

sales data because there is no tool in the hands of the assessor ~ore 

important to maintenance of assessment rolls than a good, comparable 

sal.e file. ~ince.most assessors in New Jersey do not take full 

advantage of the sales data available to them as a result of the 

sales ratio program, it is hoped that by providing this additional 

space for sales data,·· which is essential to a file of comparable 

sales, more assessors willmake~effective use of·it in maintaining 

their assessment rolls. Again, it should be noted. that the 

Commission on Intergovernmental Relations urged that more effective 

use .be made of the by-products of sales-"assessment ratio programs. 

After full deliberation, the Coullllittee reconunends that the suggested revis_ions 

to the Form SRl-A be ma<le and the new form SRl-A, which results, be adopted • 
• 

" 
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'l'hc sn.1 ... A form fi:: designed to ~U~,arize. th,::i ~ales data from th~ 

· deed abstract 'which i.s fil~d by, the •:County Clerk with the Board of 

. Taxat,ion for each real e13t:ate s.alc~ transaction which if; recordeci in: · 

the Clerk's office. Ulti)llatc.ly, i~ is the sales data information, as 

r~corded ofi the SRl-A form,, which b.ecomes .the iaw ·material .for the 

Equalization Tables which ar:e cprepf!.red as part of the State Tax t~ualiz.ation 

·program. 

The· Equalization: P1~c>:gram is the essential basis· upon which State 
.i . : ., ., '. . 

School Aid. fu.nds ,a.r,e pisb,ur.s·ed by. the· Co:mµli.Ssioner of Ed.ucation. to school 
. . : . 

distr'itt:s throughout· the state. . In adqi~iop.,. th~ ,Eqµali~ation Ta'.J+:es are 

used as . the has is .for apportionillg ·c9untY. $civernJ11ent cos_ts -.among their· 
.· .. 

. . . 
const itlrent nnmici pal:i t.ie·s • 

It is ~bviou:s th:~t the raw imat'.:erial from which the Equalizatio:1 · 
' . . . . . . 

·Tables are- 1prepare~, \ff t'.h·e highest degre,e of equitab,ility fn the cistri-

butit>n of f:urtds is t,o. lie '.maii:nt~in'ed,, ~us:t be suppliep :on a unifor-:· y 
t~urrent 'b:asis. . the Com{llitt~e., recog~izing that va~ious practices o:itain 

in •di.f ferent c:out).:ti:es ·whi;ch •ndtigat:e a 1gairist- the desh:ed ,unifoimit:: in . 
' '. : _· ·. . ' .· ' . . . .· 

-flo~ of .inforrnatitm,, ;~is,ciussed .the '7a·ri-ous ways artd means by which the 
. ' . •,. . 

Etru-ali.za'tion Tables can he •malat,ained at the highest level of util::.::y and . . , 

ecfuitfbili(ty.. ln ,consider~n:g tlri's ;p·r,oble~ the •Connnittee reflect.ed upon, 

.. metho·ds ·tO whi:dh nll :p:ersons iooa;cer,ried wlth the -entering and trans.=-::tting 
. . 

•O:f ,the :raw -0ata :must adh-e-re :i,n ;ora,er--to~$nsure .the optimum •accurac:.- and 

·t1meliness ;o;f :the :tabl1e •. · 

.Along '.thi:s .line~ .. ::the Comndtbee>deci,ii'ed to recommend the esta":,:ishment 

:of ·~ rig:id it'.im¢ <s-cihedute fo.r .the f'J.,ow_ of :the 'SlU'...A forms· from the C.:>unty 

Boa,riis of ta·~at{i'on ite> :the '8'$:S'eE!S'o:rs, and-lth:e,n,c-e,, i,ack ·through the C~unty 



Boards to the Local Property Tax.· nhrd'.:iu. .The Comn1ittee no:ted · tli'at 

the time schedule, which they rccoinmcnd 'be 'adop·tc:d, would 1;:e·quird some 

special attention in the areri of enforcetnCrit:.- Yet the ·Committee does; 

most emphatically, recommend that the eight-week inaximtim time-table, 

presented be.low/ be adopted. 

Eight Week. Schedule 

Li Abstract of deed (2 copies)* from the· recording officer 

in the County Clerk's office to the County Tax Board, 

· two Ci) weeks. 

2. County TmcBoatd to complete Part .~ of the form and forward· 

it to the assessor; two (2) weeks. 

3. Ass.essor' s investigation and processing three (3) weeks. 

4.: County Tax Board, processing and'delivery to the Local 

Property Tax Bureau, one {1) week. 

*Previously, the County Clerk was, required to, send only ,one copy of the 
abstract of deed .to the Board of Taxation. To have two copies sent. may 
require legislation, if :so,· the ,Committee recommends that· it be initiated. 



IV. PRELT;--11NflRY TABLE OF EQUALIZED VALUE 

Throughout the year the Division of Taxation proceeds with the 

riatl1cring of statistical information for use in the preparation of the 

Director's' Table. As SRl-A forms are received, they are screen<;q1 and 

then the sales assessment data is entered upon punch cards for use by 

data processing equipment. The~sales samples, for use iri the preparation 

of the table, are accumulated on a continuous basis from .the steady flow . 

of SRl-A information to the Division of Taxation;. 

To keep local assessors aware of the tpmsactiorswhich are being 

accumulated for use in the. Equaliza~ion Table, the Division of Taxation 

has developed the practice of sending Interim Grantor Listings (lists 

of these transactions) to them for their scrutiny. In addition to 

providing greater accuracy and reliability, this procedure protects the 
. 

assessor against crash programs of SRl-A examinations at the time of the 

issuance of the Equalization Table • 
• The readily usable real estate market data which can be used by the 

assessor in appraising properties of a like kind and location is an 
' important by-product of the grantor listings. Because of this important 

by-product, the Connnittee recommended that the list.ings be provided in 

block and lot sequence to make them even more useful for comparative 

purposes. This last reconnnendation is now being carried out. 

In connection with the gr an tor listings, the as.sessor needs· a method 

whereby he can appeal transactions which should be treated differently, or, 

for which, valuations. are not properly stated •. Form SR-6 is the means 
. " by which the assessor can seek such changes in the data as are shown to 
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him on the gr:mtc.1r listini.;s. If the assessor examines the grantor ·. 

listin~s i111mcdiatcly UJJOn receiving· them, and submits form SR-6 ...,.here 

corrections are· necessary, he will avoid all the last minute pressure·· 

and confusion ~hich arc attendhnt to attempts at correctioQ after 

Director's Table of Equalized Valuations has been promulgated. 

'Io further protect the assessors from cra~h programs, the Co:::::::ittee 

recom,7tcnds that a Preliminary table of Equalized Values be published by 

• the Division of Tax~i~ion on, or before, July 1 of each tax year 
. 

which shall include all · the sales which will be considered in for.:-.ulating 

the final table. The Committee felt that a preliminary table would alert 

the assessor to. the.effect of the SRl-A's upon the tax picture in his 

district in sufficient time to enable him to re-examine the granter· 

listings and, as a result, file, informally, any forms SR-6 which he 

might feel to be justified. In addition~ t:he County Boards could review 

and forward any recommendation for correction to the Local Property Tax 

Bureau for consideration. 

In relation to the preliminary table, the Committee reconnnends that 

a closing date of August 15 be established for the filing of any form 

SR-6, · petition for revision. F?rms SR-6 will be accepted after this closing 

date only at the discretion oj; the Director whose decision will be 

based upon the merits of the particular case. 

It1 connection with this entire procedure, assessors are cautio,.ed 

that after October 1, appeals can be made on.ly to the Division of 'rax . 

Appeals. 
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() 
V. STATISTICAL l·IETIIODS, J~ROCEDURES /IND STANDARDS 

Weighted Vern11s Unweighted Rnti.os 
' Implementation of Chapter 51, Laws of 1960 with its "common level" 

provisions emphasized the fact that more than one average can be derived. 

from a sin'gle sample. In contrast to the "weighted average" which has 

been the basis for equalization ratios throughout the New Jersey equalization 

program, the "common level" is described as the unweighted average ratio. 

The fact that these two averages of the same data yield different results 

has been the source of some confusion concerning the choice of average 

to use. 

In its broadest sense an average is nothing more than a single 

experience derived from a number of experiences and used to represent the 

general character of all experiences. Whatever words _may be used _to 

describe it--such as common,.typical, usual, normal--the average is.a 

measure of the central tendency of experiences which vary among themselves 

and, thus, vary from the average used to represent them. Every description 

· is, in .some sense, an average in that it generalizes information in a form 

to be com."Tlunicated, understood, or acted upon. Consider, for example, the 

way averages underlie such ordinary concepts as normal temperature, amount 

of rainfall, profits from sales, wage rates, and automobile speed, among . 
others. Each of these concepts is based upon a condensation of.a mass of 

data to a single figure or a single measure. 

There are several different kinds of averages and each has its own 

meaning and use. The choice among averaging methods depends upon what it 

is that is to be expressed. For example, the equalization tabl~, prepared 
I 
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~nnuall.y by the New Jersey :Divisim1 of Ta::sc~tiorr~. hai as· :1ts purpcfoe t:hc 
. . . ,··. ·, . . . 

approximation of llfulll' or market valo·e df all taxabl~. real c~t~te' within 
. . . 

each taxing district •. · 'The ~c:i-t;htcc( river~ge. is. superior to other averaging_· 
. . 

methods for. this pµrpose bec~use •'• :i.{'provides an. a,;erage ratio capabl~ of 

iridicatirtg the total market value represe~teci by total· asse~sed value$. 
. . 

for any giv(?n sample o'f properties. 'This· will ·be: true regardless of how 
. . 

varied their individual assessmerit r~t:fos may be. Norit of the othe~ . 

averaging . mcct:~ods can y:i.eld this re~ult under all c':Lrcurru,rtances. -

If -.our purpose is to bring all prope;ty assessments to ·a common level 

(defined as one capablEl of maintaining aggregat~ assess~d v~luesunch.anged, 

. as eq~aliz~tion occursf, th.ew~ighted mean is the onty satisfa~tory average. 

For purposes of the New Jersey annual. equa~ization table, a~lditional 

assurance of reliability fs accomplished· by dev~loping the weighted average 

separately ·for each ·of f~ur classes of ·p;~perty: · Full or equalized 
. ' . . ' .. ,·- . 

(market) values are estirnat~d separately for e~ch ciass of property on the· 
.. · -. ' . ; . ·, .. . '. _:_.,.: .. · .. 

basis of tota+ assessed values and the weighted average assessment rati,9. 
' Composite full or equaliz~f (market)_ values are derived as the sum of the. 

four.s~parate c~lcUlations. ·The.composite, or overall average assessment 

ratio, represents the perc'ehtag~. of total assessed to .total ~stimated. full 
. . .. 

- or equalized (market) values. The composite average is thus weighted not 

only by the value ~f pi'.~pertie~• wi~hi.n _ the. sample of obseryations, but also,,: 
.,., '.' .. 

by the value of comparable properties ~ithin tl1e -enti:re assessment roll. 

Such weighting, .thus/ takes· into acc~unt var:1.ations in _sample cove.rage for 
. . . . 

each class of .prop~rty a~ w~ilas variation~ in property yalues. 

The Cotnfu:i.t-tee, ar'ter lengthy deii9erations regarding the !wo averaging . 

methods,·· concluded that the use of weighted ·averages was more appropriate 
.; 

to obtain the approximation of "full" or market value of all taxable real 
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estate within c.1cl1 tnxing district which is required for an equ1.tab1e 

Equalization Table. Thp Conmittce felt that no other averaging method 

could yield as meaningful as a result under all circumstances. 

For the foregoing reasons, the Committee recommends the continuance 

of the currently employed statistical methods, whereby sales-ratio figures 

for the Equalization Table are developed through the use of weighted averages • 

. --·--·--·---------------------
·------
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VI. c,m~c;O}UES OF NON"'.'USABLI~ DEim TRANSACTI:-QNS.; ; ;., ' 

The Director's Table· cannot1 be qualitativ12ly b:ettei:: than. th~ sales 

transactions upon '.Which it. r.ests .... , .. For• tn,is rea~l\m, -sale.s which .-cannot:. • 

be deemed .. to meet· the '.'market value-'·'; tel:!t ,of ~tsale between a willing · 

buyer and a willing .seller shoul,d not be ·,i,n,c::luded. _in the statistica\ . 

· base upon which the·tal;>le~rests. · ·, 

Appended, hereto,·. is a list of 27 deed transactions which are deemed 

to be non-usable for purposes- of the Equalization Program.: They are 

established pursuant to Chapter 86, Laws o~ 1954 (N.J.S.A. 54:1-25.l 

et. seq.). The transactions described do not_fall within the concept 

· of a sale between a buyer willing, but not. obliged to buy, and a seller 

willing, but not obliged to sell. 

The entire list of non-usable categories was reviewed by the Conunittee. 

The application of categories /16 and /126 to split-offs, assemblages, and 

assessments under the "Freeze Act" was reviewed. However, a sub-co:mID:1ttee, 
. .11· 

in stµdying the question, feared that the enumeration in these categories 

of specific examples of non-usabilfi:'y·-woiild:-:result in· an ~n,limited expansion 
.::f_-: 

of the non-usable categories.• For this reason, no changes are recommended 

in these categories. 

The Committee does recoinmend that two of th .... e categories, specifically· 

018 and #20, be changed to read as follows: 

No. 18. Transfer to bank_s, insurance companies, savings and loan 
associations, mortgage companies, OR ANY OT~ER LIEN HOLDE~-
when the transfer is made in lieu of foreclosure. 

No. 20. Acquisitions, RESALE OR TRANSFER by railroads, pipeline 
companies or other public utility corporations for r:i'.ght-of-
way purposes. . 1' 

N.B.-The.words in block capitals are the additions to the categories as 
presentlY: written~ 
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0 
STATE OF NEW JERSEY . 

DEPAHTHENT OF THE TREASURY 
DIVISION OF T/C{ATION 

LOCAL PROPERTY TP.Y. BUREAU 
.TRENTrnI 25, NEW JERSEY 

CATEGORIES OF NON-USABLE DEED TRANSACTIONS 

July 1 6 1958 (Revised) 

The deed transaction of the following categories are not usable in de-
termi.'1ing assessment-sales ratios pursuant_ to Chapter 86., Laws of 1954 
(N.J.S.A. 54:1-35.1 et. seq.). .. -

1. Sales.between members of the :iJ'Tlmediate family. 

2. Sales in which II love and affection11 are stated to be part of the 
consideration. 

3. Sales between a corporation and its stockholder., its subsidiary, its 
affiliate or another corporation whose stock is in the same m-mership. 

4. Transfers of convenience; for example, for the sole purpose of correcting 
defects in title, a transfer by a husband either through a third party 
or directly to himself and his wife for the purpose of creating a tenancy 
·oy the entirety, etc • 

5. Transfer deemed not' to have taken place within the sampling period. 
Sampling period is defined as the period from July 1., to June 30, in-
clusive, preceding the date of promulgation., except as hereinafter stated. 
The recording date of the deed within this period is the determining 
date since it is the date' of official record. Where the date of deed 
or date of fonnal sales agreement occurred prior to January l, next 
preceding the commencement date of the sampling period, the sale shall b$ 
non-usable. 

6. Sales of property conveying only a portion o~ the assessed unit, usually 
referred to as apportionments., split-offs or cut-off's; for example, a 
parcel sold out of a larger tract where the assessment is for the larger 
tract. 

7. Sales of property substantially improved subsequent to assessment and 
prior to the sale thereof. 

8. Sales of an undivided interest in real property. 

9. Tax sales. 

10. Sales by guardians, trustees., executors and adm:inistrators. 

ll. Judicial sales such as partition sales. 

12. Sheriff's sales. 
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16. 

- 2 .. 

S:ilc.3 in p:rocccclincc in bankrupky, rccci vcrchip or asrdcnment fm.• tho 
benefit of creditor:::, and cli.scolution or l~q\lidation sales. 

Sales _to or from tho _Uriitcd s·tdtds of'-A.Ir:cTtc~, the State of Nc·..r Jersey, 
ancVor any politic al subdivision of the State of New Jersey; including -
boards of education and public authorities. 

Sales ~f property assessed in more than one trucing district. 

17. Sales to or from any charitable, religious or benevolent organization. 

18. Transfers to banks, insurance companies, savings and loan associc.tions, 
mortgage ccmpanies; when the transfer· is made in lieu of foreclosure. 

19. Sales where purch~:;er assumes more than two years of. accrued· taxes. 

20. Acquisitions by rai1roads, pipeline eompanies or other public utility 
corporations £or right-of-way purposes, 

21. Sales 6£ cemetery lots, 

22. Transfers of property in exchange for other real estate, stocks, bonds, 
or other personal property~ 

23. Sales of commercial or industrial real property which include r::a.c::inery, 
fixtures, equipment, inventories, goodlrl.11 when the values of s-.:.ch items 
~re indeterminable. 

24. Sales of property, the value of which has been materially influe:-;~ed by 
zoning changes where the latter are not reflected in current ass5ssments. 

25. Transactions in which only 55¢ in revenue-stamps are affixed to the 
conveyance unless the actual consideration has been determined. 

26. Sales which for some reason other than specified in the enumera~ed 
,categories ar-a not deemed to be a transaction between a willing '::·~er, 
not compelled to buy, and a willing seller, not compelled to sel.:, 

27, Sales occurring within the sampling period but prior to a change in 
assessment practice resulting from the completion of a recognize:. · 
revaluation or reassessment program; i.e. sales recorded during -;:.:ie 
period July 1 to December 31 next preceding the tax year in whic:: the 
_result of such revaluation or reassessment program is placed on :::e tax 
roll. · · 

Transfers of the foregoing natwe ·should generally be excluded 'c·..:.t may 
be used if _after full investigation it clearly appears that the transa.:tion 
was a .sale between a willing buyer, not compelled to buy, and a 1'illi::g seller, 
not compelled to sell, and that it meets all other requisites of a usaole 
sale. 

THIS LIST SUPERSEDES THE PREVIOJS LIST OF "NON~USABIE DEED TRANSACTIC::311 OF 
JULY 1, 1957. . 
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